### David's Warriors 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount Range</th>
<th>Donors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5,000 - $9,999</td>
<td>Anonymous In honor of Decade of David’s Warrior’s Celebration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2,500 - $4,999</td>
<td>Anonymous In honor of Race to Heal for David’s Warriors - St. Baldrick’s Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,000 - $2,499</td>
<td>Mark Zavacky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500 - $999</td>
<td>Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bill and Sandra Szilasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jim &amp; Jean Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Renaldo Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$250 - $499</td>
<td>Amy Fox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous In honor of Dave’s fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booz Allen Hamilton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlene and George Neumann In Memory Of Pat Carpenito David Heard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica D’Agostino</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox Marine Corp.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunnar Bogorowski</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jo-Ann &amp; Leland Gay In Memory Of Patricia Carpenito</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen &amp; Jeff Kirby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Kirby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Susan Heard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William, Melissa, Austin and Kayla Heard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100 - $249</td>
<td>Aine Shay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan &amp; Marsha Abraham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alana Klass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice and Trig Horton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous In Memory Of Patricia Carpenito Ashley &amp; Andy Freedman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Van Meter In Memory Of Patricia Carpenito</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Byrne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braedon T. Rupp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Maresca</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNA Hair Designs In Memory Of Nancy Chickey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Huffenus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlene and George Neumann In Memory Of David Heard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David VanHorn In Memory Of David Heard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Kemp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dillard &amp; Adrienne Kirby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Tine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisabeth &amp; Bruce Fratezi In Memory Of Pat Carpenito Emily Wheeler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fred Kirby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Uncle Harold and Great Aunt Jane Blakely in loving memory of David Heard and David’s Warriors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insta Venmo Board: Ines, Jessie, Spags, Rachel, Will Mc, Jane, Dan, Susan, Joan, Zander, Scott, Matt S., Jake, Schmitz, LoClo, Ryan M, MFC, Karen, Nana, Hollo, D Rog, Mimi Mac (THANK YOU!) Jane Kirby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Kalembier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim &amp; Jean Wood In Memory Of Pat Carpenito Ashley Caldwell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Duncan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Mattair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Berglund, Zeta Psi ’73 Laura and Drayton Virkler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leigh and Jon Kirby - Klein Lisa Yoler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lou Ann &amp; Jerry Messerman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark and Cacky Enman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa heard In Memory Of Patricia Carpenito Nicola Ferreira In Honor Of David Heard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pat Carpenito in loving memory of David Heard Pat M Carpenito In Loving Memory of David Heard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
$100 - $249 (continued)
Peter Lehman
Rochelle Makela-Goodman In Memory Of David Heard
shawn langen In Honor Of The D Man Heard
Stark Kirby
The Fox Family In Memory Of Pat Carpenito
The Rossi Family In Memory Of David Heard
Tim, Autumn, Max & Zoey Bragg In Memory Of David Heard
Uncle Butch and Aunt Jane in loving memory of David Heard and David's Warriors
Walker Kirby
Ward and Alexa
william Condosta
With Love the Dohertys, John, Allyson & Ian In Memory Of Patricia Carpentito

$1 - $99
Aidan McCall
Alexander J. Molto
Amy Jones In Memory Of David Heard
Andrew Ur In Memory Of David Heard
Angelina A. Bella In Memory Of Patricia Carpenito
Art Charlton In Memory Of Patricia Carpenito
Barbara Scobo
Beau P. Bedard
Becky C Weaver in memory of Susan’s mom, David’s grandma
Ben Howard
Beth Gruppo
Bob & Bev Augustine
Celeste B Langen
Cheryl Gallagher
Chris DeBlasio
Diane and Bruce Nicholas
Donald Riehl
Doug M In Honor Of David Heard
Edward and Nancy SanGeorge In Memory Of Patricia Carpenito
Elaine Reynolds In Memory Of Mema and my mom Carol
Elizabeth Ridenour In Honor Of David & his awesome mama, Susan!
Ellen Lutz In Memory Of Parker Lutz
Emma Guthrie
Eric van Hoven
Erik C. Larson
Ethan Riehl
Friends of Lekso
Gabriel Smithline
Harry Chernak
Jack Warren
Jacob C Freeman
James Turco
Janet Miccio In Honor Of David Heard
Jean martinetti
Jeanette Leggett
Jolane Khalill In Memory Of Pat Carpenito
Josh Levy
Joshua Sanborn
Juliana Lupinacci
Kait O’Malley
Karen Johnson In Memory Of Patricia Carpenito
Kathy Burits
KRISTINA SPIES
Lafayette football
Lafayette GOONS!!!!
Laini Abraham
Laurie Drank
Lisa McNeill In Honor Of Peyton McNeill
Major Jordan
Malik Hamm
Margie Kohmescher RN In Memory Of Patricia Carpenito
Maria and Bill Bushman
Marianne Bergman
Marla Kinney In Memory Of David Heard
Mary Simpson In Honor Of David Heard
Mason Gilbert
Melissa Petrella
Michael Whitman
Michele Churetta In Memory Of David Heard
Michelle Moyer
Monica Berger
Mr. Aidan S Kelly
$1 - $99 (continued)
Mr. Cole Dutton
Mr. Jyaire H. Stevens Sr.
Mr. Logan Glick
Mr. Logan Reid In Memory Of Theo Osterman salves
Mr. Ryan D. Duncan
Mr. Tyler R Makover
Mrs. Danette Ocaranza
Mrs. Kristine L Doyle In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Becky C Weaver In Memory Of David Heard
Msgr. Dan Elmi
Nancy and Larry Pescinski In Honor Of David Heard
Nicco Jacimovic
Nicole Miller In Honor Of David Heard
Paul and Julie Flanigan
Paula Ballard
Peyton McNeill
Rabbi Harry Chernak
Rebecca Rosenbauer
Regina Abruzzese In Memory Of Patricia Carpenito
Robin Espinola
Robyn Raphael In Memory Of Patricia McCarthy Carpenito
Ryan Ness
Ryan Young
Saad
Sam S Kirby
Stefanie Riehl
Susan Heard
Susan Wilcox
Suzanne Shapiro
Tammy P Hetzel In Memory Of David Heard
The Heckel Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Jacksons! In Honor Of David Heard
The Stahl Family
Thomas DiGiovanni
Todd Burkhardt
Tony Bauer
Tony, Chris, Anthony D'Angelo In Memory Of David Heard
Victoria Knapp
Will Moran
David's Warriors 2020

$5,000 - $9,999
Anonymous

$2,500 - $4,999
The TJX Foundation

$1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous In honor of David's Warriors Fundraiser for St. Baldrick's Foundation
Bill and Sandra Szilasi

$500 - $999
Amy & Dan Fox In Memory of David Heard
Specialty Tile

$250 - $499
Bradlee Lord
Drew Freeland
Elinor and Andrew Hoover
Jeff & Karen In Memory of David Heard
Matt Gallagher
Mrs. Susan Heard

$100 - $249
Abbie Bresnahan
Alex Sutton
Alicia Davenport
Ashley & Andy Freedman
Borrie Del Priore
Cathy and Ray Chelstowski
Chris Laskey In Honor of Devin VanHoven
Christian Hollar
Dillard and Adrienne Kirby
Elisabeth Fratezi In Memory of David Heard
Ender Family
Erbach Communications Group
Fred Kirby
Gabriella Gaspar
Garold and Jane Blakely in honor of David Heard and David's Warriors
James Turco
Jeannette Mahoney Sr.
Jim and Jean Wood In Honor of David Heard
Joan Fratezi
John and Christie Kelly
John Kelly
John Lopez
Jon and Leigh Klein
Kaitlyn McKittrick
Kathleen Ruddy
Keith Grieve DO
Kelly Close
Kristen Rossi
Laura and Drayton Virkler
Lou & Dolores Bolognini In Memory of Michelle Borsch
Mary Barclay
Mema in loving memory of my grandson David
Michael & Beverly Donofrio
Morgan Kirby
Mrs. Jane Blakely
Patricia M. Carpenito In Honor of David’s Warriors
Ryan Hager In Honor of Hannah Duffy
Sam S Kirby
Scott & Ruth Stilianos
Sharon Bokma
Shave day donations
Sherri & Allan Goldman In Honor of Lucy Garibaldi
The Buchanan Family
The Hurley Family
Toni Pijut In honor of David’s Last Decade for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Virginia Reid
Walt, Alison, Adeline and Eliza In Memory of David Heard
Ward Horton
David's Warriors 2020

$1 - $99
Abby Lantz
Alampi Family In Memory of Jonathan Potter
Alessandro McMann
Alex Avery
Alexandra Borik
Alexis Gibbons
Ali & Matthew Karpousis
Alice and Trig Horton
Ally Hickey
Almut Dubischar
Andreas Makris
Andreas Radovanovic
Andrew Swiniarski
Anna McKay Radcliff
Annie Hathaway
Anonymous In Memory of David Heard
Anthony Scala
Anya Lucey
Art & Susan Charlton In Memory of David Heard
Ashley Ender
Ashley Gerhart
Audrey Hannigan
Barbara Adamus In Memory of Anne Adamus
Beaudan Szuluk
Bella Alampi
Ben and Victoria
Ben Hoover
Bianca Mancas
Biomarine
Bobby Oehrlein Jr.
Brian Reilly
BRIAN THOMAS In Memory of D-Man David Heard
Briana Laskey
Brianna McCoy
Bridget Slenecker
Caitlin Laskey
Caity McTernan
Callie Wortmann
Cameron Costello
Camryn Monfort
Caroline Turnbull
Cathy Luyber

Charlie F
Chris and Emily Clark
Chris Lee
Chris, Matthew, Maddie, Danny
Christian Park
Christine Shriver
Clare Mengel
Cole Dutton
Colin Hurlbrink
Constance Vroom
Courtney Scheetz
Crosby, Chidi, Mac
Dan, Mary, Jake, Ben, Leo & Casey Dupont In Honor of Ethan Toohey
Daniel Larsen
Dava Silvia
David Sadvary
Day of collections
Dean Carnival
Debonare’ Hair Designs
Denise Thurman
Devin Rosmarin
Devin van Hoven
Dory Howard / Instagram Venmo
Eliana Liebman
Elisa Carrera-Justiz
Elise Ann In honor of David’s Last Decade for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Elizabeth Harmon
Emily Wingate
Emily Wilson
Erin Scott
Friends of Lafayette Women’s Basketball
Gabe Smithline
Gail Barnes-Roberts
Gavin’s donations
Genna Strobel
Geoff Nicholson
Grace Angelella
Grace Guerin
Grace O’Mara
$1 - $99 (continued)
Grace Guerin- @graceguerin Guerin
Grace Harvey
Grace O’Mara
Grace Steurer
Grace Tulevech
Gunnar Bogorowski
Gwen Luu
Haynes H
Hilton Keith
Ian Grayson
Ines Guinard
Insta Venmo Lizzie O’Brien O’Brien
Instagram- Anna Stein Stein
Instagram Venmo - Colleen Bannon
Instagram Venmo - Colleen Bannon
Instagram Venmo - Jacklyn Fein
Instagram venmo - Maggie Ledwith
Instagram Venmo - Meghan McLachlan
Instagram Venmo - Olivia Cunningham
Instagram Venmo - Bella
Instagram Venmo - Kerry Tuorto
Instagram-Venmo - Josie Brodfuehrer
jack bonge
Jack Harrison
Jake Flaherty
Jake Leddy
James C Barclay, DDS, LLC
Janet Miccio
Jason Mecchi
Jay Ascher
Jeff Loeb In Honor of Jennifer Herman-Love
Jeff Lotz In Honor of Evan Brady
Jen Rowan
Jim and Jean Wood
Jo-Ann Larsen
Jocelyn Mooney
Joe Alampi
Joe Bickley
John Gerbino
Jonathan & Kirsti Hoover
Josef Magda Jr.

Josh and Karen Persson In Honor of Susan Heard’s efforts to honor her son David
Julia Roman
Julia Romano
Kara Tiedtke
Karen Murray
Kate & Pete Barclay
Kate Mozzochi
Kate Seber
Katharine Chiasson
Kathy Shaw
Katie DeMarino
Katie McDonald
Katie McNamara
Kellie Kottmann
Kelly Sullivan - Instagram Venmo
Kerry Tuorto
Kinzi J VanWyk
Kristen and Joe Luzi
Kristen Costello
Kylie Young
Lafayette football
Laurie Rupp
Letty Santarelli
Lily Bedell
Lisa Ballew
Lisa Procaccio In Honor Of Stephanie Kutchenrider
Lizzie O’Brien
Lizzie Harmon
Lulu Knowles
Maddie Collinge
Madi Wahrmund
Maggie Pohl
Major Jordan
Mandy Sanders
Marcus and Kellie Buckler In Memory Of Alex Smith
Andrew Toole
Marcus Disbrow & Jake Cohen
Marlene Quijano
Marley Scala
Martin Vanhaelst
Mary Gould
$1 - $99 (continued)
Mataya Megson
Mataya Megson
Matt Close
Matt Solleder
Matthew Ender
Meghan Lyons
Melanie Cates
Melissa Hayes
Melissa Lamanna
Mia Magarro
Michael Keiser
Michael Lennon
Miles Cliatt In Honor of Ramon Alvarado
Miss Samantha N Snyder
Mojo 516
Morgan Olynyk
Mr. and Mrs. Groleau
Mr. Beckham M. Bayreuther
Mr. Brian P Collins
Mr. Christopher Schatz
Mr. Dave Korp
Mr. Evan Lotz
Mr. Jameson W Waldron
Mr. Jason Corcoran
Mr. Ryan D Duncan
Natalie Jarrett
Nicholas J. D’Onofrio
Nicholas Jessen
Nicole Johnson
Nicole Kelly
Olivia Barney
Pam and Austin Barry
Pam Wright
Pat, Carolyn, Ellie, Solape, Autumn, Mere, Au, Ari, Morgan, Tracy
Phyllis Walters
PSEG
Quinn Lacy
Quinn Revere
Rachel Hurley
Ray and Marisa
Rebecca Hartman
Richard Mondschein
Riley Langen Sr.
Robbie Garavente In Honor of Dawn Garavente
Robert Garavente
Rose Murphy
Ryan Dickens
Ryan Tall
Sabrina Gonzalez
Sam Fishbein
Sarah Agnello
Sarah Bennett
Sean T Rushton
Selwyn Simpson
Shaun Fein
Shelly Gallo
Slade Stricklin
Sophie Carr
Stacy K
Stark Kirby
Steven Stilianos
Stevie B
Susan Buchanan
Susan Verbalis
Sydney Sabino
Tara & Jeremy Gilligan-Hylton
Tasha Vipond
Taylor Danson
Tessa Luzi
The Adam Reynolds Family Adam
The Langen’s
The Langen’s In Memory of David Heard
The Snyder Family
Theresa Delahanty
Thomas McGee
Tim L.
Tina Kahn
Tonya Turrell
Tracy Ness
Ty Hranicka
Vito Tamborrino Jr.
Walker Kirby
$1 - $99 (continued)
Wida Butts In Memory of David Heard
Zach and Blake
Thank You

David’s Warriors 2019

$5,000 - $9,999
Easton Area High School In Memory of David Heard

$500 - $999
Anonymous In Memory of David Heard
James Curnal
Maria Obrien

$250 - $499
Alvin & Judy Barney
Anonymous
Anonymous In Memory of Michael Renaldo
Dan Renaldo In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jim & Jean Wood In Memory of David Heard
Ken & Mary Kennon

$100 - $249
Anonymous
Brad Davis
Cacky Enman
Carol DeStefano
Cash & Venmo Donations
Cash Donation from Event
Cheri & Patrick Paro
Cris & Kayla Lozano
Dan Renaldo In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Dana Brisson Jr.
Darlene & George Neumann In Memory of David Heard
Deborah Shaffer
Diana Chain
Donna Renaldo Dwyer In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Eastern Bank
E.J. Joyce In Honor of Giving Tuesday
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Elaine Reynolds In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Elisabeth Fratezi In Honor of David Heard
Elisabeth Fratezi In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Emmit & Shirley Dewitt
Erik Brown
Jackie Davis
James Dutton
Joan Fratezi In Memory of David Warriors Heard
Joann Mclain Renaldo In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Julie & John Anastos
Kaitlyn McKittrick In Memory of David Heard
Kathleen Ruddy
Kelly Close
Kevin Corrigan
Kim McCue
Krista & Mark Moshier
Kristen Kelly Volkland In Honor of David’s Warriors
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Kristen Rossi
Kristen Rossi In Honor of Giving Tuesday
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Linda Marinelli In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Lisa Mallory In Honor of Philly Half Marathon
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Maria Huber In Memory of Dawn Garavente
Mema in Loving Memory of David
Men’s Soccer Team Cash
Michael Quattrucci
Michele DeStefano
Mr. Dave Korp
Mrs. Susan C. Heard
Oliver Browne & Sons Electrical Contracting LLC
Pat Carpenito In Memory of David Heard
Patrick & Denise
Red Hat
Regan Rupp
Roger Barlow In Honor of Dave’s Birthday Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Scott Sajer
Steve Friedman
$100 - $249 (continued)
Susan Heard In Honor of Philly Half Marathon
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Teri Castillo
The Baumgartner Family In Memory of David E. Heard
The Mullers In Memory of George Sodi
This gift is in Loving Memory of David Heard
Toni Pijut In Honor of David’s Last Decade
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Vasilenko Family
Vasso Hatzis
WGPA, Sunny1100.com
William Garavente
William Gorski
Wilma Pitman
With Love from Aunt Jane
Work the Crowd!

$1 - $99
(Lillian) The Poplawski Family
Aaron Plass
Abagail Rose
Adrianna Barone
Adrienne Dech
Alana Albus
Alana Albus In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Alice Kwiatkowski In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Alon Hafri In Honor of Rena Malcolm
Amanda Bird
Amy Jones
Amy Sajer
Andrew Lachenauer
Andrew W. Onder Iv In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Andy Destephano In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Angela Stodder
Angeli Breen
Anja Kloch In Honor of Philly Half Marathon
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Anja Kloch In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Ann Kelly
Anne Marie Wilson
Annelise Kinney
Anonymous
Anonymous In Memory of Bobby Taggart
Anonymous In Memory of Eleanore Bowers
Anthony Consentino
Art Charlton In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Autumn Bragg In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Avery Amaya In Honor of Angelo Dabbiero
Barbara Enman
Barbara Gregory
Barbara McCue
Barry Thompson
Becky Chapman Weaver In Memory of David
Bella Alampi
Beth Chaplin
Beth Chaplin In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Bill & Sandra Szilasi
Bill Ehrlich In Honor of Giving Tuesday
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Billy Horton
Binder Family
Bob Dibella In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Bob Vorwald
Bodie Centore
Boeing
Bonnie Chrin
BooFinn Boody-Finnan In Honor of David Heard
Braedon T. Rupp
Brennan Family
Brentlee Barney
Brian Eastman
Brian McNally
Brian Pettit In Memory of Col (Ret.) Homer Petitt, Jr.
$1 - $99 (continued)

Brian Petitt In Memory of Lt (Ret.) Fredrick Staudaher
Briana Laskey
Bryan Bird
Brynne Shaner
Bud & Nancy Allen
Caitlin Laskey In Honor of Devin Van Hoven
Caitlin O’Byrne In Honor of Giving Tuesday for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Caitlyn de la Haba
Cameron Costello
Camille Moore
Candy Sonnenberg
Carey Pitman
Carina Schaffer
Caroline Riepenhoff
Carson Kessler In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Cash
Cavallo In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
CB2
Cecilia Tyler In Memory of David Heard
Celeste B. Langen In Memory of David Heard
Celeste Langen In Memory of David Heard
Charity Hyde
Chris Fait
Chris Tempro In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Chrissy Couch In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Christian Williams
Christina & Brian
Christina Gissi
Christina Madaus
Christina Xydias In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Christine Desrosiers
Christine Kania
Christine O’Brien
Christopher & Linda Laskey
Clark Smith

Colin Gregory
Connie Kreutz In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Connie Sajer In Honor of Jonathan Seel
Constance Vroom
Daniel Brashler
Danielle Medley
Danielle Sloan
Dava Silvia In Memory of David Heard
Dave Burgio
Dave Fehr
David A. Dirksen
David Camisa
David Sadvary
David VanHorn
David VanHorn In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Deb Fuller In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Debbie Hubbard
Denise Lupenski
Denise Thurman In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Diana Sajer
Diane Kemp
Don Bird
Donna & Bruce Ratcliffe
Donna Barney In Memory of Wade Stains
Donna Drennen Hnosko In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Donna Renaldo Dwyer In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Donna Tine In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Douglas Liptak
Edna Niceforo In Honor of David’s Last Decade for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Edriana Symia In Honor of David’s Last Decade for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Elaine Reynolds
Elaine Zelker In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
$1 - $99 (continued)
Elisabeth Fratezi In Honor of Philly Half Marathon for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Elise Ann In Honor of David’s Last Decade for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Elise Ann In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Elise Hineline
Emilee Pescatore In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Emily B.
Emily S.
Emily Vaughan Wheeler In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Eric Van Hoven In Honor of Philly Half Marathon for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Erica Shusterman Kaser In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Erin Ginocchio In Honor of Giving Tuesday for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Erin Parmigiano
Erin Rome
Everett Williams
Fidelma Woodley
For David: With Love from - Laura, Steve, Katie, & Sarah Neary In Memory of David Heard
Fotis Manolas
Fox Marine
Frank Renaldi
Gabe Smithline
Gail Michael Carabba
Gastelum In Honor of Giving Tuesday for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Gena DeMarco
George, Kosta & Eleni Rekoumis
Georgia Forconi
Geri Trayanov In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Haley O’Banion
Hannah Lee
Harry Horning
Hillbilly Hot Dogs
Howard & Linda Stecker
Irene McKittrick
Jacklyn Fein
Jacqueline Zupko
James McElhiney In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jamie Klotz
Janine Fox In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jarryd Michael In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jason Mecchi
Jaws Construction
Jay Nee
Jean Albanese In Honor of Philly Half Marathon for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jean Albanese In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jean Martinetti
Jeeda Ani
Jeff Huffstutler
Jeff Kile
Jeff Loeb In Honor of Philly Half Marathon for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jeff Loeb In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jenkins Ravenel
Jenna Shepcaro In Honor of David’s Last Decade for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jennie Cullen In Honor of David’s Last Decade for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jennifer Brunetti In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jennifer Herman-Love In Honor of Philly Half Marathon for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jennifer Partoll
Jennifer Stone
Jennifer Sykes In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jesse Dulin-Soto In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jessica Kamont
$1 - $99 (continued)
Jill Harkleroad
Jillian Gasper In Memory of David Heard
Jim Mattes Jr.
Jo Venturelli In Honor of Susan's Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Joan Lichtenwalner In Honor of Susan's Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jocelyn McElhiney In Honor of Susan's Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jocelyn McElhiney In Memory of David Heard
Jodi Roessler
Jodie Lynn In Honor of Dave's Birthday Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick's Foundation
Joe Baldini
Joe Devlin In Honor of Dave's Birthday Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
John & Connie Krycky
John Berry
John Chieffo
John Freeman
John Harris In Honor of Susan's Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
John Katakas
John M. Gerbino
John Renaldo In Honor of Philly Half Marathon
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Jonathan Anastos
Joseph DeStefano
Joseph Pichetto
Joshua Heard In Honor of David's Last Decade
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Joshua Heard In Honor of Susan's Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Joshua Sanborn
Joshua Zhuo
Judy Cheatham
Judi Leonard In Honor of David’s Warriors
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Julia Beckett
Julia Hall
Kaitlyn DeStefano
Kara Kline In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Kara Malpass
Kara Shupp
Karen Schubert In Honor of Susan's Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Karim Hussamy
Karla Barron
Karney & Diana Ovian
Kaser Family
Kathy Hahn In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Katia Saenz In Honor of Philly Half Marathon
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Katia Saenz In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Katie Ullmann
Katja Kruppe
Katja McElhiney In Memory of David Heard
John Katakis
John M. Gerbino
John Renaldo In Honor of Philly Half Marathon
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Kim Lations In Honor of Giving Tuesday
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Kim Lations In Honor of Susan's Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Kim Seenath
Kimberly Hally-Hettrick
Kinzi J. VanWyk
Krista Norwood
Kristen Mattair
Kristen Shriver
Kristen Smith
Kristen Volkland
Kristi Spies In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Kristin Parks In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Kristin Porter
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Kristin Porter In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Kristin Smith In Honor of Giving Tuesday for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Kristin Whitney-DeLeo
Kristina Eisnor In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Kristina Lacy
Kristine Horner Ortiz In Honor of Philly Half Marathon for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Kristine Horner Ortiz In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Kyle Atkin In Honor of Giving Tuesday for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Kyle Cugini
Kylie Hill
Kym Hoffman
Kym Hoffman In Honor of Giving Tuesday for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Kym Hoffman In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Laura Enman
Lauren Siegel In Honor of Philly Half Marathon for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
LFCFH
Linda Reilly In Honor of Philly Half Marathon for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Lindy Chen In Honor of David’s Last Decade for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Lisa Becker
Lisa Karam
Lisa Spitale
Lisa Williams
Liz Zemanek In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Liza Smith Donaldson In Honor of David’s Warriors for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Lori Peterson In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Lori Sue In Honor of Dave’s Birthday Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Lorie Khalil In Honor of David Heard
Lorraine Soto
Lou Ann Messerman
Mackenzie Olsen
Macy Egerton
Magdalena Ksiezopolski
Maggie Ledwith
Maggie Pohl
Malama Kittredge Ohana
Malori Pojar
Marco DiMarcello
Marcus Harburda
Marcy McKinney
Marguerite Mullin In Honor of Will McLaughlin
Mari Castillo In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Maria & Angelo Karaminas
Maria Perna
Mark Tam In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Marla Kinney
Martin Carty
Mary Harrington In Honor of Giving Tuesday for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Mary Jo Lodge In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Mary Mugavero In Honor of Dave’s Birthday Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Matt Billy In Honor of Dave’s Birthday Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Matt Markus
Matthew Harris
Matti hasselmann
Maureen Martyak In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Meagan McGurl
Megan Caldwell
Megan Gallagher In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Megan Gallagher In Memory of Paul (multiple time shavee) Petroski
$1 - $99 (continued)
Megan Romano In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Melanie Friedman
Melanie Rizzardi In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Melissa Leigh In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Melissa Northrop In Honor of Philly Half Marathon
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Merm & Rowena Fulmer
Michael hartranft In Memory of Jeanne Hartranft
Michele Candito
Michelle Ferguson In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Michelle Joanne In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Mike Schumacher In Honor of Giving Tuesday
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Miss Camryn Monfort
Missy Rose
Mr. Jason Corcoran
Mr. Justin Jaworski
Mr. Kosta Karaminas
Mrs. Maria Perna
Mrs. Shannon K. Petrunak In Memory of David Heard
Mrs. Susan C. Heard
Mrs. Tracy Snyder
Ms. Taylor Danson
Nadine Bird
Nancy & Larry Pescinski
Nancy Jaworski
Nancy Poplawski
Natalee Hercik In Honor of Lilly Hercik
Natalie Park
Nestoria Manekas
Nichole DeFatta
Nicole Miller
Nicole Miller In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Oscar Jopp
Pam Berg In Honor of Philly Half Marathon
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Pam Lutz
Pam Reyes In Honor of Dave’s Birthday Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Pam Wright
Pamela Fatone In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Pat Pirretti
Patricia Donahue In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Paul Deery In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Paula Ballard
Paula Muniz
Paula Romano
Peg Fetch
Pippa Moody In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Pop Guy & Mutti Graham
Quinn Lacy
Quinn’s Best Friend!
R. Brad Au II
Rachel Bird
Raquel Maldonado
Rathi Niyogi
Rawlins In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Ray Mecci
Rebecca Rosenbauer
Rebecca Schorr In Honor of David’s Warriors
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Rebecca Shamim
Regina Abruzzese
Richard Harb
Richard Mazeffa
Rick Mondschein In Honor of Giving Tuesday
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Rick Mondschein In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Robbie Garavente
Robin Shainberg
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Robyn Raphael In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Ronald Ranaldi
Rosario Rivera
Sam Fishbein
Samira Sujak
Sarah Smith In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Sarah Williarty In Honor of Giving Tuesday for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Scott Horton
Shari Shaw In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Sharon Arcuri In Honor of David’s Last Decade for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Shawn Langen In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Sherry Dickey
Sofia Malatos
Sophie Saldivar
Stephanie Donner In Memory of Barry Wayne Brodt
Stephanie Louise In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Stephanie Ritter
Stephanie Ritter In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Steven Bell In Memory of David Heard
Sue Wright In Honor of David’s Last Decade for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Susan & Joe Reda
Susan Heard In Honor of Philly Half Marathon for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Susan Heard In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Susan Lerch
Susan Raso In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Susan Verbalis
Susicorn In Honor of our son who sparkled so full of life

Tammy Hetzel
Tammy Rover In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Tammy Suyematsu In Honor of Philly Half Marathon for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Tammy Yale
Tara Gilligan In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Taryn Abernethy
Tasha Vipond
Terrance Hand In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Terri Rich In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Terry Kelley In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Terry Mangan In Honor of Philly Half Marathon for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
The Barton Family In Memory of Michael Barton
The Bucher Family In Memory of David Heard & Arden Bucher
The Friedmans
The Gilligan-Hylton Family In Memory of David Heard
The Sonsini Family
The Weaver Family
Theresa Hogan In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Thomas Ciesla
Tim & Linda Jenkins
Timothy Braun
Tracy Heller
Tracy Kurzdziel
Trish Janicke
Ty Fein In Memory of David Heard
Vic Wortmann Jr.
Vinnie Siehl In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Vito Tamborrino Jr. In Memory of Danielle Buda
W-Graphics Digital Services, Inc.
Wahoo Murf
Wendy Gee In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
$1 - $99 (continued)
Will McCarthy
William Carroll III
William Coyle In Honor of Giving Tuesday
  for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
William Coyle In Honor of Philly Half Marathon
  for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Wyatt :)  
Yiannis Alestas
Zoe Hill In Honor of Susan’s Fundraiser
  for St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Zoe Peerman
Thank You
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$1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous
Michelle Ferguson In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation

$500 - $999
Ann McKenzie In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Ann P McKenzie In Honor of David Heard
Anonymous In Memory of David Heard
Easton Area High School Jazz Band In Memory of David E. Heard
Five Rivers Development

$250 - $499
Anonymous
Christineschwartz In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Dave Korp
Ender Family
Eric and Therese Shick In Honor of David Korp
Frederic and Mary Kinkin In Honor Our Grandson, Logan Kinkin
Jeff Young In Honor of Children
Joe Finnegan
Mary Jane Finnegan
Mr. Paul G Miller In Honor of All the Children In the Fight.
Ms. Kathleen Ruddy
Proceeds
The Standard and One Centre Square

$100 - $249
3rd & Ferry Fish Market
Adam Stauffer
Alisa Rawlins In Memory of Minga Ballew
Amanda Monteiro
Amy & Dan Fox In Memory of David Heard
Andrew N Ur
Ann Reid
Anne Lehr
Anonymous
Anonymous In Memory of Bethany Pacheco-Brum
Anonymous In Memory of Ralph Montesano
Aunt Jane and Uncle Butch
Barbara Hickey
Becky Moodie
Bob Jones
Bradley Wilson
Bruno Marczyk
Butch and Jane Blakely In Memory of David
Carol Destefano
Carver Family
Cindy Linville
Cookie & Charlie Hutton
Danielle Durie
Dava Silvia
Dava Silvia In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Dave Korp
David Jezierny
Dawn and Andy Hart
Dayton & Sydney Wealth Strategies Group, Llc
Deb and Tim Flanley & Herrlinger
Dick and Debbie White
Dominick Citera
Donna Pfley
Doug Turnbull
Edward Smith
Eileen Fisher, Inc.
Elisabeth Fratezi
Foxy’s Mom & Dad In Memory of Dman Heard
Gary Osifchin
Gold’S Gym
Gordon and Hui Chin
Greg and Lexie
Gregg Smith
Holly Tobin
Jane Blakely
Janine Fox In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
$100 - $249 (continued)
Joan Fratezi In Memory of David Heard
Joann McLain Renaldo In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
John and Lisa De Angelis
John Boscia
Johnson & Johnson
Jonathan Kim
Kaitlyn Destefano
Karen and Gary Sanderson
Karen Ferrante
Karen Jezieri
Kathryn Kimber
Kelli & Clay White
Kelly Coyle
Kevin Corrigan
Kim Barnett
Kristen Dieter
Kristen Rossi In Memory of David Heard
Kristen Schroeder and Ben Wood
Kurt Bruno
Kymhoffman In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Langen Family
Laurie Canning
Lindsay Walsh In Memory of David Heard
Lynn Greis
Megan San Juan
Mema In Loving Memory of David Heard
Meredith & Larry Peck
Meredith and Larry Peck
Michael Solomon
Michele Destefano
Mike & Jodie Glenn
Mike@Gerri Edery
Mr. William H Greis
Mrs. Jane Blakely
Mrs. Susan C Heard
Msf
O’Malley Family
Pat Carpenito In Honor of My Grandson David Heard
Patricia Carpenito In Memory of David
Plesh Electric Llc
Pocono Family YMca
Ray Valcich
Raza, Inc.
Rebecca Kunigus
Robert Mills
Robert Weber
Robyn Raphael In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Ryan Schwartz In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Seth Tropper
Shweta and Yash In Memory of Rajani and Ramchandra Dipali
Sidney Haisley Easd Walk Out Effort In Memory of Our Classmate David Heard
Stephanie Scheetz
Steve Robinson In Honor of Sara Robinson
Thatcher Oswald
The Bird Family
The Fabulous Foxy Family In Memory of The Boy Who Sparkled David Heard
The Richardson Foundation
Tom and Mary Stange
Vinod Ramachandran
Vinod Veera
Wendy Pigsfly
William Heard In Memory of David Heard
Wilma Pitman

$1 - $99
Abbie Bresnahan
Adam Bramson
Aimee Torrisi
Aine B Shay
Alan and Jennifer Warga
Alana Albus In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Alana Albus In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Alicia Greis
Alison Fisher
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Aly Cox
Alyson Weissman In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Amanda Bird
Amy and Larry Wapnitsky
Amy Capista
Amy Pawlowski
Amy Wapnitsky In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Ana White
Angela Difelice
Angela L Stodder
Angela Stodder In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Anja Kloch
Anja Kloch In honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Anjakloch In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Anna Raymond
Anne Goldstein
Anne Lear
Anne Marie Wilson
Anonymous
Anonymous In Honor of Joseph Krupski
Anonymous In Memory of Marty Naughton
Anthony Consentino
Aparna Pk
April Brown
April Honnen In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Arlene Transue In Memory of David Heard
Armen Elliott Photography
Ashley Ender
Audrey Walbridge
Avani Kaimal In Memory of Jerry (Poppy) Niebling
Barbara Sherry
Becki Brown In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Bella 1025, Llc.
Beth Barry

Beth Chaplin In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Beth Hildabrant
Beth Jezierny
Bill & Sandra Szilasi
Bill and Danielle Fricke
Bill and Sandra Szilasi
Brenna Hynes
Brian Burd
Brian, Jennie, Madelyn, Jack Fallon
Brian’s Table Effort During the Football Game In Honor of David Heard
Brittany Baumeister
Brittany Gordon
Brogan Shay
Bruce Hunsicker
Bryan Tomko
Bubz Winslow
Candace Edgar Koester In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Carl Faulkner
Carly Ortiz In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Carolyn Garavente
Carolyn Wilson
Casey Fecanin
Casey Vollmer
Cash Donations
Cash Gifts
Catherine Carter Bandy In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Cathy Preston
Cece Lesnick
Charles Beatley
Charlotte Myers
Charlotte Rath
Cheryl Gallagher In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Chris Gomez
Chris Hamm
Chris Tempro In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
$1 - $99 (continued)
Christian Paolino In Memory of Ben Landel
Christian Williams
Christina Check
Christina Cox
Christine Delongis
Christine Hunsicker
Christine Laczkhazy
Cindy Dennis
Cj Matz
Cloud Enterprises
Coleen Koch
Colin Morrissey
Colleen Shively
Corrine Fallon
Courtney Boyle
Courtney Fein
Courtney Fitch In Honor of Sara Robinson
Courtney Olsen
Daisy Grace
Dana Smith
Daniel Kraus
Daniella Pacitti
Danya Kinsman
Daphne Matalene
Dava Silvia
Dava Silvia In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Dave & Kristi Gordon
Dave Korp
Dave Korp In Honor of Thomas A Korp
David Dabau
David Michael
David Vanhorn In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Dean&Melissa Titus
Debra Hubbard
Denise Keyes
Denise Thurman In Memory of Rich Nappi and David Heard
Derej Cummins
Devon Fox
Di Finnan In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Diana Ritchie In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Diana Toohey In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Diego Gomera
Dominick Vangeli
Donna Barnes In Memory of Kenny Engelbert
Donna Messina In Honor of Robin Messina
Donna Watson
Dunn Family
Eastman & Sammy Sortino Eastman
Ed & Tracy Lee
Ed Weismantel
Eileen Reiser
Elisabeth Fratezi In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Elise Ashford
Elizabeth Fleming
Elizabeth Johnson In Honor of Sara Robinson
Elizabeth Mejia
Elizabeth Schofield
Emily Wingate
Emma Grace Regan
Emma Hardy
Erica Shusterman Kaser In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Erika Mazer
Erin Barnes
Erin Fallon
Erin Ginocchio In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Erina Kamiya
Everett Williams In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Ezekiel Elin
Fasano Family
Faye Nelson
Freida Hart
Gabby Anselmi
Gary R Tompkins
Jennifer Brunetti In Honor of the $9 Ask. David's Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Jennifer Destefano
Jennifer Herman-Love In Honor of Susan's #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Jennifer Herman-Love In Honor of the $9 Ask. David's Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Jennifer Kalembier In Honor of the $9 Ask. David's Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Jennifer Stone
Jennifer Sykes In Honor of the $9 Ask. David's Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Jennifer Uxer In Memory of Mia Santana
Jesse Eriksen
Jessica Bacho
Jessica Buelow
Jessica Fallon
Jillian Gasper In Honor of Evan Schaffer
Jim & Jean Wood In Memory of David Heard's Birthday
Jim Gastelum In Honor of the $9 Ask. David's Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Joanne Pohl
Joanne Quinn
Joanne Quinones
Jocelyn McElhinney
Jocelyn McElhinney In Honor of the $9 Ask. David's Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Jodi Roessler In Honor of the $9 Ask. David's Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Joe Kinney
Joe O’Neil In Honor of Joshua’s Birthday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Joel Hunter In Memory of John Hunter
Joey Gordon
John & Pat Greis
John Corcoran
John Gerbino
John Gerbino In Honor of Bill Smull
John Gessler
John N
John P
John Reo
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John Silver
Joseph Gordon Sr.
Joshua Heard In Honor of Susan's #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Joy Roe
Joy Shipley
Joyce Rechtschaffen
Julia McSpirit-Beckett
Julia Scarpelli
Julie Brown In Honor of the $9 Ask. David's Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Julie Karp
Justin Soto
K Santoro
Kaitlyn Dimmel
Kara Shupp
Karen Singletary
Karen Singletary In Honor of the $9 Ask. David's Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Karen Tiedeken
Kari Diamond
Karli Herwig
Kat Longshore Phd
Kathleen Tully
Kathy Ziegler
Katia Saenz In Honor of the $9 Ask. David's Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Katie Bona
Katie Spencer
Katrina Pelekanak
Katrina Pelekanakis
Katy Crile In Honor of Susan's #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Kay Schwalm
Keiogaetano Walsh In Honor of Susan's #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Kelly Barreto
Kelly Binder
Kelly Feathers In Memory of David Heard
Kelly Leifer
Kelly T Shay
Kelly Warnke In Memory of Louise Auriemma
Kelsey Canan In Honor of Susan's #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Kendra Strobel
Kenneth Greidanus
Kent Kimball
Keri Haldeman
Kerrie Fallon
Kerstin Benya In Honor of the $9 Ask. David's Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Keya Gangadharan
Killian Shay
Kim Graham
Kim Lations In Honor of Susan's #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Kimberly Fallon
Kris Vanderpool
Kristen and Slade Muckleroy
Kristin Carignan In Honor of Susan's #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Kristin Porter In Honor of Susan's #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Kristin Porter In Memory of David Heard
Kristin Schaen
Kristin Smith In Honor of Susan's #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Kristina Lacy
Kristine Horner Ortiz In Honor of Susan's #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Kylie Young
Lafayette College Football Team Cash
Lareve Miranda
Larry Ehl In Honor of the $9 Ask. David's Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Laura Gordon
Lauren Frantz In Honor of Andrew Frantz
Linda Grzesek
Linda Stecker
Linda Treloar
Lindsay Levine In Memory of Kiera Petersen
Lisa Becker
Lisa Eisdorfer
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Lisa Hoffmann
Liz Palmer
Liz Zemanek In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Lorena Milunec
Lori Bauer
Lori Grischott
Lori Milbauer-Banach In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Lori Peterson
Lorraine Jezzierny In Memory of Tim Jezzierny
Lorraine Soto
Lou Ann Rawlins
Louise Forman In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Lucas Folan
Luda Nazarenko
Lynn Watson
Mamatha Dabir
Mamie Parker PhD In Memory of Artist Holmes
Mare Sierocinski In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Margaret Rahn
Marge Wells
Marguerite Mullin
Maria Fitch
Marisa Kutchmarick
Marisa Pacitti
Mark H Anbinder
Mary Jo Bannon
Mary Lamb
Mary Lou Hilliard
Mary-Kate Mulhern
Masha Shkuro
Matt Garfein
Matt Kaz
Matt Rytel
Matt Sullivan
Matt Van Tassel In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Matthew Dicker
Matthew Ender
Matthew Hartnett
Matthew Zander
Maura Shay
Meagan McGurl
Meaghan Nana-Sinkam
Megan Romano In Memory of David Heard
Melanie S In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Melissa & Brady Crook
Melissa Gump
Melissa Walsh
Michael & Alycia Yozzi
Michael Gannon
Michael Heller
Michael Papandrea
Michael Solomon
Michael White
Michele Barton
Michele Candito
Michele Fallon Ingram
Michelle Costello
Michelle Ferguson In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Michelle Rozman In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Milburn Family
Miranda Skurla
Mish Ganssle
Monica Round
Monica Thomas In Memory of Pat Beck
Monster Truppi Jr.
Monty & Debbie Lobb
Morag Bishop
Morgan Piell
Morgan Rawlins
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Gabrinowitz
Mr. Dave Korp
Mr. Dave Korp In Honor of Thomas A Korp
Mr. Jason Corcoran
Mr. Joseph W Destefano
Mr. Justin C McLeod
Thank You
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Mr. Matt Billy
Mr. Richard Cross
Mr. Sean Fallon
Mr. Seth M Rawlins
Mr. Will McCarthy
Mrs. Danette Ocaranza
Mrs. Diane Morrison
Mrs. Erin Ginocchio
Mrs. Susan C Heard
Ms. Sara Robinson
Ms. Taylor Danson
Nadine and Don Bird
Nahan Powell
Nancy L. Tuiba
Nancy Poplawski
Nancy White
Natalie Smith
Natasha Browne
Neha and Eva
Nick De Longis
Nicola Ferreira
Nicole Clothier
Nicolette Lichwick In Honor of David Heard
Nicole Miller In Honor of the $9 Ask. David's Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Oristano Family
Owen & Liam Baptiste
Pam Berg In Honor of Susan’s #GivingTuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Pam Berg In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Patricia Carpenito In Honor of David Heard
Patricia Dubois In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Patrick Rissmiller
Patty Librach
Paul Deery In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Quinn Plante
Rebecca Goldstein
Rebekah Giddings
Regina Abruzzese In Honor of Susan’s #GivingTuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Renee Ebbert
Richard Platt Jr.
Richard Wilkins Jr.
Rick James
Rick Johnson
Rob (Christina, Ava, & Keira) Fallon
Robert Rawlins Sr.
Robin Capner
Roger Barlow
Ron Martin
Rosa Hong
Rosemary
Russell and Gretchen Leslie
Ryan Desane
Sahana and Vikram
Salem Perez
Sam Fishbein
Sammy Comer
Samuel Fishbein
Sandra Szilasi In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Sara Robinson In Memory of David Heard
Sarah Tian
Scott Merring
Sharon Bresnahan
Shawn Dethlefsen
Sherry Grieser
Sol Rosenberg
Stacie Greenfield Stone
Stephanie Donner In Memory of Barry W. Brodt
Stephanie Hauer
Stephanie Plaza
Stephanie Ritter In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Steve Friedman
Steven Schmid
Sue Bast
Sue Petitt
Sue Scarborough
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Sumina Aldhizer In Honor of the $9 Ask. David's Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick's Foundation
Suraj Patel
Susan Hardy
Susan Heard In Honor of Joshua’s Birthday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Susan Heard In Honor of Susan’s #Givingtuesday Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Susan Heard In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Susan Sullivan
Susan Thurgood
Susie Kullby
Susmita Gupta In Honor of Prem Kedia
Suzy Shapiro In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Swapna Nair In Memory of Venugopal Nair
Tabitha Bruno
Tallarie Thurgood
Tammi Siemann
Tammy Lynn
Tammy Suyematsu In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Tania Conwell In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Teresa Jemio
Terri Rich
Terri Rich In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Terry and Christina Mangan
Terry Kelley In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
The Baumgartner Family Xox In Memory of David E. Heard
The Dwyer Family In Memory of David Heard
The Heckel Family
The Hellwigs

The Human Fund
The Lafrance Family
The Pew Charitable Trusts
There Will Never Be Another Aine In Memory of Jimmy
Theresa Dimaio
Therese & Jason Schweyer In Memory of David Heard
Thomas Kinsman
Thomas Lyons
Tim Bannon
Tim/Linda Jenkins
Tina & Tom Grusecki
Tina Demottie
Tina Munch
Tom Ciesla
Torres Family
Trish McFadden
Tyler Gordon
Tyson and Heather Unangst In Memory of David Heard
Uncle Leo
Urgies Cheesesteaks
Valerie Carl
Vicky & Graham Wood
Vincent Santoro
Vinnie Siehl
Vinnie Siehl In Honor of the $9 Ask. David’s Warriors Fundraiser For St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Vivek Kaimal
Vladi Tsatkin
Walter Heard
Wayne & Kathy Eastman
Wendy Weigand
William Carroll
William Fallon
William Raymond
William Schreiner
Zachery Capolongo
Thank You
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$25,000 or more
Caleb Larson Foundation Cowboyin’ For The Kids

$500–$999
Ann P Mckenzie in Memory of David Heard
John P Boscia in Memory of David Heard
Mr. David Mccarthy
Mrs. Mary M Kennon

$250–$499
Aunt Ruth
C.R. Bard Foundation
Eric and Therese Shick in Honor of Dave Korp
Fox Marine Aka The Fox Family in Honor of David Heard
Jennifer Love Rn in Memory of David Heard
Jim & Jean Wood
Jim and Jean Wood in Memory of David Heard
Ms. Kathleen M Sailer
Patrick Ang Lucinda Spears in Memory of Joshua Doenitz

$100–$249
Ada Petitt
Adeline and Eliza Heard in Memory of David Heard
Ally J Hickey
Anne Hougendobler in Memory of Kaden Hougendobler
Anonymous
Anonymous in Memory of David Heard
Barbara D Sailer in Honor of Ms. Amanda Case
Barry & Christine Unger
Carver-Mcintire Crew
Cash Donations From Event Day
Chris Corbin
Dana Petitt
Dana Smith
Dava Silvia
David Michael in Memory of David Heard
Dr. Philip Monteleone
Elisabeth Fratezi in Honor of David’s Mom
Elisabeth Fratezi in Memory of David Heard
Ender Family
Erbach Communications Group in Honor of Daisy Heard
Eric Barto in Memory of David’s Heard
Frederick Sahlberg
From Mema In Loving Memory of David Heard
Great Aunt and Uncle Blakely in Memory of David Heard
James and Karen Mcavoy
Jamie & Jean Cortese
Jane Blakely in Memory of David Heard
Jocelyn Egan in Memory of Mr. James Egan
John and Rose Duane in Honor of James Jacobson
Joseph Cavallo
Karen Lynch
Kat Investigations, Inc.
Kelly & Rich Close
Kevin Corrigan
Liza Crisafi in Memory of Mrs. Marilyn Goerner
Marilyn Staudaher
Mary Sis
Matt Duffy
Mema and Poppy In Loving Memory of Our Sweet Grandson David Heard
Mema In Loving Memory of My Sweet Grandson David
Michael Persche
Michael Renaldo in Memory of David Heard
Mr. Barb Levisey in Honor of Thomas a Korp
Mr. Brian Petitt in Honor of Mr. Homer Petitt, Jr.
Mr. Bruno J Marczyk in Memory of Marlene D Marczyk
Mr. Christopher Renaldo
Mr. Court Crandall
Mr. Dave Korp
Mr. David T Jezierny
Mr. John C Freeman
Mr. Michael J Greis
Mr. Robert C Sargent
Mr. Robert J Hutter
Mrs. Anja Kloch
$100–$249 (Continued)

Mrs. Carol A Destefano
Mrs. Jane Blakely
Mrs. Jean M Cortese in Memory of Mr. Peter J Tauckus
Mrs. Kristin K Parks in Memory of David Heard
Mrs. Lynn M Greis
Mrs. Pat M Carpenito
Mrs. Patricia A Tauckus in Memory of
    Mr. Peter J Tauckus, Jr.
Mrs. Susan Bulette in Memory of David Heard
Mrs. Wilma B Pitman
Ms. Elisabeth C Fratezi
Ms. Elisabeth C Fratezi in Memory of David Heard
Ms. Jennifer M Rowan
Ms. Jennifer M Rowan in Memory of Mary Rowan
Ms. Jennifer M Rowan in Memory of Mrs. Grier Prezio
Ms. Karen A Jezierny
Murphy Mcdonald
Pat Rissmiller and Denise Smull
Paul C. Kaser in Memory of David Heard
Robyn J Raphael in Memory of Keaton T Raphael
Roger P Barlow in Memory of David Heard
Sam Cutrone in Memory of Rose Cutrone
Sue and Drew Burns in Memory of David Heard
Sue Pettit in Memory of Jordan Trunfio
The Davey Family
The Dwyer Family in Memory of David Heard
The Foxes
The Nagy Family--Yeah, Tyl! Xoxo
The Richardson Foundation in Memory of David Heard
The Rossi Family in Memory of David Heard
The Sganga Family
The Tauckus Family in Memory of Peter J Tauckus
Tom & Helen Walters
Tom and Tina Wilhelmsen in Memory of Gunlief and
    Helen Wilhelmsen
Valerie J Delpriore
Will Mccarthy's Grandparents

$1–$99

Adam Bramson
Alana Albus
Alex Stanford
Alliancebernstein
Amanda Case
Amy Jones
Amy Wapnitsky
Ana E. White
Andrea Trinchere
Anonymous
Anonymous in Honor of Celia B
Anonymous in Memory of Captain Nono
Anonymous in Memory of David Heard
April F Wingate
Art Charlton
Ashley Ender
Aunt Barb
Backyard Players
Barbara and John Svercausky
Becky Chapman Weaver in Memory of David Heard
    & David Chapman
Becky Pile
Bertie Nicholson
Beth and Julia Hildabrant in Memory of David Heard
Bill and Pat Ender
Bill Szilasi
Blake Roessler and Family
Bob and Dyanne Adams
Bodie Centore and Family in Memory of David Heard
Boston Grandma
Brian Thomas
Cash Donations From Event Day
Charles Graham in Memory of Nicholas Scott
Cheryl Simpson in Memory of My Mum
Cinoa/Reynolds Family
Craig
Daly Family
Dana L Melby

Thank You
$1-$99 (Continued)
Daniella Pacitti
Dann, Lisa, Katie & Micah Ballew
Daphne & David Hill
Dave & Julia Lamming
David and Kathleen Lord
David Michael in Honor of St. Baldrick’s Foundation
David’s Mom & Dad in Honor of Your Dedication
   To The Cause. We Love You Ty!
Deb Lechman
Debra Hubbard
Dorothy and Chris Hughes in Memory of
   Earle L Scofield, Sr.
Edwin Rivara
Elaine Reynolds
Elena and Jeffrey Kantz
El, Tucker & Grey
Elise Ashford
Elizabeth and John Alvarado
Embrace Life
Emma Hardy
Emma Kelly
Eric Jackier in Honor of Erika Mazer
Eric Joseph
Erika Mazer
Everett Williams
For David on his 17th Birthday - With Love from
   Laura, Steve, Katie, and Sarah Neary
   In Memory Of David Heard
Francine Tobin
Frank and Anne
Frank Nicholson
Geoff Schaffenhaus
George Easley
Gianna Hronich
Go Maggie! Love, Laura, Steve, Katie, and Sarah Neary
   in Memory of Zachi Telesha
Grammy
Grandma and Grandpa D
Gus and Giselle Ferguson in Memory of David Heard
Hb
Herbert Tobin
Hermis Rivera
Holly Tobin
Ian and Beverly Robinson in Memory of David H.
In Tribute To a Stolen Birthday in Honor of
   One of The Strongest Mums I Know
Jack Ray
Jaime Piacente
James Mcelhiney
Janelle & Crissy Levisay
Jeanne Albanesse
Jeanne-Marie and Robert Kimball
Jeff Loeb
Jennie Coughlin
Jennifer and Tim Gilbert
Jennifer Berg
Jennifer Love Rn in Memory of David Heard
Jennifer Mccabe in Memory of Mark Mccabe
Jill Schaffenhaus in Memory of Jennifer Schaffenhaus
Joann Reid
Jocelyn Mcelhiney
Jocelyn Mcelhiney in Memory of David Heard
Jodi Sagil
Jodi/ Paul Freedman
John Dally
Jonathan Anastos
Jordie
Joseph Bruno
Josh & Rebecca Kellam
Joy in Memory of Brendan S.
Joy Shipley
Justin Soto
Kaser Family
Kathleen Baughman
Kathleen Reid
Kathy Hahn in Memory of David Heard
Kati Brannigan
Katie Lerch
Thank You
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$1–$99 (Continued)
Katy Crile in Memory of David Heard
Ken Greidanus in Honor of Mrs. Denise Greidanus
Kendra
Kevin and Lois Cannon
Kim Graham in Honor of Tara Sankner
Kim Lations
Kimberly Hally-Hettrick
Kirsten Wilhelmsen
Klee Family
Kristen Sibilia
Kyle Petitt
Kylie Young
Larry Nixdorf
Laura and Robert Direnzo
Laura Pignatelli
Liott Family
Lisa and Richard Lurz
Lisa C Eisdorfer
Liz Jackson in Memory of David Heard
Lori & Bob Bauer
Lori a Banach
Lori Gerlach
Louise Forman
Love You Susicorn! Crush That 26.2 For David!! ❤️ Jillybal-lerina
Luke Smith
Lynn Watson
Mairead Janzer
Makayla a Mcdonald
Marisa Pacitti
Marissa Young
Mark & Krista Moshier
Marty Schuck
Maruyama Family
Maryann
Maureen Furlong
Meagan M Mcgurl
Meaghan Nana-Sinkam
Megan Carner
Melissa H Heard
Michael P. Bloom
Michele a Destefano
Michelle Merlo
Mike Terranova
Milissa Dachisen
Miss Corinne Hansen
Miss Eva Z Cabrera
Mom in Memory of Jenn Schifffenhaus
Mom, Dad & Jack
Mr. Andrew C Westby
Mr. Andrew Ur
Mr. Benji S Helbein
Mr. Chris Reid
Mr. Connor J Cortese
Mr. Conor E Walters
Mr. Felix Rodriguez
Mr. Harry Wilde
Mr. Hugh Barit
Mr. Jack D Wooldridge
Mr. Jamie Hill
Mr. Jeff Sikorsky
Mr. John C Greis
Mr. John M Gerbino
Mr. Jordan C Petitt
Mr. Joseph a Kinney Iii
Mr. Joseph W Destefano
Mr. Kevin R Lewis
Mr. Kevin Schmidt
Mr. Matt Ender
Mr. Max Austin
Mr. Nicholas J Murray Phd
Mr. Nick Hardy
Mr. Rich Siegel
Mr. Scott Driggers in Honor of Shaw Driggers
Mr. Scott Hill
Mr. Scott Mcavoy
Mr. Steven Watson Phd
$1–$99 (Continued)
Mr. Toby Gray
Mr. Tom Bradshaw
Mr. William F. McCarthy
Mr. William H. Greis
Mr. William M. Maltz
Mrs. Alicia A. Greis
Mrs. Anne M. Lehr
Mrs. Beth Chaplin in Memory of David Heard
Mrs. Beth Dennett in Memory of Kim Billok
Mrs. Beth Wolf
Mrs. Charity Hyde
Mrs. Denise Baner
Mrs. Diaz
Mrs. Divina Agpoon-Sachen in Memory of David Heard
Mrs. Frances M. Carver
Mrs. Holly Young
Mrs. Jennifer A. Ferraro
Mrs. Jennifer Hopkins
Mrs. Jillian Gasper in Memory of David Heard
Mrs. Keio M. Walsh in Memory of David Heard
Mrs. Kerry Lane II in Honor of Mr. Bernie T. Cat
Mrs. Linda A. Bayusik in Memory of David Heard
Mrs. Linda A. Stecker
Mrs. Lori Slager
Mrs. Marta Cabrera
Mrs. Mary Mugavero
Mrs. Moira Dobbie
Mrs. N. Hill
Mrs. Nadine Bird
Mrs. Nemeckay in Honor of Mrs. Debra Johnson
Mrs. Nicola Ferreira
Mrs. Pearl A. Laplaca
Mrs. Susan a Verbalis
Mrs. Susan Harburda
Mrs. Susan Heard
Mrs. Susan S. Harburda in Memory of David Heard
Mrs. Suzanne Sica Scrantom
Mrs. Tammy R. Yale
Mrs. Terri Rich in Memory of David Heard
Ms. Alison L. Fisher
Ms. Amanda Bird
Ms. Anne Marie Wilson
Ms. Carey Pitman
Ms. Charlotte Rath
Ms. Christine M. Sailer
Ms. Dava Silvia
Ms. Dava Silvia in Memory of David Heard
Ms. Deb Shaffer
Ms. Ilexis Mazer
Ms. Jennifer Pitman
Ms. Kaitlyn Destefano
Ms. Katherine Stewart
Ms. Kristin A. Smith in Memory of David Heard
Ms. Maureen S. Case
Ms. Nancy L. Tulba
Ms. Olivia Gasser
Ms. Tonya M. Graham in Honor of Julie Vanilla Supko
Nikki Tusia
Pam Guterding
Patricia M. Barbuto
Pvh Foundation
Quin C
Rachel & Simon Byrne
Rachel K. Bird
Rachel Walsh
Regina Abruzzese in Memory of David Heard
Renee a Dinizio Rn
Renee and Colton Smith
Reynolds/Cinoa Family
Richie & Danielle Ernst
Robert J. Magnuson and Luann Batson-Magnuson
Rogalski Family in Honor of Christian Isola
Rosie & Sean Mccooe in Memory of Michael Feeney
Sandra Doran
Sandra Szilasi
Sandy B
Sandy Leavy
Thank You
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$1–$99 (Continued)
Scott Bieda
Serena and Emery in Memory of David Heard
Shawn, Celeste, Grace & Riley
Stephanie Case
Stephanie Morris
Steve Flom
Steve Plunkett
Steven and Theresa Brengel in Memory of David Heard
Steven Dressler
Sue Parente
Susan Kinney in Memory of David Heard
Susan Lerch
Susan Verbalis
Terry and Christina
Terry and Christina in Memory of David Heard
The Bald Guy
The Baumgartner Family in Memory of David Heard
The Heck Family in Honor of Karen Heck
The Hettrick Family
The Howells
The Jacksons in Memory of David Heard
The Klitenics
The Levine Family in Memory of David Heard
The Mckittrick Family
The Savage Family
Therese Schweyer in Memory of David Heard
Tovah Kopan
Ty Fein
Uncle Joe & Aunt Sue
Victor E. Scomillio
Vinnie Siehl
Whitney Amsbary
Will G
Will Mccarthy
William Coyle in Honor of The Survivors
David's Warriors 2016

$10,000–$24,999
Anonymous
Caleb Larson Foundation Cowboyin’ For The Kids
Chris Lynch

$5,000–$9,999
Anonymous

$2,500–$4,999
Glittering Gifts in Honor of David E Heard

$1,000–$2,499
Pizzaville, LLC
Wheelsonsite

$500–$999
Anonymous
Cindy Linville in Memory of Billy Oaks
Dr. Douglas J Potoczak
Jenni Saylor in Memory of David Heard
Jim & Jean Wood
Jim & Jean Wood in Memory of David Heard
Kavounas Real Estate in Memory of Melissa Kavounas
The Athletes C.A.R.E. Team
The Gaffney Family in Memory of David Heard

$250–$499
Anonymous
Anonymous in Honor of Mo Mark Tommy Brian Sarah
Brent and Kym Hoffman
Dr. David Twardzik Md
Gate Proceeds in Memory of David E Heard
Harbortouch Payments
Heather Gilmartin in Memory of David Heard
Mr. Bruno J Marczyk in Memory of David Heard
Mrs. Marlene D Marczyk
Mr. Michael J Greis

Ms. Kathleen Ruddy
Rath Family in Memory of Charles and Dorothy Rath
Roger and Theresa Barlow & Family in Memory of David Heard
Scott & Cydney Kislin
The Generous Lafayette College Community in Memory of David E Heard
Tom and Susan Heard in Honor of David's Super Sib Daisy

$100–$249
Abby Iselborn & Nick Wheeler
Adp Foundation
Anonymous
Anonymous in Honor of Mr. Joe Bruno
Anonymous in Memory of Dutton Stoy
Anonymous in Memory of Maureen Gallagher
Aunt Jane in Memory of David Heard
Bank of America
Becky Chapman Weaver, in Memory of David & Mason
Becky, in Memory of Our Davids
Beth Woodley Riley
Bill and Jean Hoffman
Bills Tile Inc Db a Specialty Tile
Booster Snackstand
Brayden Eckhart in Memory of Daniel Koren
Bruce and Elizabeth Fratezi
Callaghan, Sean, Caroline and Gavin Dwyer in Memory of David Heard
Capt. Melissa Meyer in Memory of Darlene Meyer
Chris and Mae Renaldo
Cindy Talley
Cortese Family
Dan P Mclaughlin
Dana a Smith
David Korp in Memory of Mr. Thomas a Korp
Debbie Rohde
Diversified Business Consulting LLC
Don Charleone
Douglas & Judy Liptak
Thank You
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$100–$249 (Continued)
Dr. Geraldine Besson
Dr. Philip Monteleone
Elizabeth Lee
Frank a Bilotta in Memory of Julia a Bilotta
Giangiorgi Family
Gilligan-Hylton Family in Memory of David Heard
Harry H Horning Financial Services
Heather Mcfadden in Memory of Melissa
Holly Tobin in Honor of Erika Mazer
Jamie Cortese in Memory of Mary Cortese
Janice Kavounas
Jennifer Bruno and Michael Guadagno
Jennifer Mccabe
Jennifer Mccabe in Memory of Mark Mccabe
Joe D’s Gma & Gpa
Joe’s Grandmother & Grandfather
John Boscia
Jon a Epstein
Julia Rudd
Kara Kline & Maryann Heck
Kristen and Emily Banach in Memory of David Heard
Kym Hoffman
Kym Hoffman, in Memory of David and
in Honor of Susan’s Strength!
Lafayette Rugby!!!!!
Larry Grogin in Honor of Dman and
Running Down Dream
Lori a Banach
Margaret Hebson
Maria & Richard Thulin
Markus Remodeling
Mary Whedbee Gifts
Matt Burke
Microfasteners in Memory of Mrs. Rose Ryno
Mindy & Cairo in Memory of David Heard
Mom and Dad
Mom, Dad & Emily
Mr and Mrs Terry Langen Jr and Family
in Memory of Ford Corriere, Sr.

Mr. Alec Lowenstein in Memory of David Heard
Mr. Bruce M Pitman in Honor of Ms. Annelise Kinney
Mr. Connor Cortese
Mr. Dan Cohen
Mr. Daniel D Polk
Mr. David R Vanhorn in Memory of David Heard
Mr. Harold Montgomery
Mr. Jeffrey J Conn
Mr. Jeffrey P Edgerton in Memory of Paul a Edgerton
Mr. Joe Kinney
Mr. John E Kozakis
Mr. Joseph M Savino
Mr. Kevin P Mcdonald
Mr. Mark Ruthkosky
Mr. Michael Davison
Mr. Robert Sargent
Mr. Steven Mcguinness
Mr. William H Greis
Mrs. Anne M Lehr
Mrs. Chrissy Miller
Mrs. Frances M Carver
Mrs. Jean M Cortese
Mrs. Stacy Ehrlich in Memory of Mason Leach
Mrs. Terri Rich in Memory of David Heard
Mrs. Vivian Cody Stella
Mrs. Wilma B Pitman
Ms. Elisabeth C Fratezi in Memory of David E Heard
Ms. Jocelyn Egan in Memory of James Egan
Ms. Kara Mcmanus
Ms. Karen Kelley in Memory of Mason Leach
Ms. Kathleen Ruddy
Ms. Kristen M Pail
Ms. Raelene Meilak in Memory of Mr. John Limato
Nathan and Sheila Hagstrom in Memory of Melissa
Pat Lawton
Patricia M. Carpenito in Memory of David Heard
On His Birthday
Paypal
Pediatric Cancer Foundation of The Lehigh Valley
in Memory of David Heard
$100–$249 (Continued)
Peter & Pat Tauckus
Philip and Cheryl Larou Jr.
Phineas Sprague
Richard and Karen Jarboe
Richardson Foundation
Rob M Viola
Robert Irving
Robert L Swenson
Richard and Karen Jarboe
Richardson Foundation
Rob M Viola
Robert Irving
Robert L Swenson
Phineas Sprague
Richard and Karen Jarboe
Richardson Foundation

$1–$99
Ada Petitt
Adam, Steph & Ella
Adeline and Eliza
Adeline and Eliza in Memory of David Heard
Adeline Heard in Memory of David Heard
Aflac in Memory of Kirstin Austermann
Aiden Hansen
Alan & Teri Mount in Memory of Suzanne E Mount
Alex Stanford in Honor of Paloma Mcdonald
Alison Cooper in Memory of Mason Leach
Allie Abacherli
Along Comes Hope - Jenny Mulks Wienke
Amanda Case
Amelia C Heisler
Amy Blythe in Honor of David Heard
Amy Plumphoff
Anderson Family in Memory of Eric Lurch
Andy Baldo and Family
Angela Bella in Memory of David Heard
Ann Corcoran
Ann Marie Ballentine
Anne Goldstein
Annie Reed
Annlouise and Terry Langen in Memory of David Heard
Anonymous
Anonymous in Honor of My Sissy
Anonymous in Memory of Vincenzina Milana
Anonymous in Memory of Whitney Ferrell
Anthony & Eileen Cortese
Ashley Barlow & Ben Conroy
Ashley Y Shoff in Memory of Lester Fisher and All of The Brave Fighters
Aunt Ashli, Uncle Joe, Nicholas and Maxie
Aunt Jamie, Uncle Derek, and Harper
Aunt Laura, Uncle Joe and Jake
Aunt Nikki and Uncle Shaun
Auntie Pa
Autodesk
Avery Schuyler Nunn in Memory of Lynn Deming
Awesome!
Bank of America
Barbara Bisher
Becca Novak
Becky Chapman Weaver in Memory of David Wayne Chapman
Binder Family
Blake Roessler
Bob & Rose Cushing
Bobbie Boyle
Thank You
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$1–$99 (Continued)
Brady Carver
Brady, Derek and Ahron Cash Gifts
Brandon Guffy
Brendan Hetherman
Brett Baumgartner in Memory of David E Heard
Brian McNally
Brooke Laura
Bryce and Mary Kate
Cameo L Iselborn
Carl and Patricia Franson
Carlos a Gonzalez
Carolyn Claveau
Cash Donation
Cash Donations From Event Day
Cash From Envelope and Game Night Donations
Cassidy
Cathy Stires in Memory of Dad-Russell Fell
Chad Depaolis
Chandler
Charles Graham in Memory of Nicholas Scott
Cheryl Gallagher
Christian and Dominique Miccio
Christine Pacchioli in Memory of David Heard
Christopher M Collins
Claire Randall Frasier
Coins Turned To Cash From Event
Cole Family
Coleen Koch
Colin's Mom & Dad
Connie George
Corin and Matthew Francisco in Memory of David Heard
Curtis W Mease
Cyndie Carman
Cynthia Paquette
D. and M. Toohey
Dana and Chris
Dana Melby

Dannelle Beall
Dave Baum
Dave Dech
David Flitcroft in Honor of Larry's Run For Dman
David Price
David's Mom in Honor of Kym #Embracinglife At 40!
Deadpool <3 Chimichangas!!!
Debbie a Hintze
Debbie Fogg
Deborah and Jim Todak
Delaney & Daniel in Memory of David Heard
Delaney and Alana Dutkin
Denise Koury
Dennis and Paula Thatcher in Memory of David Heard
Dennis Family
Desiderioscioli Family
Desmond Pools and Spas in Memory of Jared Platt
Di Finnan in Memory of David Heard
Diana H Wescott in Honor of Nolan D
Diane & Marty Talpas
Diane C. Hogan in Memory of David Heard
Dianne Zanowicz
Dirisio Iv Family
Donna & Sal
Dr. Herbert O Wolfe
Dr. Jill Reda
Drew & Kate Lewis in Memory of David Heard
Dylan Moser
Ed and Amy Montgomery
Ed and Sheila Forstoffer in Memory of Ms. Phyllis Yager
Ed Markus
Edward and Amy Kemp Jr. in Memory of David Heard
Eileen B Mahoney in Honor of Mr. Matt Cortese
Eileen Reiser
Eileen Sales
Elaine Reynolds
Elaine Reynolds in Honor of Elizabeth Ingersoll
Elizabeth Ballas in Honor of Ms. Jordan Jemsek
Elizabeth Witmer
Thank You

$1–$99 (Continued)
Ellen B Devey in Memory of Don P Devey
Em and Izzy S. in Honor of David Heard
Embrace Life
Emma Hardy
Emmaus Lacrosse
Equinix, Inc.
Erica D’Agostino in Memory of David Heard
Erika Mazer
Erin N Cutler in Memory of Ms. Maggie Zemgulis
Evan Kass
For David and Mason
For David's 5th Glitterversary - $5 for each one. With love from Laura, Steve, Katie, and Sarah Neary
In Memory Of David Heard
Forks Township Lacrosse
Francis and Melissa Johnson
Fred and Marilyn Staudaher
Fuehrer Family
Gary Bullman
General Green Turf & Tree, Inc.
Gerrie Love Mom in Memory of Jacob Iselborn
Gigi and Pop Pop Persichini
Golden Pepper Productions Inc.
Grace and Riley Langen and Easton Lacrosse Club
Grace and Riley Langen in Memory of David Heard
Grace Linnehan
Greg & Eileen Sales
Gregory Sullivan
Griffith Family- 40 Looks Good On You Kym!
Harriet Mcguiness in Honor of Lucca’s Shave
Hasselbusch Family in Memory of David Heard
Haylee M Walsh
Hbd Kym!! - Elizabeth Ballas
Heather A. Gilmartin in Memory of David Heard
Heather Schimmel
Huffy
Ian and Beverly Robinson

Ian L Fisher in Honor of Shawn Langen
J&J Ryan
Jack Mcintyre
Jacob Hartley in Memory of Otto’s Momma Link
Jake Iselborn
James Lott
Jane J Kirby
Jane Rodgers
Janet Bruen
Janice S Falcone
Janine Fox in Memory of David Heard
Jeanne Albanese in Honor of Archie J Kulkus
Jeff & Rosie Bader
Jeff Kirby
Jenny Robinson in Honor of Miss Riley Fessenden
Jessica Bryan
Jessica Stafford
Jill Davis
Jillian Gasper
Jim Minorics
Joan Cash From Event
Joan Lombardi
Joan R. Gallo in Memory of David Heard
Joanie Mayor
Joe Bruno in Memory of Conor Mccadden
Joe Destefano's Aunt Karen & Uncle Rob
Joe Goedereis in Memory of David Heard
Joel Turkel
Joey Hoagland
John Armentano
John Farrell
John Paciga
John Pappalardo
Joncarlo and Rosemarie Ruggieri in Honor of Kym Hoffman
Jonelle F Blendon
Jordan Kiley
Josephine Ortiz in Memory of Mr. Luis German-Ribon
Josta Davidson in Honor of Mason Leach
$1–$99 (Continued)
Joyce Addae
Joyce Perciballi
Julie Wooden
Juliet Boone
Just Cash From Collection Bucket Not Coins
Kaitlin Kline in Memory of David Heard
Kaitlyn Destefano
Karen Birner
Karen Friedlander
Karen Schubert in Memory of Sean Beatty
Kaser Family
Kaser Family in Memory of David Heard
Kasha L Ferran
Kate Bauer
Kate Welch
Kathleen Leslie
Katy C.
Kayla Guerin
Kelli Lukert
Kelly K Forebaugh in Honor of Jackson and All The Kids
Kelly K Forebaugh in Honor of Mason, David, and Jackson
Kelly K Forebaugh in Memory of David Heard
Ken & Bev Shoff
Ken Greibanus in Memory of Denise Greibanus
Kevin Robinson
Kim and Dave Hopkins
Kim Benton
Kim Graham in Honor of Tara Sankner
Kim Lations in Memory of Beatrice Larosee
Kirsten Wilhelmsen
Kola Lysynecky
Kris and Mike Zohn
Kristen Masullo
Kristen Volkland in Memory of David Heard
Kristi Be
Kristin Helm
Kristin Schaan
Kyle Petitt
Larry, Steve, Grace & Ben
Laura Rowan
Laura, Steve, Katie, and Sarah Neary in Memory of David Heard on his 16th Birthday
Laurel Milos
Lexie Mazer
Linda King
Lisa and Greg Raue
Lisa Carlson
Lisa Friedlander
Lisa Kane
Liz Crane
Liz Moore
Liz Rubino
Lori & Bob
Lori Frankenfield
Love The Saab Family in Memory of David Heard
Lucinda L Wegener
Lucy Iselborn
Lucy Mcknight
Luke & Cory
Mac Maguire
Mairead Janzer
Mama O
Mandy
Mandy Stires
Marcus & Virginia Dawson
Marguerite Mullin in Memory of John Mullin, Jr.
Mariann
Marianne Loose
Marissa Young
Mark Gutekunst
Mary Pat Martin
Maryann Wolflinger
Maryanne Barton
Matt and Tina Donovan
Matt Cortese
Matt Markus
Thank You
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$1–$99 (Continued)
Maureen Case
Maureen Martyak
McKeown Family (Brennan)
Mckittrick Family
Meagan E Reibman
Meagan M Mcgurl
Meghan Donohue
Meghan Morici
Melissa Clemens
Melissa Galione
Melissa Vazquez
Melody Khodaverdian
Mema in Memory of David Heard
Michael and Melissa Walsh
Michele a Destefano
Michele Caporin
Michele Johns
Microsoft
Mike and Sue
Mimi and Granpy
Miss Allyse D Barlow
Miss Carlianne Mccabe
Miss Esther Grundy
Miss Jennifer C Biddinger
Miss Karen M Rumore
Miss Lorie a Khalil in Honor of David Heard
Miss Lorie a Khalil in Honor of David Heard - Best Little Buddy Ever.
Miss Lorie a Khalil in Honor of David Heard - My Little Buddy
Miss Sally M Trout
Miss Veronica Cabanas
Mom & Dad
Mom, Dad & Jack
Mom, Dad and Ava

Moody-Benedict Clan
Morgan Collins in Memory of Ella Bothwell
Mr. Albert J Foley
Mr. Andrew Ur in Memory of Mr. David Heard
Mr. Anthony F Christy
Mr. Bailey W Francis in Memory of David Heard
Mr. Brian B Thomas in Memory of David Heard
Mr. Chris Buccilli
Mr. Christopher L Mccallister
Mr. Christopher Mckiniry
Mr. Daniel P Smith
Mr. Domini F Falcone
Mr. Finn P Mcmahon
Mr. Frank Nester
Mr. Glenn Graham
Mr. Jack C Laros Jr.
Mr. James G Scott
Mr. James L Benjamin in Honor of Dan Mclaughlin
Mr. James S Minorics in Memory of Mr. David Stetler
Mr. Jan Swenson
Mr. Jarrett N Hellgren
Mr. Jason E Mitchell
Mr. Jeffrey C Gilbert
Mr. Jeffrey O Pfaffmann
Mr. Jim Mckiniry Jr.
Mr. Joe Davey
Mr. John Bowes
Mr. John M Gerbino
Mr. John M Gerbino in Memory of Bill Smull
Mr. John M Gerbino in Memory of Fred Barr
Mr. John R Diaz Jr. in Memory of Diaz Family Members Who Have Passed On
Mr. John Re in Memory of Dawn Re
Mr. Jon Fields
Mr. Jon Schuck
Mr. Joseph W Destefano
Mr. Ken Bohn
Mr. Kieran a Both in Memory of Connie Both
Mr. Larry Scapperotti
$1–$99 (Continued)
Mr. Mark Jeffers
Mr. Mark Wiegand
Mr. Matias a Pyle
Mr. Michael a Pacchioli in Memory of David Heard
Mr. Michael Lamanna
Mr. Michael P Holland
Mr. Michael Schafer
Mr. Mike Sellers
Mr. Nolan Disora
Mr. Peter Traphagen Jr.
Mr. Rob Marczyk
Mr. Robert B Clark
Mr. Robert C Link in Honor of Tina Link
Mr. Ryan a Bressner
Mr. Sam Brinton
Mr. Steven Wolcott
Mr. Tom Dieck
Mr. Victor E Scomilio
Mr. Viktor K Solarik
Mr. Vinny J Lupinacci in Memory of Angel David
Mr. Wayne Vansyckle
Mr. Westley Mironov
Mr. Will M Sargent
Mrs. Adrienne L Ross
Mrs. Alyson Weissman in Memory of David and Mason
Mrs. Barbara B Claypool
Mrs. Beth Chaplin
Mrs. Beth Ellen Reid
Mrs. Beth Wolf
Mrs. Brenda S Bowler
Mrs. Carol a Destefano
Mrs. Dana a Gootman
Mrs. Danette Ocaranza in Memory of David Heard
Mrs. Danette Ocaranza in Memory of Mason Leach
Mrs. Denise L Keyes in Memory of Marvin Radford, Jr.
Mrs. Diane Pacovich
Mrs. Donna J Croce
Mrs. Donna Mulligan
Mrs. Eileen Fenner
Mrs. Georgia M Call in Memory of David Heard
Mrs. Holly Bormann
Mrs. Jane R Hoppen
Mrs. Janice E Gensheimer
Mrs. Jean M Henshaw
Mrs. Jena Brodhead
Mrs. Jennifer Alston
Mrs. Joann Slack Hassan in Memory of Mrs. Joan P Slack
Mrs. Karen Boelsens
Mrs. Kelly Giacalone
Mrs. Kelly Jones in Memory of Mason Leach
Mrs. Kristina Frank in Memory of Mason Leach
Mrs. Kristina K Spies
Mrs. Linda Stecker
Mrs. Linda Taylor
Mrs. Lisa B Mikovits
Mrs. Louise Russo
Mrs. Lugene Vanfleet
Mrs. Marianne Bergman
Mrs. Mary Mugaverro
Mrs. Peggy Eichhorn
Mrs. Priscilla Debree in Memory of Mrs. Kathy Saban
Mrs. Shawn Harak in Honor of David Heard
Mrs. Sherri Carmical in Memory of Declan Carmical and Your Sweet Boys!
Mrs. Stephanie L Martin
Mrs. Susan a Verbalis in Memory of David Heard
Mrs. Tammy L Baumeister in Memory of David Heard
Mrs. Tammy R Yale
Mrs. Virginie Gournet
Mrs. Wendy Love
Ms. Aimee M Ritter
Ms. Alana M Albus
Ms. Alana M Albus in Honor of Joan Gallo
Ms. Alison L Fisher
Ms. Amy V Meo in Memory of Mason Leach
Ms. Ann Marie Macdougall
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Ms. Anne Cunningham
Ms. Anne Marie Wilson
Ms. Annie Lear in Honor of Matthew Hancewicz
Ms. Betty Reibman
Ms. Bonnie Fulle
Ms. Brenna a Hynes
Ms. Carey Pitman
Ms. Cassandra J Kozakis
Ms. Charlotte Rath
Ms. Christine Iyer in Memory of Luke Dunn
Ms. Colleen E Laros
Ms. Dava Silvia
Ms. Dava Silvia in Memory of David Heard
Ms. Debbie J Breadmont
Ms. Deborah Shaffer
Ms. Denise L Kowitz in Honor of Mick Kowitz
Ms. Emma R Strong
Ms. Faith Brenneisen
Ms. Janet M Fulton
Ms. Jennifer L Hogan
Ms. Jill a Brader
Ms. Jo Mcguffie Jordan
Ms. Joanne R Markus
Ms. Johnette L Bennett
Ms. Karen Dipasquale
Ms. Karen L Mantai
Ms. Katherine Caggiano
Ms. Kathleen Ruddy in Memory of Mrs. Carmela Carpenito
Ms. Kathleen St. John Jr.
Ms. Kelly C Rambo in Memory of David Heard
Ms. Kelly Reibman
Ms. Kira Hedlund in Memory of David Heard
Ms. Kristin a Smith
Ms. Liane Vieira
Ms. Liza M Iselborn
Ms. Lori L Drury
Ms. Maria Rossini
Ms. Mary Jo Lodge in Memory of David Heard
Ms. Michelle a Ritz
Ms. Paula M Brokaw
Ms. Penelope S Mcvicker
Ms. Rachel M Gaffney
Ms. Renee a Strouse in Memory of David Heard
Ms. Robin Rufe
Ms. Rose Bayer in Memory of Dr. Melvin Horwitz
Ms. Sarah E Strong
Ms. Sheila K Strong
Ms. Stephanie a Hayes in Memory of David Heard
Ms. Tonya Graham in Honor of Mrs. Julie Vanella Supko
Murphy Family
Nana & Papa
Nana Sullivan
Nancy F Hill-Moser
Nate Rusch
Nicole Hance
Nicole Hutchinson
Nonnie and Poppie Ron
Oliver Fairchild
Oliver, Leila, & Sebastian Segalini
Owen and Georgia Amacker in Honor of Guiliana Giannone
Owen Fairchild in Memory of David Heard
Paige & Nick, Jack & Finn
Palmer Lacrosse
Pat & John Greis
Patricia T. Wilson in Memory of David Heard
Patrick and Denise
Patrick Corcoran
Patty and Gene Cuvo
Patty Gibson
Paul Deery
Paul Weller
Peter H Wright
Peter Langen
Pippa Cash Donations
Rachel and Bill Carr
$1–$99 (Continued)
Ralph H Klass
Rath Family
Raymond Chin
Regina Abruzzese
Renee L Consolo
Reynolds/Cinoa Family
Rich and Karen
Richard Wilkins
Rm Termite and Pest Control
Robbins Family
Robert Blanchfield
Robyn J Raphael in Memory of Keaton T Raphael
Robyn Raphael in Memory of Keaton T Raphael
Roger P Barlow
Rose Hendershot
Roy and Lynne
Rustyb in Memory of Christine Gilheany
Ryan Mayer in Memory of David Heard
Saarin Keck
Sandra O’Brien-Werner
Sarah Armentrout
Sarah Lambert
Sarah M Ganas in Memory of Erica Danhouser
Scott & Penny Wheeler
Sea & C Consulting
Serena
Serena & Emery
Shannon Linnehan
Shannon Ritter
Shayne Murray
Sheila Handy
Simon Thompson
Sommer Family in Honor of Glitter and Light and Sponge Bob and Friendship
Steph and Al Morris
Stephanie Henninger
Stephanie Morris
Stephanie W Tobin
Stephen and Julianne Greco
Steven Mines
Strength Lab Nh
Suddenly Samantha
Sue and Brian in Memory of Jordan Trunfio
Sully & Declan
Summersett Family
Susan & Art Charlton in Memory of David and in Honor of My Ride4David Teammates
Susan and Art Charlton in Memory of David Heard
Susan M Mona
Susan Reda
Susan, Tom & Daisy in Honor of Ty! For Always Stepping Up To Shave
Suzie & Fred in Memory of Tina Schmader
Tara H and Your Mom Cash Donations
Tatiana
Terra Firma
Terry Ewalt in Memory of Mason Leach
The Amacker Family in Memory of David Heard
The Baumgartner Family in Memory of David Heard
The Cipolla Family in Memory of Ryan Zawada
The D’Angelo Family in Memory of David Heard
The Dave Urban Family in Memory of Mrs. Kathy Urban
The Delgado Family in Memory of Ziggy G.
The Evancho Family
The Ferzoco Family
The Hand Family in Memory of David Heard
The Heckel Family
The Hetzel Family in Memory of David Heard
The Heyman Family
The Hudson Family
The Hudsons in Memory of David Heard
The Hyde Family
The Kravit Family
The Liott Family
The Mangan Family in Memory of David Heard
The Mariani Family
$1–$99 (Continued)
The McKittrick Family
The Melby Family
The Nagys...Go, Ty!! So Proud!! Xoxo
The O’Hanlon Family
The Quilling’s
The Sarahs!
The Snyder Family in Memory of David Heard
The Tamburello’s
Theodore and Mary Ann Super in Memory of David Heard
Theresa Brenkel in Memory of David Heard
Theresa Hogan, Attorney
Tina/Rich/Brendan Williams
Tobin Properties
Toby and Debra Giardiello in Honor of Larry’s Run 4 Dman
Todd Nemura
Tom and Sara Sharlow
Tom, Susan & Daisy Heard in Memory of David Heard
Tom, Susan and Daisy in Memory of David Heard
Tom, Susan and Daisy in Memory of Dman Should Have Had 16 Birthdays
Toni Hansen in Memory of Superty Campbell
Tony Consentino in Memory of Greg Fonte
Traci & Bob in Honor of Luca P.
Tracy a Piazza
Tracy and Jerry Hawk
Trisha Beegle
Tristan N Godt in Memory of Zachary Ireland
Ty Fein in Memory of David Heard
Ty Stem
Tyco
Uncle Deric and Doctor Aunt Jane
Uncle Jimmy and Aunt Jennifer
Uncle Mike & Aunt Christine
Uncle Robert & Aunt Cheryl
Ventre Family
Victor and Debra Chisesi
Victor, Molly & Lucca Scomillio
Vin Marchese
Walsh Family
William Cash From Event
Xavier and Alonzo Parker
Your Town Realty Group
Zoe and Cheryl Hill
David's Warriors 2015

$10,000 - $24,999
Fisher Capital Corp. LLC
James R. Fisher

$2,500 - $4,999
Glitter Ticket Sales

$1,000 - $2,499
Big Sur River Inn
Billy Smith Jewelers in honor of David Heard
Golden gifts! In Memory Of David E Heard
Lehigh Valley Health Network
Merck
Ms. Michelle R Ferguson In Memory Of David Heard
Pizzaville, LLC

$500 - $999
Alison and Vincent Conti In Memory Of David Heard
Ann P McKenzie In Memory Of David Heard
Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard
Bruce Waldman In Memory Of David Heard
Jean & Jim Wood In Honor Of David’s Wish
Katie, Lexi, Dana & Dave Bitner In Honor Of David Heard
Ms. Michelle R Ferguson In Memory Of David Heard
Roman, Andrea and the boys
Running Down a Dream - Cure Childhood Cancers / Great work John & Larry!
The Didden Family In Memory Of David Heard

$250 - $499
Anonymous
Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard
da bald bomb
David Bossolina
Easton Area High School in Memory of David E. Heard from EAHS Class of 2017
Glittery Gold gifts from the wine pull In Memory Of David E Heard
HARBORTOUCH

$100 - $249
A proud father
Amy & Dan Fox
Amy and Andy Horowitz In Memory Of Larry Gonick
Annette Prizzi
Anonymous
Anonymous In Honor Of David Heard
Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard
Anonymous In Memory Of Peter & Josephine Renaldo
Arlene J Picher In Memory Of George Metaxotos
Austin & Kayla In Memory Of David Heard
Bank of America
Becky Chapman Weaver In Memory Of David Heard
Becky Chapman Weaver in memory of David Heard & David Chapman
Brad Martin
Bridget Murphy In Memory Of Mrs. Margaret Korp
Bruno Marczyk In Memory Of Marlene D Marczyk
California Grogins
Chris & Ant Buonpastore In Honor Of Heard Family
Christine Ordway In Honor Of Luke Schwendeman
Craig Haskins In Memory Of Wesley Zablocki
DAN P McLaughlin
David Great Aunt and Great Uncle Blakely in honor of David E. Heard
David’s Dad, Mom and Sister In Honor Of 100 Miles! Go John & Larry
Debbie Rohde
Dina Robinson
Jill Feeney In Memory Of Michael Feeney
Katie, Lexi, Dana & Dave Bitner In Honor Of David Heard
MR & MRS JARED ISSACMAN AND FAMILY
Mr. Dave Korp
Ms. Kathleen Ruddy
Nicholas and Cathy Kavounas In Memory Of David Heard
Palmer Sporting Goods Inc. in memory of David E. Heard
Refreshment Stand and Shoot Out $ In Memory Of Dman Heard
Renee and Pat Ryan
Rich Gannon
The Newfield Family In Memory Of Dutch Newfield

$250 - $499
Anonymous
Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard
da bald bomb
David Bossolina
Easton Area High School in Memory of David E. Heard from EAHS Class of 2017
Glittery Gold gifts from the wine pull In Memory Of David E Heard
HARBORTOUCH

$100 - $249
A proud father
Amy & Dan Fox
Amy and Andy Horowitz In Memory Of Larry Gonick
Annette Prizzi
Anonymous
Anonymous In Honor Of David Heard
Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard
Anonymous In Memory Of Peter & Josephine Renaldo
Arlene J Picher In Memory Of George Metaxotos
Austin & Kayla In Memory Of David Heard
Bank of America
Becky Chapman Weaver In Memory Of David Heard
Becky Chapman Weaver in memory of David Heard & David Chapman
Brad Martin
Bridget Murphy In Memory Of Mrs. Margaret Korp
Bruno Marczyk In Memory Of Marlene D Marczyk
California Grogins
Chris & Ant Buonpastore In Honor Of Heard Family
Christine Ordway In Honor Of Luke Schwendeman
Craig Haskins In Memory Of Wesley Zablocki
DAN P McLaughlin
David Great Aunt and Great Uncle Blakely in honor of David E. Heard
David’s Dad, Mom and Sister In Honor Of 100 Miles! Go John & Larry
Debbie Rohde
Dina Robinson
Jill Feeney In Memory Of Michael Feeney
Katie, Lexi, Dana & Dave Bitner In Honor Of David Heard
MR & MRS JARED ISSACMAN AND FAMILY
Mr. Dave Korp
Ms. Kathleen Ruddy
Nicholas and Cathy Kavounas In Memory Of David Heard
Palmer Sporting Goods Inc. in memory of David E. Heard
Refreshment Stand and Shoot Out $ In Memory Of Dman Heard
Renee and Pat Ryan
Rich Gannon
The Newfield Family In Memory Of Dutch Newfield

$250 - $499
Anonymous
Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard
da bald bomb
David Bossolina
Easton Area High School in Memory of David E. Heard from EAHS Class of 2017
Glittery Gold gifts from the wine pull In Memory Of David E Heard
HARBORTOUCH

$100 - $249
A proud father
Amy & Dan Fox
Amy and Andy Horowitz In Memory Of Larry Gonick
Annette Prizzi
Anonymous
Anonymous In Honor Of David Heard
Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard
Anonymous In Memory Of Peter & Josephine Renaldo
Arlene J Picher In Memory Of George Metaxotos
Austin & Kayla In Memory Of David Heard
Bank of America
Becky Chapman Weaver In Memory Of David Heard
Becky Chapman Weaver in memory of David Heard & David Chapman
Brad Martin
Bridget Murphy In Memory Of Mrs. Margaret Korp
Bruno Marczyk In Memory Of Marlene D Marczyk
California Grogins
Chris & Ant Buonpastore In Honor Of Heard Family
Christine Ordway In Honor Of Luke Schwendeman
Craig Haskins In Memory Of Wesley Zablocki
DAN P McLaughlin
David Great Aunt and Great Uncle Blakely in honor of David E. Heard
David’s Dad, Mom and Sister In Honor Of 100 Miles! Go John & Larry
Debbie Rohde
Dina Robinson
Jill Feeney In Memory Of Michael Feeney
Katie, Lexi, Dana & Dave Bitner In Honor Of David Heard
MR & MRS JARED ISSACMAN AND FAMILY
Mr. Dave Korp
Ms. Kathleen Ruddy
Nicholas and Cathy Kavounas In Memory Of David Heard
Palmer Sporting Goods Inc. in memory of David E. Heard
Refreshment Stand and Shoot Out $ In Memory Of Dman Heard
Renee and Pat Ryan
Rich Gannon
The Newfield Family In Memory Of Dutch Newfield
$100 - $249 (continued)
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Divak Developers
Doug & MaryEllen
Dr Grogin's Generous Patients
Dr Grogins Patients In Memory Of Edith Grogin
Dr. Frank r besson
Drew and Susan Burns
Ed Giangiorgi
Elaine Reynolds
Elliot stiefel In Memory Of Howard G Stiefel
Elyse Zucker
Embassy Bank for the Lehigh Valley
Garold and Jane Blakely in honor of David Neard
GE Foundation
Gerald and Beverly Amacker In Honor Of Owen and
Georgia Amacker
Geraldine Besson Pilates
Great Aunt Jane In Memory Of David Heard
Jeff Lipton
Jennifer
Jennifer Nester
Jim and Felicia Parks in memory of David Heard
Jimmy Johnson
John Renaldo
June Barton In Memory Of Michael Barton
Justin Crimmins
Kathy bagli
Katie, Lexi, Dana & Dave Bitner In Honor Of David Heard
Kirk, Marilena and Char Smith
KLO Events in Memory of David Heard
Kym Hoffman
L and J Marketing, Inc. In Memory Of David Heard
Lax Supports Childhood Cancer Research In Memory Of
David E Heard
Lisa Geraghty
Lori A Banach
Lucy Summerville
Maria Z Thulin
Mark Ruthkosky In Honor Of Shawn Langen
Matthew and Kaitlyn McKittrick
Mema and Poppy in memory of David E. Heard
Mema and Poppy in memory of David E. Heard
Mema in honor of my grandson David
Mema In Memory Of David Heard
Michelle A Simon In Memory Of David Heard
Mike Hoban
Mom and Dad In Honor Of John’s Run
Mr. Christopher Renaldo
Mr. David R VanHorn In Memory Of David Heard
Mr. Doug Page
Mr. Jeffrey P Edgerton In Memory Of Mr. Paul A Edgerton
Mr. JOEL J OCCHIUTO
Mr. John C Freeman In Memory Of David Heard
Mr. Joseph S Klimko Jr.
Mr. Peter Traphagen
Mr. Richard Bakewell
Mr. Rory DeJohn In Memory Of David Heard
Mr. Sean C McCahill
Mr. Steven McGuinness
Mr. TJ Warren In Memory Of Uncle Ken
Mr. Vinny Rama
Mr. Wayne Chapman In Memory Of David W Chapman
Mrs. Christine Thoma
Mrs. Dorothy S Hughes In Memory Of Dr. Robert E
Schmieg, Jr.
Mrs. Elisabeth C Fratezi In Honor Of DAVID HEARD
Mrs. Jean M Cortese
Mrs. Kristen M Letko
Mrs. Terry Cunningham
Ms. Anne F Krishnan
Ms. Becky C Weaver
Ms. Denise L Kowitz In Honor Of Mick W Kowitz
Ms. Ellen Lurz
Ms. Lorraine Wood
Ortiz Printing & Graphics
Ottilia Stura
Patricia Carpenito In Memory of David Heard
Pediatric Cancer Foundation of the Lehigh Valley in
Memory of David E. Heard
Peter and Patricia J Tauckus In Memory Of John
Mahoney, sr.
Phillips Family

Mema in Memory Of David Heard
Mema In Memory Of David Heard
Mema in Memory Of David Heard
Mema In Memory Of David Heard
$100 - $249 (continued)
Rosemary Delos
Scott and Debra Lechman
State Street
Stephanie, Tony, Cameron & Braydon Hubbard
Steve Halberstadt
Supa Doors, Inc.
The Bucher Family In Memory Of Grandmom Grofcsik
Arden Bucher and the Davids
The Chamness Family, in appreciation for all you do
The Cirac Family
The Elman Family In Honor Of Dr. Larry Grogin
The Howe Family
The Lomberg Family
The Pollard Family
The Rossi Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Rothfleisch Family
The Tramontin Family
Thomas Family In Memory Of David Heard
Thug Davison
Tom, Susan and Daisy In Memory Of Dman Heard
Uncle Butch and Aunt Jane In Honor Of David Heard
Valerie Lamanna In Honor Of James Pollard
Valerie Lamanna In Memory Of David Heard
Vickie LoBello In Memory Of David Heard
Your friends at Pediatric Cancer Foundation of the Lehigh Valley In Memory Of David Heard

$1 - $99
Addison G McPeek
Adeline and Eliza in memory of David
Alfonse Vaiano
Alfred Portillo In Memory Of David Heard
Allison E Shaw
Allison, Mike, Mady and Charlotte Cohen
Andrew & Kelly Mooney
Andrew and Erin Lawler In Memory Of David Heard
Andrew Dilg in memory of David Heard
Andrew Warshauer
Ann Louise and Terry Langen
Ann Louise and Terry Langen
Anonymous
Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard
Anonymous In Memory Of David Wayne Chapman
Anonymous In Memory Of Eleanor Bowers
Anonymous In Memory Of Jeff Holton
Anonymous In Memory Of Ms. Vincenzina Milana
Ashlee, Ryan & Callie Dana
Ashley Simpson In Honor Of Vikki Rogers
Aunt Maura and Uncle Matt
Aunt Nikki Uncle Shaun
Austin & Kayla Heard In Memory Of David Heard
Austin, Paige and Brooke Williams
Bank of America
Betsy Hemer
Betty
Bill & Rita Lungren
Bill, Sam, Wilson and Jackson Burke
Bob & Carol Heiser
Braeden and Hudson Hawk
Brandon Guffy
BRENDAN WILLIAMS AND FAMILY
Bri Giangiobbe In Honor Of Mr. Rob Delfranco
Brian McNally & Melissa Ginochi
Brianna M Zarenkiewicz
Buddy and Laurie
Cael’s Family
California Aunties - Joanna and Megan In Honor Of David Heard
Callaghan, Caroline and Gavin Dwyer In Memory Of David Heard
Callaghan, Sean, Caroline and Gavin Dwyer In Memory Of David Heard
Camilla & Kira Hedlund in honor of their courageous and amazing mom! In Honor Of Lesley’s Ultimate WIN against breast cancer
Camille
Carlos Gonzalez
Carol Hall
Christian and Dominique Miccio In Memory Of David Heard
Christian tabano
Christine Akel
David's Warriors 2015
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Christine Cyriacks In Memory Of Ms. Lydia Miskill
Christine Daly
Cindi Schafer In Memory Of David Heard
Cinque Family
Coach
Coach Hagen
coco renaldo
Cole
Cole Furman
Coleen and Dave McCaffery
Connie & George McDougal In Memory Of Gay Keenan
Connor Cortese
Cooke Family
Danielle Leach In Honor Of David Heard With love on his birthday
Danielle Leach In Honor Of Mason and David
Danielle Leach In Memory Of David Heard and Mason Leach
Dann, Lisa, Katie & Micah Ballew
David & Kristi Briones
David Perlmutter
Diana Warren, E4 Healing, Inc. In Memory Of Mr. Kenneth C Warren
Donna and Manny Cancel
Donna J McCulloch
Doug, Tina, Hunter, and Adam Beck In Memory Of David Heard
Dr. Erica D'Agostino In Memory Of David Heard
Drake Family In Honor Of David Heard
Drew & Kate Lewis
ECG Group for David! In Memory Of David Heard
Ed and Sheila Forstoffer In Memory Of Ms. Phyllis Yager
Elaine Reynolds
Ellen B Devey
Em Elliott
Emily Cho's mom and dad
Emily Kilpatrick
Emily Kilpatrick In Honor Of Cindy Kilpatrick
Emily Kilpatrick In Honor Of Debbie Kallevig
Emily Kilpatrick In Memory Of Pearl Graham
Erica & Paul Kaser
Erickson Family
Evan Suval
Farmer jan
Francine Cardinale Shannon
Frank and Tina Castrovinci
Frank G Besson
Friends of Patrick
Generous Friends of Kevin Corrigan for his Thanksgiving Shave In Memory Of David E Heard
GEORGIA AMACKER
Giorgi Olmo
Go Becky, Go!
Grammy & Papa Collins
Greene family
GREG & EILEEN SALES
Hannah & Sarah Miskovich
Hans Lauten and Rebekah S. Goldenberg In Memory Of David Heard
Happy Birthday Becky! You are one in a million!
Happy Birthday My Friend!
harrison f miccio
Harry and Loretta Dieterich
Heather Areklett
Howard’s friends
Jack Furman
Jen Fortner
Jennifer & Marcus Calendrillo In Honor Of Miss Becca Salmins
Jennifer Mae Robles
jill meuse
Joan R. Gallo in memory of David Heard
JoAnne and Ron Gubich
Jodi
Joe
John Freeman and Laurie Caslake in memory of David Heard
John Mormando
John P. Boscia, O.D.
Jolene & Charlie Winsor (Bengals Player Paul’s Parents)
Jon A Epstein
Judy Y
June Barton In Memory Of Michael Barton
$1 - $99 (continued)
Karen Schubert
Kate McAuliffe
Kath and Ang
Kathleen Moul
tKatie and Noel In Honor Of David Heard
Katie McCoy
Katie, Lexi, Dana & Dave Bitner In Honor Of David Heard
Kees Family
Kelly K Forebaugh In Honor Of Jackson Forebaugh
Kelly Rae Nelson
KJH
Kohler Family
Kristen Thies
Kym Hoffman, in honor of David’s sparkle!
Laura Hernandez In Honor Of Siena C Hernandez
Laura McHugh-Neary and Stephen Neary in memory of David Heard
Leo and Susan Fein
Lisa Ballew
Liz, Julia & Ben
Lori and Scott
Marco and Kathryn Dimarcello in memory of David E. Heard
Marguerite In Honor Of David Heard
Marianne Greco
Mark, Amy, Bradley & Brody
Mary Ellen Jones
Mary Mugavero In Honor Of Dave Korp
Matt and Shannon Martocci in memory of David Heard
Matt Cortese
Matthew Lackey
May Kesler In Memory Of Dr. Regina Kesler, MD Merck
Michael and Susan Dalton
Michelle DiFilippo
Mike & Stacy
Mike, Anna, Donald, Molly, Minnie, and Kitty Ferguson
Miss amy fowler
Miss Lorie A Khalil In Honor Of David Heard
Miss Robin Espinola
Miss Skye M Cooke

Monica Ackerman
Morgan Collins In Memory Of Liam Webb
Mr and Mrs John Greis
Mr. & Mrs Victor Scomillio & Lucca In Memory Of David Heard
Mr. Ann Louise and Terry Langen In Memory Of David Heard
Mr. Brian B Thomas In Memory Of David Heard
Mr. Bruce Ruehl
Mr. Caliph T Mathis In Memory Of Cole My Friend
Mr. Chris J Ehnhardt
Mr. Chris Zumas
Mr. Christopher Burchell
Mr. Christopher M Burke
Mr. Christopher McKiniry
Mr. Eric Makofsky
Mr. Erik McGaughey
Mr. Finn P McMahon
Mr. James J McKiniry Jr.
Mr. James L Benjamin
Mr. Jeffrey C Gilbert
Mr. John X Poetzsch
Mr. Jon Fields
Mr. Jonathan T Dempsey
Mr. Josh H Kalish
Mr. Ken Bohn
Mr. Louis Aceto
Mr. Louis M De Carlo
Mr. Mark Jeffers In Memory Of Grover Jeffers
Mr. Mark Wiegand
Mr. Michael D Sellers Sr.
Mr. Michael H Koegler
Mr. Michael Hatch
Mr. Michael J Moralle
Mr. Owen G Amacker
Mr. paul hackett
Mr. Paul J Ferreira
Mr. Pete Blanchet
Mr. Ralph j Pugliano In Memory Of Ms. Emma Hwang
Mr. Richard T Wilkins Jr.
Mr. Robert Clark
Mr. Steven Wolcott
$1 - $99 (continued)
Mr. Tom Sullivan
Mr. William H Greis
Mrs. Alyssa A Timberman
Mrs. Amanda Bennett
Mrs. ANN PRESSLEY
Mrs. Barbara Loscalzo
Mrs. Christina M Maurillo
Mrs. Danette Ocaranza
Mrs. Danette Ocaranza In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Donna L Smith
Mrs. Elizabeth A Hughes In Memory Of Angelo Perrone
Mrs. Elizabeth McKiniry
Mrs. Harriet M McGuiness
Mrs. Jane R Hoppen
Mrs. Kathryn M Dudzinski
Mrs. Keio M Walsh In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Kristina K Spies
Mrs. Kristina K Spies In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Lauren S Richards In Memory Of Sweet Caroline
Mrs. Lisa B Mikovits
Mrs. Lisa Freidenrich
Mrs. Liz M Jackson
Mrs. Louise Russo
Mrs. Mary K Harrington In Honor Of Mr. Joseph W Kennedy
Mrs. Meghan L Schurz
Mrs. Michelle Robertson
Mrs. Nicole Miller In Honor Of David Heard
Mrs. Peggy Eichhorn
Mrs. Regina Abruzzese In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Stephanie Silber
Mrs. Susan A Verbalis In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Susan C Heard In Honor Of 2 very special David’s and Becky’s tenacity to finish!
Mrs. Susan C Heard In Honor Of Jane’s bravery and David’s 15th birthday
Mrs. Susan C Heard In Honor Of Liz’s Bravery and David’s 15th birthday
Mrs. Susan C Heard In Honor Of Mari’s bravery and David’s 15th birthday
Mrs. Tammy R Yale In Honor Of Mr. Dave Korp
Mrs. Terri Rich In Memory Of David Heard and in honor of his Momma’s birthday
Ms. Aimee M Ritter
Ms. Alana M Albus
Ms. Alana M Albus In Honor Of Joan Gallo
Ms. Alicia Amacker
Ms. Betty Jaime
Ms. Brenna A Hynes
Ms. Courtney McLeod
Ms. Dava Silvia In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Diane P Finnan In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Emedelia Ornelas
Ms. Erin Abbott
Ms. Erina Kamiya
Ms. Jane W Dwyer
Ms. Janet Lesniak In Memory Of Edith Grogin
Ms. Laura A Imbriale
Ms. Lisa Dye
Ms. Mariela Castillo In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Mary Jo Lodge In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Mary Sica
Ms. Melissa C Moran
Ms. Monica Ortega
Ms. Renee’ A Strouse In Memory Of Mrs. Barbara A Silver
Ms. Sandy Rodriguez
Ms. Sarah C Rubino
Ms. Stephanie L Benko
Ms. Tracey Dwyer
Nancy Griffin
Nancy Hayenhjelm
New England Grass Fed LLC
Oliver Fairchild In Memory Of David Heard
Owen Amacker
Paige Samson & NickJackFinn
Pam Kopf
Patrick Geraghty
Paul and Julie Flanigan In Honor Of James Pollard
Paul Deery in memory of David Heard
Paulina Budniak In Memory Of Michael Barton
Pippa Moody
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Rabbi Matthew R McMurray
Raymond Chin
Regina McCullough
Reynolds/Cinoa family
Reynolds/Cinoa family In Memory Of Toireasa Ann Barry
Rich Hazzard
Riley Langen
Robert P Krass
Robert R Harburda
Robyn J Raphael In Memory Of David Heard
Rosemary Ebert in memory of David Heard
Rosemary R. Ebert In Memory Of David Heard
Sandi and John Sterns
Sarah & Mitch
Schultz Family
Scomillio Family
See Jane Ride! In memory of David Heard
Serena and Emery Bernolak
Shannon & Tony Price
Shawn, Celeste, Grace & Riley Langen
Sheryl Moller
Sienna's parents xo
Siibernagel family
Sister # 1
Something Different Home Decor and Gifts, LLC in memory of David Heard
Sparkly Unicorns
Stan Shaul
Steve Goldberg
Steve Parker
Steve, Lindsay & Zack Martin In Memory Of Christian Copeman
Sub-30 Club
Susan + Jeff Mitchell
Susan Gaudino
Tammy W Post
Team Grice -- Run Seany run!!
Teresa Beck In Memory Of David Heard
Terri Klemm
The Abruzzese Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Barreiros Family
The Borins
The Boscia Family
The Buchers in memory of Arden and David
The Carlin’s
The Csukardi Family
The Donovan Family
The Dwyer Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Forebaugh Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Fox Family In Honor Of David Fox
The Fox Family In Honor Of David Heard
The Foxes In Honor Of David Heard
The Fullers
The Gerlach Family
The Heckel’s
The Heckel’s and Karen Makris
The Hetzel's In Memory Of David Heard
The Legare Family
The Leslie Family
The McCaulays
The Munkirs Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Nagy Family
The Obsgarten Family
The Ortiz Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Pietrewicz Family
The Poshak Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Richardson Foundation In memory of David Heard
The Rossi Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Sabo Family In Memory Of Derek M Sabo
The Sneath Family
The Strauss Family
The Weiss Family
The Weissys
The Woodley Family
Theodora and Marco
Thomas A Wynn
Thomas and Linda Warren
Tom & Peggy Castranova
Tom Brady and the New England Patriots
Tom Heard ‘91 In Memory Of David E Heard
Tony Stark, C.E.O. Stark Industries
Tracey Dwye
$1 - $99 (continued)
Ty Fein In Memory Of David Heard
Tyco
Tyler Vickers
Uncle Chris M Collins
Uncle Corey
Uncle Deric & Aunt Jane
Uncle Joe and Aunt Ashli
Uncle John and Stacey
Uncle Mike
Van Tran
Vicki in New Mexico
Vicki Summerville
You got this Becky!
Yozzi-Piazza Family - Michael, Alycia, Marino & Michael Jr.
$5,000 - $9,999
Mr. James R Fisher Sr.

$1,000 - $2,499
Easton Area High School Student Council In Memory Of David E. Heard
Anonymous In Honor Of Matt Gunia
Cash Donations Collected by Zeta Psi and Friends
Generous Support from Lehigh Valley Friends & Neighbors In Memory Of David E Heard
Jeffrey M Warshauer In Memory Of Richard G Stefanacci
Jenginuity, LLC
Jim and Jean Wood
Michelle Ferguson In Memory Of David Heard
The Generous Lehigh Valley Community In Memory Of David E Heard
The Generous Lehigh Valley Community In Memory Of Deavid E Heard

$500 - $999
Anonymous In Honor Of Matt Gunia
Cash Donations Collected by Zeta Psi and Friends
Generous Support from Lehigh Valley Friends & Neighbors In Memory Of David E Heard
Jeffrey M Warshauer In Memory Of Richard G Stefanacci
Jenginuity, LLC
Jim and Jean Wood
Michelle Ferguson In Memory Of David Heard
The Generous Lehigh Valley Community In Memory Of David E Heard
The Generous Lehigh Valley Community In Memory Of Deavid E Heard

$250 - $499
Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard
Cash Gifts from Shave
Cash Gifts from Shave In Honor Of Lafayette College Men's Soccer
Cheeburger Cheeburger's Big Frank In Memory Of Deavid E Heard

$100 - $249
American Express
Anonymous
Anonymous In Memory Of Lauren Newman
Arcadia University Women's Basketball In Honor Of David E Heard
Aunt Jane and Uncle Butch In Memory Of Our Great Nephew David
Auntie E. and Uncle B. in honor of Easton vs Pburg and my God son David Heard
B I N G O In Memory Of David Heard
Baldo Family
Barb Sands
Becky Chapman Weaver in memory of your David and mine
Beez Knees Cash Donations
Berrisford Boothe in honor of Easton vs. Pburg and David Heard
Bob Fiumara
Bob McCabe In Memory Of David Heard
Brad Cole
Brandon L Sipple
Brian’s mom and dad
$100 - $249 (continued)
C snyder counseling & wellness, llc
Caleb Hinkle
Callaghan, Sean, Caroline and Gavin Dwyer In Memory Of David Heard
cash
Charles and Mary Diacont
Christopher McGuinn
College Hill Neighbors
Coworkers at Giant
Dan McLaughlin
Diane Kemp/Moravian Academy Friends
Diane Kemp-Cash From Friends
Dr. Philip Monteleone
East End Lacrosse
Easton LAX In Memory Of David E Heard
Elaine Reynolds
Elisabeth In Honor Of David E Heard
Eric A Barto
Five Nines Wireless Inc.
Foxes
GE Foundation
Guest from Laura and Danny’s Wedding Reception 11-08-14
gym tiME
Houston Pediatric Dental Specialists
Jack G Wallin
James S Ely
Jane and Butch Blakely in Memory of David Heard
Jay Hahola
Jean M In Honor Of Matthew Gunia
JoAnn Cali
John C Freeman PhD In Memory Of David Heard
John Coykendall
John, Kerry, Jason & Heather Pappalardo
Judi Sifuentes
Jules
Julie R D’Angelo In Memory Of Ms. Kathy Lippi
Kevin Klas In Memory Of David Heard
Kim Breaux
Kim Simon
KLO Events

Kristin Heaney
Kristina Stewart In Memory Of David Heard
Laura and Danny’s Wedding- November 8, 2014
Lawn Envy / Tree Worx
Lori A Banach
Lucy Summerville Giametta
Lydia A Boateng
Lynn and Jeff Styers
Maisy, Andre, Zarek and Ana... Sending LOTS and LOTS of glitter love!!!!!!!!!!!!
Mariusz Czajkowski
Mark Kain
Maryanne DeMeritt
Matt Wargo
Mema In Memory Of My Beautiful Grandson David
Michael & Lesley Hedlund In Memory Of David Heard
Michael Renaldo In Honor Of David Heard
Michelle C Geoffrion-Vinci
Michelle C Geoffrion-Vinci In Memory Of David Heard
Mimi and P-pap
mj mckiernan
Mom & Dad In Honor Of Matt Gunia
Mommy & Daddy, Johnny and Sam
Mr. Anthony P Tocco
Mr. Brian S Carling
Mr. Chad A Thibeaux
Mr. Christopher Johnson
Mr. Guy Marasa
Mr. James E Rippeon II In Memory Of Chip Orndorff
Mr. Jim Black
Mr. John Assenza
Mr. John W Mehl
Mr. Michael Cristodoulou
Mr. michael dellavalle In Memory Of Mrs. sylvia razzano
Mr. Nick Roussas
Mr. Paul D Hains
Mr. Scott Menaged
Mr. Stephen Baucom
Mr. William Ehrlich
Mrs. Alison Conti
Mrs. Candace L Guido In Memory Of David Heard
$100 - $249 (continued)
Mrs. Doreen Kinsella In Honor Of Matthew Gunia
Mrs. Elisabeth C Fratezi In Honor Of DAVID HEARD
Mrs. Erin Broderick
Mrs. Heather Kash In Honor Of David Heard
Mrs. Krista R Silliman
Mrs. Kristin K Parks
Mrs. Marcia Kerwin
Mrs. Mary K Harrington In Honor Of Mr. Joseph W Kennedy
Ms. ANNE K PERI In Memory Of SIENNA CAVALLO
Ms. Betty Berry
Ms. Elaine V Hinkle
Ms. Michelle R Ferguson In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Patti Montague-Pourteau In Memory Of Bertrand (Randy) L Pourteau, II
Ms. Rosalind Herschthal
Ms. Stephanie L Monahon
Nanny & Pop In Memory Of Eleanore Bowers
One proud mama! In Memory Of Sienna Eve Cavallo
Peter M Folino In Memory Of Sienna Eve Cavallo
Phi Kappa Psi
Prudential Foundation
Richard Ranieri
Sally J. Smith in memory of David E. Heard
Shoes = $$$ In Memory Of David’s love of the Langen clan!
Tabbi Levengood
The Abruzzese Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Andersen Family
The Bragg Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Brothers of Zeta Psi, Lafayette College
The D’Agostino/Baucom Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Dauenheimers In Memory Of David Heard
The Didden Family In Honor Of David Heard
The Juran Family in honor of Susan’s visit to CBS-CS in Syracuse, NY
The Kunow Family
The Lattig & Campbell Family In Honor Of Two loved ones Battling cancer
The Pollard Family In Honor Of James Pollard

The Scrocca Family In Honor Of Matt Gunia
the strong family
TOM GUNIA
Tommy’s Mom & Dad
Valerie Lamanna In Memory Of David Heard
Vickie Lobello
We love you Lizzie From Mom & Dad In Honor Of Your Sweet Sixteen
Your Twin!

$1 - $99
1/2 Buffalo Wild Wings money In Honor Of Easton Kids Fighting Cancer
1/2 Buffalo Wild Wings money In Honor Of P’burg Kids Fighting Cancer
Adam Petrignani
Adam went to his piggy bank again. Next time he is getting shaved himself. In Honor Of Grandpa Huot Adeline and Eliza In Memory Of David Heard
Adrienne Garstang
Al Perrette
Alan and Jennifer Warga
Alana Albus
Alana Albus, Joan Gallo
Alex DeCecco
Ali
Alison Giuffra Modica
Amy
Amy and Hannah Souders In Honor Of David Heard
Amy and Joe Zajic
Amy and Mike Phillips
Amy Lee
Andrew Kristof
Andrew Mooney
Andrew T Morra
Andrew Warshauer
Andy DeStephano In Memory Of David Heard
Angela di Felice In Memory Of David Heard
Angela L Stodder In Memory Of David Heard
Anna Smith
Anne M Batchelder
$1 - $99 (continued)
Anonymous
Anonymous In Honor Of David Heard
Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard
Anth P
ASR Media & The Peak TV In Memory Of David Heard
ASR Media Productions/The PEAK TV In Memory Of David Heard
Aunt Jane and Cousin Mark
Aunt Tammy
Austin & Kayla Heard In Memory Of David Heard
AXA Foundation
Bailey Home Improvement
Barbara A McNamara
Barbara morello
Barbara Nittolo In Memory Of David Heard
Bayard Demott
Becky Chapman Weaver In Memory Of David Heard
Beth Woodley Riley
Beth Yencho
Betsy
Bobby LeTard
Boettger Family In Memory Of Stephen Boettger, Sr.
BP Foundation
Brad Bachman
Brad Potts In Memory Of Ms. Kristen Andrews
Brendan Hetherman
Brian and Brenda
Brian Ehlers
Brian’s Papa
Brody Smith’s parents
Brooke Hennessy
Brunetti Family
Bryan McMullin and Stephen Boyd
Cade Speicher, rival midfielder
Caden Monster In Honor Of Caden Garcia
Callaghan, Caroline and Gavin In Memory Of David Heard
Callaghan, Sean, Caroline and Gavin Dwyer In Memory Of David Heard
Calvin-Harrison-Estelle Fox
Camille
Camille mainolfi
Cara S Meskill
Carey Sokol
Carly C Ortiz
Carmela L’Hommedieu In Honor Of Matt Gunia
Carol Levit
Carol Nordstrom
Caroline Dwyer In Memory Of David Heard
Cash Gifts for shave
Celeste Zamora In Memory Of David Heard
Charity Hyde in honor of Michael Pappalardo
Charlie & Jack
Chris and Kwong Kim
Cindy Scuilli
City of Easton LAX In Memory Of David E Heard
Clay Tull
Clorisa Martell Interior Designs LLC
coco and nick
Coco and Nick Lazaridis
COCO In Memory Of David Heard
Cole Liott
Columba Calicchio
Cooper Haldeman
Coriane and Matt!
Coworkers at Giant
Craig & Cindy LaBarge
Craig G Wandalowski In Honor Of Linda J Wandalowski
curt krazer
Customers at Giant
Dale and Joseph Roth
Dan Lorenz
D’Angelo Family In Memory Of David Heard
Darrin and Nancy Cox
David and Daisy’s Mom & Dad In Honor Of Michael and
David and the bond of Cub Scouts
David and Rosemary Woods
David Dirksen
David VanHorn and Sonya Smith In Memory Of David Heard
David’s Mom & Dad In Honor Of 10 years with David
David’s Mom & Dad In Honor Of David’s 10 fabulous years on Earth
David’s Warriors 2014
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David’s Mom & Dad In Honor Of David’s 10 years with us
David’s Mom & Dad In Honor Of David’s 10 years with us.
David’s Mom & Dad In Honor Of Dman who taught us to EMBRACE LIFE
Dawn Griffin in memory of David Heard
Day of Shave Cash
Day of Shave Cash In Honor Of David E Heard
Debbie Scrocca In Memory Of Anthony M Zotte
Deborah Derogatis in memory of David Heard
Delaney and Daniel In Memory Of David Heard
Derick and Crystal Jennings
Diane Capizzi
Diane Kemp-Friends of the Historic House Tour
Doc Arant
Donation for registering during picnic In Honor Of David E Heard
Doreen Bavaro
Dorothy Sharp
Dorothy Triano In Honor Of Sienna Cavallo
Doug, Shannon, Kaitlin, Lauren, Alex and Ryan Smith
Dr. Caitlin Dwyer
Dr. Charlene A. Symia in memory of David Heard
Dr. Nicky New
Drake Family
E.Hafer Construction
Easton LAX In Memory Of David E Heard
Eikon Planning and Design, LLC In Memory of David Heard
Eileen Wan
Elaine Reynolds
Elaine Zelker Photography
Elissa Bernecker
Emily Banach
Emily, Howie, Jack, Will, and Mimi Emma
Emmaus Lacrosse
Eric Ingersoll
Erica & Paul Kaser
Estelle
Evan G.

Eve Tannery In Memory Of David Heard
Fanci Heyser
Fidelibus Family
Fleschner Family
For David’s 14th Birthday--$14 for each of his 3 missed birthdays. Lots of Love & Glitter - Laura, Steve, Katie, and Sarah Neary In Memory Of David Heard
Francie Fitzgerald In Honor Of Isabella Johnson
Fynn & Cooper In Honor Of David Heard
Gail J Hermann In Memory Of Lester B Smith, Jr.
Gail Mullen In Memory Of Nadine Herrunzie
Generous Donations from MR Baucom’s Students @ McCann School of Business and Technology (Allentown Campus) In Memory Of David Heard
Gila Reckess In Honor Of In honor of Susan’s visit to CBS-CS in Syracuse, NY Heard
Ginger In Memory Of The Huot Family
Giovanna Auletta
Gloria Volk
Gracie H.
Grandma Dorothy & Chester Stanzeski
Greg and Eileen Sales
Greg Rapp
H. Hall
Hanni Family
Harriet McGuiness
Heather Kingsbury
Heather Laviolette
I beat up Brad Potts in High School
IVAN BASURTO FAMILY
Jack and Kathy Bray
Jackee Veneski
Jaclyn Giordano
Jake & Sandi Urso and Family In Memory Of Leon (Bill) Watson
James L Megin
James Maloney
Jane Kuntz
Janet M Siano In Honor Of Matt Gunia
Janet Tori and Mike Stanzeski
Jasan W Stepp
Jaynee Taguchi-Meyer
$1 - $99 (continued)
Jean M In Memory Of Ted B
Jeff and Billie Weiss
Jess Worman
Jessica
Jim Scott
Jo Venturelli
Joan Dacey
Joan Lichtenwalner In Honor Of Patrick Grundy
Joan Vartanian
Joanna Baumgarten In Memory Of David Heard
Joanna Depano
Joanne & Frank Dagostino
Jodi Matase
Joel, Cheryl, Jacob, and Brent Kanewski
John and Carolyn Neal
John And Gail Mehl
John Wilkins
Johnson & Johnson
Jonathan and Pearl In Honor Of Matt and Stephanie Monahan
Josephine Ortiz In Memory Of Mr. Luis German-Ribon
Joy C Dominic In Memory Of Donna M Truscelli
JPMorgan Chase Foundation
JT Hohn
Judy Wilson
Julia M Cusick
Julia Wescott
Julie Carreon
Kaine Family
Kaity McKittrick
Kammie Thompson
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kara Molfetta In Memory Of Sienna Cavallo
Karen
Karen Makris
Karen McNamara
Karen Nicholas
Karen Park
Karen S Hickey In Memory Of Marty Hickey
Kate M Corriveau
Katie Romig
Katie Spikes
Kelley Leach
Kelly A Briscoe-Smith
Kelly Forebaugh In Honor Of David, Jackson and every child
Kelly Sheehan
Kelly Statham
Kendra Lumpkin
Kenny Morse
Kevin
Kim Albert
Kim Seck
Kim Seecharan In Memory Of David Heard
Kirk Marilena and Charlize
Krazer Family
Kris & Mike Heimbach
Kris Doyle in Memory of David
Kris Neubauer
Kristen Banach
Kristen Everett
Kristine L. Ortiz in memory of David Heard
Kristy Levine
Kyle Sperry
Lafayette Women’s Game Info Table In Honor Of Beating Bucknell
Laura Baltes
Laura M
Laura McHugh Neary in memory of David Heard
Laura, Steve, Katie, and Sarah Neary In Memory Of David Heard
Lauren Loose
Lawrence Malinconico
Lea Ginocchio In Honor Of Matt Gunia
Lee and Nick DeCapua
Lena & Axel Honnen In Honor Of David Heard
Lenore Mohr
Leo and Susan Fein
Lisa and Chris Newman In Memory Of Lauren Newman
Lisa D’Elia
Lisa Mikovits
Lisa Pizzo
Lise Reismeier
Thank You

David’s Warriors 2014
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Lori & Brian Bradley
Lori A Banach In Memory Of David Heard
Lori Banach
Lori Gerlach
Lorraine Gregg
lucca m Scornillio
Lydia George
Lynn and Jeff Styers
Madison Caffrey - from one lax lover to another! In Memory Of David Heard
Maggie & Andy Werner In Honor Of Jackson J Knudson
Marco and Kathryn Dimarcello in memory of David E. Heard
Margaret Werner in memory of David Heard
Maria & Richard Thulin
Marie Calandra
Marie LaPerta
Marilyn and Jim Broas
Mark & Patti Pahmer
Mark Abruzzese In Memory Of David Heard
Mark Brehm
Mark Torstenson In Memory Of David Heard
Mary King
Mary Ann M.
Matt Carson
Matt, Darlene & Ava Noel In Memory Of David Heard
Maureen and Wayne DeMarco
Maureen Francis
Melissa Alfieri Collins
Melissa Gilmore
Melissa H Heard
Melissa Meyer Hair Stylist • j. morgan salon In Memory Of Darlene Meyer
Melissa Pagotto
Melissa Wasielewski
Melody Hinkle In Memory Of Ty Louis Campbell
Melody K Lafleur
Mia Weigner and Ava Lopez
Michael & Christine Pacchioni and Family In Memory Of David Heard
Michael Holland
Michael Rose
MICHAEL, MICHELLE, ALISON & ALEX
Michele Churetta In Memory Of David Heard
Michelle Fortunato
Michelle Zenie
Microsoft
Mike & Janet D’Angelo In Honor Of David, Kathy & Julie D’Angelo
Mike Gallagher
Mike, Anna, Donald, Minnie, and Kitty
Miss Abby M Stocker
Miss ALEXIA Y FERRARO
Miss amy fowler
Miss Arielle L Yacker
Miss Caroline’s Dance Elite In Memory Of Sienna Cavallo
Miss Cassidy J Smith
Miss Erin E Stuart
Miss Grace Loose In Memory Of David Heard
Miss Jamie C Veneski
Miss Jessica England
Miss Karen M Rumore
Miss Katie Raymond
Miss Kayla N Duryea In Memory Of Mr. Lee V Duryea
Miss Kirsten A Corallo In Memory Of David Heard
Miss Lorie A Khalil In Honor Of David Heard
Miss Melissa Ciofalo In Memory Of Mr. Richard Ciofalo
Miss Morgan L Burcham
Miss Stella M Bickel
Miss Tammy Taynton In Memory Of Alissa Chinnock
Mitzak Family
MJ
Mom, Dad & Jacklyn
Monique Nester
Morsillo Family
Mr. Alan P Desjardins
Mr. and Mrs. William Lloyd in honor of Michael Pappalardo
Mr. Andrew Singer
Mr. BRENDEN C FERRARO
Mr. Brian Regan
Mr. Carson M Gentry
Mr. Christopher Renaldo In Honor Of The Heard Family
$1 - $99 (continued)
Mr. Christopher Schrum
Mr. Conor d Tucker In Memory Of Mrs. Geraldine Tucker
Mr. Daniel P Smith
Mr. Daryle L Smith
Mr. David Reckess In Honor Of Susan’s visit to CBS-CS in Syracuse, NY
Mr. Erik B Binder
Mr. Eugene Palmasano
Mr. George and Sharon Bright
Mr. Ian Mahal In Memory Of Mrs. Joan Pizano
Mr. JD Miller
Mr. Jeffrey P Edgerton
Mr. Jim Dailey
Mr. Jonathan Bruck In Memory Of Mason Leach and Daniel Heard
Mr. Jordan V Chase
Mr. Justin Vatti
Mr. Ken Bohn
Mr. Kevin A Reid In Memory Of Mrs. Kathleen A Reid
Mr. Kevin Stocker
Mr. Kevin Vukman
Mr. Lenny L Cox
Mr. Marc J Assenza
Mr. Michael D Sellers Sr.
Mr. Michael J McNeil
Mr. Michael J Tauber
Mr. Nicholas J Specht In Memory Of Jacob Specht
Mr. Nick Watson In Honor Of Joey Fantozzi
Mr. Pete Fox In Memory Of David Heard
Mr. Richard Leoni
Mr. Richard Pope
Mr. richard porretta
Mr. Sean C McCahill
Mr. Spencer A Brown
Mr. Spencer R Guido
Mr. Steve Bell In Honor Of Tom Heard
Mr. Ted Cole
Mr. Thomas P St. Vincent
Mr. Tom E Comstock
Mr. Tommaso Marsella
Mr. WILLIAM BRYSON
Mr. William E LaRosa
Mrs. Abby M Silfies In Memory Of Lindsey John
Mrs. Alexis M Hawley
Mrs. Amy Dennis
Mrs. Amy F Rader
Mrs. Amy Fontana In Memory Of Jacob Grecco
Mrs. Amy Hohn
Mrs. Camille Szczecina
Mrs. Carol A Selepec
Mrs. Celeste Zamora
Mrs. Christiane Geisler
Mrs. Christina M Maurillo
Mrs. Cindy DePillo
Mrs. Cynthia s Dalton In Memory Of Mr. Patrick S Noone
Mrs. Danette Ocicaranza In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Danielle D Leach In Honor Of David - For who he was and all he could have been. Love you Heard Family.
Mrs. Deanna S Novak
Mrs. Debra L Horner
Mrs. dena a sommers In Memory Of Sienna Cavallo
Mrs. DONNA C MEYER
Mrs. Elizabeth Wunderler
Mrs. Erin C Lawler
Mrs. Francesca Astuto
Mrs. Gina Vatti
Mrs. Giovanna Dolan
Mrs. Jaclyn Pagnotta Acquafredda
Mrs. Jaime Rivera
Mrs. Janet M Bailey
Mrs. Janine Cassella
Mrs. Jean Lombardo
Mrs. Jean m Erickson
Mrs. Jena Brodhead
Mrs. JENNIFER A FERRARO
Mrs. Jennifer N Brunetti
Mrs. Joan A Reinhard In Memory Of Ben Sauer
Mrs. Joanne Jones
Mrs. Kara Singley
Mrs. Kara Vassar
Mrs. Katherine S Burgham
Mrs. Katie Kupstas In Honor Of David Heard
Mrs. kelly nelson In Honor Of Sarah Neary
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Mrs. Kimberly Capizzi
Mrs. Kristin Porter In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Kristina L Eisnor
Mrs. Kristina K Spies
Mrs. Lauren Kormanik
Mrs. Linda A Bayusik In Memory Of David Heard and Shayla Garrett
Mrs. Linda L Corallo In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Linda Marotto
Mrs. Lisa Freidenrich
Mrs. Lisa Kappes In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. LORI a Kantor In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. LORI a Kantor In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Marianne S Loose
Mrs. Marisa Cornish
Mrs. Maria M Kinney
Mrs. Mary Beth Finnerty In Memory Of Daniel A Gallagher
Mrs. Maureen A Martyak
Mrs. Melissa Gattuso
Mrs. Melissa Walsh
Mrs. mia a renaldo
Mrs. Niki Hershey
Mrs. Ninna, Travis & Courtney Barnett
Mrs. Noni Schrum
Mrs. P J Fatone
Mrs. Rosemary Grimaldi
Mrs. Sandra Healy
Mrs. Sharon S Tate
Mrs. Shaughnessy
Mrs. Shawn S Coco In Memory Of William H Stafford
Mrs. Stephanie Silber
Mrs. Susan C Heard In Honor Of YOU for being an amazing kid!
Mrs. Susan C Heard In Honor Of YOU for helping David & truly being with us in the fight!
Mrs. Susan C Heard In Honor Of YOU for making sure David loved the Yanks!
Mrs. Suzanne Schettini
Mrs. Svetlana Fay
Mrs. Tamara F Fontenot
Mrs. Teri DiMartino-Lubrano
Mrs. Terry T Caffrey In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Theresa H Symonds
Mrs. Toni Foran
Mrs. Tracy Gebhard
Ms. Aimee M Ritter
Ms. Alana M Albus
Ms. Alison J Mack
Ms. Allison O’Donnell
Ms. Alyce R Nelson Ruley
Ms. amy j souders In Honor Of David Heard
Ms. Annette St Vincent
Ms. Beth Hildabrant In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Carol J Gill
Ms. Caryn Diamond
Ms. Courtney McLeod
Ms. Damika Alessio
Ms. daryl manning
Ms. Denise L Kowitz In Honor Of Mick Kowitz
Ms. Diane P Finn In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Elsa V Summerville
Ms. Hailie R Rosenberger-Unterberg
Ms. Henrietta J Hebert
Ms. Jane Dwyer
Ms. Jen Vasta In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Jennifer Kalemb In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Joanna Baumgarten In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Julia L Renaldo
Ms. Kara A Gula
Ms. Karen Didden
Ms. Kathy Costantino
Ms. kathy fetko
Ms. Kristen L Sanford Bernhardt
Ms. Kristen M Kemp
Ms. Kristin A Christein
Ms. Lalita Pukyama
Ms. Liz Duxbury
Ms. Lynn M Rogers RPh
Ms. Maija E Ellis In Honor Of Ms. Jamie Voets
Ms. Maria Fidelibus
Ms. Mary Jo Lodge In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Maureen R Maydick In Memory Of All the Children!!
Way To Go Peter!!!!
David’s Warriors 2014
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Ms. Meagan Berry
Ms. Nicole Fantozzi In Honor Of Joey Fantozzi, Jr.
Ms. Patrice Folino In Memory Of Edmund B Kawas
Ms. patricia hawxhurst
Ms. Stacy R Young
Ms. Stephanie L Monahan
Ms. Stephanie M Monahan
Ms. Tara Canova
Ms. Terrie Sostorecz
Ms. Tracy L Lorenzo In Memory Of Mr. Sylvester Ehrie
Ms. Yolanda Magallanes
Myiah, JJ, and Skylar
Natalie & Paul Stamer
Natasha and Dave Dobson
Nate Rusch
Newbold Family
Nick and Mary Boyd (Knights 10720)
Nico and Amanda
Nicole Dobrosky
nicole jackson
Nicole Wubnig
Noah and Eddie
Nonni and Grandfather
Nonni Renee
Noo Boonnark
Novella
Owen Parent’s Family
Pamela J Fatone
Papa and Grammie Collins In Honor Of Mr. Ty D Fein
Patricia W Perlow
Patrick and Joli Mellett
Paul and Julie Flanigan In Honor Of James Pollard
Paul Harak
Peggy Sue Kremer in memory of David Heard
Pete Fox In Honor Of David Heard
Peter Langen
Peter Sharpe
Peter Traphagen
Pfizer Foundation
Pippa Moody In Memory Of David Heard
Plymouth Industries

Prudential Foundation
Rabbi Jayquellin E Vans ski MD
Rabbi Jonathan H Gerard In Honor Of Dr. Elaine Reynolds
Rabbi Rebecca Einstein Schorr In Memory Of David Heard
Ray and Kim Love
Raymond Chin
Rebecca Calodonato
Rebecca Cunningham
Regan Robillard
Reynolds/Cinoa Family In Memory Of Toiresa Ann Barry
Rice’s Landscaping In Honor Of Rice’s Rascals
Rich, Erika, Jordan and Erin
Richard Shupp Jr.
Richardson Foundation
Ricky St. Vincent
Robb Johnsrud
robert j rush
Robert Simpson
Robert Tucker In Memory Of David Heard
Robyn Ragona
Ron, Cathy and Lindsay
Ronny and Nettie In Honor Of Susan’s visit to CBS-CS in Syracuse, NY
Rose moody In Memory Of David Heard
Russ and Miriam in memory of John Brown
Sandra Sell
Sandy Cade In Memory Of Rose Seferyn
Sandy Clark
Sara Harclerode
Sarah
Scomillio Family
Scomillio’s of Long Island
Scott and Angie Anderson
Sharon Dube In Memory Of Adam Clark
Shawn Langen In Memory Of DAVID!!!! HEARD
Shawnee Faculty & Staff in honor of Matthew Gunia
Shawnee Sharks, a Jawsome School
Sheila & Edward Forstoffer In Memory Of Robert A Matz
Sherin
Sherri H.
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Sherri May
Shirley
Silbernagel family
Sonic Entertainment
Stacey Gravina In Memory Of Jacob Grecco
Stan Wisler
Stephanie Martin/Andrew Martin
Stergio Family
Steve MacGuinness
Steve Plunkett
Strube Family In Memory Of Mr. David Heard
Studio 5 salon
Sue Gallagher
Sue Gondolf
SuperTy's Mommy XOXOXOXOXO In Memory Of Ty Campbell
Susan & Ben Berzin In Honor Of Matt Gunia
Susan and Art Charlton In Memory Of David Heard
Susan and Art Charlton In Memory Of David Heard, Julia Leitzke
Susan E Joseph In Memory Of David Heard
Susan M Raso In Honor Of David Heard
susie In Honor Of David Heard
Tammy Stem
Tara A. Heckel in memory of David Heard
Tara Gibbs In Memory Of Frank Rosalli
Taylor Pompan and family In Memory Of David Heard
Team Grice
Terri Snyder
Terry and Adie Langen
Terry and AnnLouise Langen In Memory Of David Head
Terry and AnnLouise Langen In Memory Of David Heard
The Amacker Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Amackers In Memory Of Zachi Telesha
The Bee Pollen Girls, LLC
The Billings Framily
The Capos
The carlin Family
The Duffy Family
The Dwyer Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Heckel Family
The Heffernans
The Hetzel Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Hetzel's In Memory Of David Heard
The Houghton Family
The Jackson Family In Memory Of Mr. Leslie O Jackson
The Kaufmanns
The Kaveney Family
The Kral Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Loose Family
The Martelliucci Family
The McIntyres
The Nickles Family
The Pampered Chef Independent Director Tammy Hetzel In Memory Of David Heard
The Saab Family
The Sikora Family In Honor Of Susan's visit to CBS-CS in Syracuse, NY
The Strauss Family
The Thomas Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Transue Family In Memory Of David Heard
the Wayne Dwyers
The Witmer Family
The Woodley Family
Theresa Hogan
Theresa M. Meder in memory of David Heard
Therese Masiello
Therese Warren
Tiffany & Matt DeFoe
Tiffany L Robinson
Tom & Kathy Monahon
Tom and Susan In Honor Of the fabulous Elaine coming back for another year!
Tom J Wilkins
Tracey and Karl Snyder In Memory Of David Heard
Tracy Knapp
Tracy Lazorik In Memory Of David Heard
Tricia, Rob, Michael, Sierra & Emma Irving
Trish Julia
Trisha Beegle
TURSI FAMILY
Tyler Lapham
Uncle Chris M Collins
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Uncle Rob, Aunt Monica, Nat, Becca & Will In Memory Of David Heard
Uncle Tommy In Honor Of Matt Gunia
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME LACROSSE In Memory Of David Heard
Valerie McCoy
Vanessa Boulous
Victoria Summerville
Walt Heard in memory of my nephew Davis
Walt, Adeline and Eliza
Walt, Alison, Adeline and Eliza
Way to go!! - Jackie and Mike Pellek
Wendi
Wendy Love
You Can Do It Susan!
Your lil sis
$1,000 - $2,499
For all the fabulous flashes! In Honor Of Dman LIVING
BIG and Embracing Life

$500 - $999
Anonymous
Fairchild Semiconductor International
Golden Gifts In Honor Of The boy who GLITTERS
Hope for Tomorrow
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge #1829
Michael Pappalardo in memory of David Heard
Mrs. Elisabeth C Fratezi In Honor Of DAVID HEARD
Mrs. Pamela J Fatone In Honor Of David’s Warriors Warriors
Ms. Michelle R Ferguson In Memory Of David Heard
Raffle ticket donations In Honor Of Dman’s Birthday Shave

$250 - $499
Anonymous
Buffalo Wild Wing Sales
Bulette Family In Memory Of David Heard
Dave’s Deli & Gelato
East Coast Jets In Memory Of David Heard
Glittery Golden Gifts In Honor Of David aka: Diamondz Heard
Jennifer Plotzke In Memory Of David Heard
Kathleen Ruddy
Ms. Michelle R Ferguson In Memory Of David Heard
Pamela J Fatone In Honor Of David’s Warriors Warriors
Rabbi edward shaughnessy
Rochelle & Robert Goodman
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Abby Iselborn
Anonymous
Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard
Anonymous In Memory Of The ever sparkling David Heard

Aunt Fay & Uncle Doug
Barbara Dwyer
Bergen Decks
Beth and Hugh Campbell
Buffalo Wild Wings
Campus Pizza, Mediterranian Deli And Daisy Heard In Honor Of Zachi who taught us to HERO UP!
Charles Iselborn
Charlie & Peg Hebson
Cheryl & Dick LaRou
Chris and Jen Thornton
Chris Thornton
Chuck & Mona Dagy
Chuck and Mary Diacont in honor of the Courtney Anne
Diacont Memorial Foundation
CJ
Collie Turner
Connie MacAlpine
D.Kent Butterfield
Douglas and Linda Sheriff
Dr. Erica L D’Agostino In Memory Of David Heard
Dr. Lynn E Taylor
Dr. Mark Ruthkosky In Memory Of David Heard
Dr. Sidney W Julius
Dylan Moser
Easton Area Middle School Grade 7/8 In Memory of David Heard
Eddie Woodin
Eileen Hayden In Memory Of David Heard and a hop to the beach
Elaine Reynolds
First Congregational Church
For our sparkling Susan in memory of David. Laura, Steve, Katie, and Sarah In Memory Of David Heard
Fox Family In Memory Of David Heard
Friends of Max In Memory Of David Heard
Gay Smith
Geraldine M Iselborn
Happy Birthday David
Harold and Jane Blakely
Hona Longstaff
Jack and Linda Colavita
Jane & Moe Baumgarten
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Jay Miller
Jeffrey W Stiles
Jim and Jean Wood
John C Freeman PhD In Memory Of David Heard
Julia Di Dominicus
Karl and Tracy Snyder
Kelly and Joan In Memory Of Timothy Meade
Kelly C Rambo
Kerry Palumbo In Honor Of Cara Palumbo
Kim Seecharan In Memory Of David Heard
KLO Events LLC in Memory Of David Heard
Lauren, Ethan, and Ty McCullar in Memory of David Heard
Leeson, Lesson and Leeson Attorneys at Law in honor of Shawn Langen
Liza Chandler
Liza M Iselborn
Lucy Iselborn
Maria Testa
Melissa H Heard
Mike & Annette Darragh In Memory Of Adele Darragh
Moravian Academy Friends in memory of David Heard
Mr. Andrew Baldo
Mr. Andrew Singer In Memory Of Livia & Bess - Mr. Berrisford W Boothe
Mr. Jack J Ribeiro
Mr. Jason K GaNun
Mr. Matthew K Dancsecs
Mr. Vincent J Rama
Mrs. Candace L Guido In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Elisabeth C Fratezi In Honor Of DAVID HEARD
Mrs. Elisabeth C Fratezi In Honor Of Ms. DAISY E HEARD
Mrs. Jean Louise Lilly In Memory Of Miss Shea Anderluh
Mrs. Keio M Walsh In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Kim W Iselborn
Mrs. Kristen L Rossi In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Lauren P McCullar In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Linda Taylor
Mrs. Nancy C. O’Hanlon In Honor Of David Heard
Mrs. Pat M Carpenito In Memory Of Mr. David E Heard
Mrs. Patricia R Lawton
Mrs. Priscilla deBree In Honor Of Mrs. Kathy Saban
Mrs. Shawn Harak
Ms. Jewell L Forney
Ms. Kathleen Ruddy
Ms. Michelle R Ferguson
Pam & Dave
Rabbi edward shaughnessy
Roxann Mitchell
Sarah and Diane Thompson Stafford
Scheffler Family
Schnecksville Playground Assoc LAX In Memory Of Ryan Zawada
Scott Merlo
Shawn, Celeste, Grace & Riley Langen
Sicily's Pizza in memory of David Heard
Someone Very Proud In Memory Of David Heard
Steven and Theresa Brengel
Suzanne Donaghy
Taryn and Pete Murphy
The Barroway Family
The Bragg Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Dwyer Family in memory of David H. and Super Hero Zachi
The Fox Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Hedlund family In Memory Of David Heard
The Richardson Foundation in memory of David Heard
The Thomas Family In Memory Of David Heard
Thomas and Stephanie Monahon Jr.
Toni Pijut (Charlene Symia’s daughter) In Memory Of David Heard
Valerie Lamanna In Memory Of David Heard
Various Supporters Kirby Sports Center
Victoria Summerville
Walt, Alison, Adeline and Eliza In Memory Of David Heard
Yves and Jude
$1 - $99
$26 for the 26 months of heartache
A Hop to the Beach In Memory Of my friend David
Abby & Dylan Sinclair
Abby Boyle and family
Abby Stocker
Abdul R.
Aireyal B Purdy
Al and Steph Morris
Alan Newfield In Memory Of David Heard
Alana Albus
Alayna Biltcliff In Memory Of Zachi Telesha
Alex, Steve, Veronica, Tilghman, & Truman
alexandra kay
Alexandra V Hand In Memory Of David Heard
Alice Kwiatkowski
Alicia Amacker
Alison & Michael Migliorino
Alison J Strum
Allyson Palinkas
Alyza Max and Alydia In Memory Of Zachi “Superhero”
Amacker Family
Amber Janke
Amy Hohn
amy j souders In Honor Of David Heard
Andrea, Sammi, Alyssa In Memory Of Zachi Telesha
ANDREW BROWN, GO IRELAND
Andrew Komisor
Andy Mooney 1989 I.F.C. Man of the Year
Anissa Penn
Anne Cech In Memory Of Zachi Telesha
Anne Galvin
Anonymous
Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard
Anonymous In Memory Of Dr. Alan Dutkin
Anonymous In Memory Of Iris Alderman
Anonymous In Memory Of Mark McBride
Anonymous In Memory Of Mr. Zachi J Telesha
Anonymous In Memory Of Zachi J Telesha
Anonymous In Memory Of Zachi Our Superhero
Arcadia University Women’s Basketball In Memory Of David E Heard
Ashlee and Ryan Dana
Ashley Iselborn
Audino Family
AUGUSTINE TORRES
Aunt Connie
Aunt Jane
Aunt Katie, Uncle John, and Matthew
Aunt Pat In Memory Of David Heard
Aunt Tara, Uncle Scott, Sarah and Jane
Autumn L Bragg In Memory Of David Heard
Barbara A McNamara
barbara mcauliffe In Memory Of mikey worosilla
Beryl Saltern
Betsy A Nelson
Betsy Jones
Bill & Ellen Lurz
bill and rachel carr
Bingo’s Mom
BJ
Bonnie Caraway & Mia Gilman In Honor Of David Heard
Bonnie Carlin
Brenda Miley In Memory Of TJ Cloutier
Brian Borchard
Brian Eitel
Brunetti Family
Bryan McMullin and Stephen Boyd In Memory Of David Heard
Buzzy Trusiani
Cal, Sean, Caroline and Gavin Dwyer
Camp Friend Dianne!!! In Memory Of Jack Lynch
Cancer survivor in CA
Carol A Grosse In Memory Of David Warrior
Carol Dannevig
Carol Golanoski
Carol Ouellette In Memory Of Donald R Ouellette
Caroline Dwyer--go Cal!
Carolyn K Seip In Honor Of Vanessa R Stauffer
Carrie Gofberg In Honor Of David Heard
Carrie Gofberg Tamutus In Memory Of David Heard
CeeJay In Memory Of David Heard
Celia Keys
Cheli West In Memory Of Zachi Telesha
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Chris & Holly Bormann
Chris & Robyn Guadagnino
Chris B. ’12 In Memory Of David’s Glitter filled 13th
Chris Beneman
Chris Jerry
Chris Knapp and Qwong Kim In Memory Of David Heard
Chris Yordy
Chrissie, Augie, Geena & Andrew Basile
Christian A Glynn In Memory Of Mary Ann Rambone
Christina Bankos In Memory Of Hannah R Bankos
Christine and Anthony D'Angelo In Honor of David Heard
Flashng Forever
Christine Laquintano
Christine Lozowski
Christine Schwartz
CHT Lucky Charm Sale for Dman In Honor Of My son
David
CJ
Clifford and Ruth Gibbs
Coach Anthony Latona
Cole Family
Cosmic Cup Lucky Charms Sale In Honor Of you Luc
from your friend Daisy
Crumplemonster
Cunningham Family
Cynthia Sullivan
Dad, Mom, Caroline and Gavin
Dad, Mom, Caroline, and Gavin In Memory Of David
Heard
Daisy In Memory Of All my good times with Dave
Dale and Gail Durling Sr.
Dana Ferretti
Dana Scott
Danielle Moreno
Darlene and George In Memory Of David Heard
Dave & Donna Kells
Dave Ruckman
David and Genevieve Lyttle In Memory Of David Heard
David Iselborn
David Kayton
David Ruckman
David’s Mom In Honor Of Linda for carrying on David’s
sparkle!
Deb Smith
Debra Minutillo
Dennis and Sharon Halvorsen In Memory Of Bernard
(Chip) Chipgeo
Dennis G Moser
Diana H Wescott In Honor Of Aubrianna & Mason
Wescott
DICK AND DONNA MEYER
Don Cuozzo
Douglas Lozowski
Dr. Erica L D’Agostino
Dr. Herbert Wolfe
Dr. Joshua A Sanborn In Memory Of David Heard
Dr. Tara G. Gilligan
Draden & Ashlynn
E. DeVault In Memory Of David Heard
Ed Sebesta
Edward and Mary Chando
EILEEN FOOSE
Eleni Rotsides
Eli Abramson In Honor Of Al Morris
Elias and Charlene Symia In Honor of David Heard
Flashng Forever
Elissa Bernecker In Memory Of David Heard
Ellen Sweterlitsch
Elsa Summersville
Emily and Howard Knudson In Honor of David’s
Warriors
Emma Sweterlitsch
Erica & Paul Kaser
Erica D’Ag, & Stephen B.
Erical & Paul Kaser In Memory Of David Heard
Eva ScartoZZI
F.A. March Teachers
Finn P McMahon
Fiona Barry Brown
Florence McAllister
Fly Guy Music Productions
Fred and Jane Dwyer
Fred and Julie Brown In Memory Of David Heard
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Fred and Mary Kessler
Freddy and Kimberly Gozum in memory of Mitty Hay
Friends and Teachers at FA March Elementary
Friends of Callaghan In Memory Of David Heard
Friends of Christian In Memory Of David Heard
Friends of Cory
Friends of Daniel
Friends of Eric
Friends of Jaxon
Friends of Jayden In Memory Of Zachi Telesha
Friends of Matthew
Friends of Michael
Friends of Nate In Memory Of David Heard
Friends of Nicholas
Friends of Paul
Friends of Ray
Friends of Robert
Friends of Ryan
Friends of Tyler
Friends of Zackary
Gabrielle & Tan
Gasser Family In Memory Of Patti Chulock
Gavin Dwyer In Memory Of David Heard
geezees In Memory Of David Heard
Gene Fuller
Gerald and Beverly Amacker
Gerald and Beverly Amacker In Honor Of David’s Warriors
Gillian Shipman
Gina M Cooke
Glitter & Unicorns
Glitter Jars for David In Memory Of David Heard
go jayden! In Memory Of Zachi Telesha
go jayden! rip zachi, for the kids! from jasmine&Craig <3
Grace & Riley Langen In Honor Of David E Heard
Grandma and Grandpa
Grandma and Larry
GREG & EILEEN SALES
Gretchen,Russ, Alec and Tanner Leslie
Guru Jamie Cabreza
Happy shaving! Love you, Pam & Kev In Memory Of Mr.

David Heard
Harvey P. Johnson
Heather Carreiro
Heather In Honor Of Zachi’s beautiful life!
Helen Gaffigan
Hobbie family! In Honor Of Matt Hobbie
Holly’s spartan sister
Hop to the Beach Ticket Sales from K. Ortiz In Honor Of Luc! For shaving in memory of David and in support of Daisy
HUNTER FAMILY
I. L. Fisher in memory of David Heard
Ian & Lorene Bullivant, Australian friends of Annie & Terry Langen
Isabella, Alex&Drew
Jack and the Albin Family
Jack Wallin
Jackie Straub
James and Sharon Reggiani
Jan Gray
Jane and Bill Marks In Memory Of Zachi Telesha
Jane Dwyer
Janemarie Duh In Memory Of David Heard
Janet Bedoya In Memory Of Carlos M Echeverri
Janet Bracco
Janet Morgan
jason mitchell
Jason ryan
Jason Travers
Jean Price
Jeanine and Jeremy Stanilious In Honor Of A Hop to the Beach and Ski Buddy Daisy!
Jean-Marie Peterson
Jeff Glynn
Jeff Huffstutler
Jeff’s Mom & Dad
Jen Martelli
Jennifer Egan
Jennifer Lutz
Jennifer Rao
Jessica & Julia Renaldo In Memory Of David Heard
Jessica Fikkert
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Jill Soper In Memory Of Mr. Eric “Lenny” Brownell
Jim and Letha Shotwell In Memory Of Mr. Leroy Scott
Joanie and Mark Smith
Joann Doherty in memory of David
joanna amitrano
Joe & Odalys DeCicco
Joe Cobell
Joe Cumbo
John and Carol Iannucelli
John and Erin Drake
John and Linda Howard
John and Margaret Carolan
John and Maria Perna & Family
John Renaldo In Memory Of David Heard
John Stocker
Johnson & Johnson
Joshley Snyder
Joy Gorman Wettlels
Jude & Cole
Judith C Kelly
Judy Jones
Julia Damiano-Vicidomini In Honor of David’s Mom
June Martelli
Just A Dream Lucky Charms Sales In Memory Of David E Heard
K. Ortiz Hop to the Beach donation In Honor Of David E Heard
K. Ortiz Hop to the beach sales In Memory Of David E Heard
Kaitlyn McKittrick in memory of David Heard
Kama and kids
Karen
Karen Ann Lewis
Karen Friedlander
Karen M Rumore
Kasey Portine
Kate Petrigiani
Katherine Butler
Kathy Jarvis
Kathy Leavis
Katie & Lizzie Abruzzese In Memory Of David Heard
katie ladner
Katie Vescelus In Honor Of Matthias Vescelus
Kay Hamlin
Kelli and Nathan Cytron In Memory Of David Heard
Kellie king
Kelly M.
Ken Bohn, Arkansas Distillers Association
Keontae & James !!! In Honor Of Zachi :) Telesha
Kevin Logan and family
Kim Seecharan In Memory Of David Heard
KLO Events, LLC In Memory Of David
Kristen Ellis
Kristin A Christein
Kristine Kreitz
Kristine Ortiz Hop to the beach sales In Memory Of David E Heard
Kristine Poore
Kristine Wetzel
Kurt Kresge
Kurt, Gina, Casey and Abby Stocker
Larry & Steve
Larry Nixdorf & Steven Tellschow
lashawn king In Memory Of Mr. ZachJosiah Rivera
Laura Gorney In Memory Of Walker Gorney
Laura Millwater In Memory Of David Heard
Laura, Steve, Katie & Sarah Neary In Memory Of Zachi Telesha
Laurel and Kodak Milos
Lauren, Steve and Lily Csukardi
Leo Kopetz
Leslie Romanow
Linda Guiles in memory of David
Lisa & Daren Bonar In Memory Of David Heard
Lisa Friedlander
Lisa Hand In Honor Of A Hop to the Beach for David Heard
Lisa J Yelagin
Lisa Kappes and Family In Memory Of David Heard
Lise Reismeier
Liz Crane
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Lori A Banach
Lori Banach/milbauer
Lyla, Adeline and Lauren Cookie Sale
Lyla, Kim and Rathi
Lynch Family of Higgins Beach
Lynn K Nassivera In Memory of David
Lynn Prior
Maddie English
Madeline Lozowski
Manny and Kristine Ortiz In Memory of David
Marco and JoAnn Hop to the Beach HCRHS In Memory
Of Dman’s Birthday Shave
Marguerite Torres
Maria . Marc . Theodora + Marco
Maria Kastrinakis In Honor of David Heard Flashing
Forever
Maria Pardini In Memory Of David Heard
MariKirk Salon sale of bracelets In Memory Of David
Heard
Marilyn and Jim Broas In Memory Of David Heard
Mark & Kara Poshak In Memory Of David Heard
Mark Lysynecky
Mark, Regina, Katie and Lizzie In Memory Of David
Heard
Marlene Grossman
Martha Maier
Matt and Mary DePietro
matt gunia In Memory Of David Heard
Matt, Darlene & Ava Noel
Matt, Tina, Maggie, Jimmy and Jack Donovan
MATTHEW W WALTER In Honor Of DAVID HEARD
Maureen Francis
Maureen T Stridick
Maurillo Family
McKees
Megan Silver In Honor Of Zachi Telesha
meghan j mcmahon
Meghan Kelly
Melissa Gemelli
Melissa H Heard In Memory Of David Heard
Melissa Heard and Gay Wright In Honor Of A Hop to the
Beach OBX for Glittery David
Melissa Mackaravitz In Honor Of our son Sam and a hop
to the beach
Melissa Pelaez
Melissa Walsh
Mema In Memory Of My Sweet David and a hop to the
beach
Mendham Jewellers, LLC.
Meredith Corporation Foundation
Michael & Anna Ferguson
Michael and Barbara Renaldo
Michael D Barrett
Michael Schafer
Michael, Alycia & Marino
Misha Gonzales
Miss Georgia M De Witt In Memory Of David Heard
Miss Megan Henry
Miss Melissa A Sicher
Miss Sarah Chang
Miss Sparkle Roy
Mitch Foons
mj mckiernan
Mom and Dad
Mommy In Memory Of david heard
More Merchandise Sales at Buffalo Wild Wings In Honor
Of Roey Ebert the AMAZING David Warrior
Morgan Stanley
Mr. aaron j anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher J Maitland
Mr. and Mrs. John Veltri
Mr. Anthony D DeHaarte Jr.
Mr. Berrisford W Boothe
Mr. Brian McNamara
Mr. Charles B Toth
Mr. Christian Miccio In Memory Of Mr. david heard
Mr. Dave R Hulteen Jr. In Memory Of Michael Worosila
Mr. David & jamie iselborn
Mr. David R VanHorn In Memory Of David Heard
Mr. Dennis M McCartney
Mr. Doug A Nordstrom
Mr. Douglas R Auatin
Mr. Ed Taboada Jr.
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Mr. Elliot R Grover
Mr. Eric M Janczewski In Memory Of Mr. David Heard
Mr. Francois R Audibert
Mr. Garrett Tromsdorff
Mr. gary c muchler
Mr. Gilbert L Ramos In Memory Of Mrs. Mary Ramos
Mr. JD Miller
Mr. Jeff Ortega
Mr. Jeff Trapani
Mr. Jeffrey P Edgerton In Honor Of Mr. Paul A Edgerton
Mr. John J Conners Jr.
Mr. John R Roehm
Mr. Josh H Kalish
Mr. Kevin McIntyre
Mr. Kevin Shuster
Mr. Mark A Francis
Mr. Mark A Lavery
Mr. Mark DePietro
Mr. Matthew J Gehman In Memory Of All Kids Lost to Cancer
Mr. Michael D Sellers Sr.
Mr. Michael J McNeil In Memory Of Mrs. Suzanne J McNeil - Hall
Mr. Michael J Stocker
Mr. michael Wall
Mr. Patrick O Doherty
Mr. Patrick T Renaldo In Memory Of David Heard
Mr. Paul J Felber
Mr. Paul T Marrone
Mr. Peter Choi
Mr. Peter Hoernle
Mr. Peter Traphagen Jr.
Mr. Ralph J Pugliano
Mr. Repasch
Mr. Richard J Napolitano Sr.
Mr. Rick Brock Il In Memory Of Zachi Telesha
Mr. Robert J Civiletti
Mr. Scott A Ellis
Mr. scott amacker In Memory Of David Heard
Mr. Scott M Kichline
Mr. Silvio J Talarico
Mr. Stephen G Bestwick
Mr. Steve Wheeler
Mr. Steven Wolcott
Mr. Terry Langen In Memory Of David Heard
Mr. Timothy P Smith In Memory Of Mr. David H
Mr. Todd Adams
Mr. Tyler L Myers
Mr. Wally Lessig
Mr. William Condosta
Mr. William P Childs
Mrs. Andrea C Mitzak
Mrs. Andrea H Glose In Honor Of Ryan Glose
Mrs. ANN PRESSLEY
Mrs. Beth Chaplin In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Beth E Reilly
Mrs. Beth Hildabrant In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Bobbi Powell
Mrs. Cathy A StGeorge
Mrs. Cathy Weaver
Mrs. Cindy J O’Connor In Memory Of Lydia Hannah O’Connor
Mrs. Corinne Magliaro
Mrs. Courtney B Bentley
Mrs. Danette Ocaranza
Mrs. daniella j sacco In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Danielle D Leach In Memory Of Mason and David
Mrs. Danyll S Lockett
Mrs. Dawn C Rodgers In Memory Of Mr. Zachi J Telsha
Mrs. Donna M Pfeiffer In Honor Of Al Morris
Mrs. eileen wan
Mrs. Elisabeth C Fratezi In Honor Of Uncle IAN
Mrs. Elizabeth S Clark In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Gloria E Genovese In Honor Of Ryan M Glose
Mrs. Jamie J Cabreza
Mrs. Jean Erickson
Mrs. jeanette du chemin
Mrs. Jena Brodhead
Mrs. Jennifer Brunetti
Mrs. Jessica R Ferreira
Mrs. Jodi B Barkas
Mrs. Kari Braido
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Mrs. Kathleen C Chase
Mrs. Kathleen Chase
Mrs. Kathy Calomino
Mrs. Keio M Walsh In Honor Of David Heard
Mrs. Kelly A Walker
Mrs. Kelly M Reese
Mrs. Kimberly A Stone In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Kristin Porter
Mrs. Kristina Eisonor In Memory Of Mary E Eisnor
Mrs. Kristina K Spies
Mrs. Linda Corallo In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Liz M Jackson
Mrs. Maczko
Mrs. Maria Clemente In Honor Of Zachi Telesha
Mrs. Marion S Estephan
Mrs. Mary Beth Finnerty
Mrs. Mary Curry
Mrs. Mary K Harrington In Honor Of Mr. Joseph Kennedy
Mrs. Maureen A Martyak
Mrs. Maureen L Edelman
Mrs. Melissa Albert
Mrs. Michele Donisi In Memory Of Rosemarie Donisi
Mrs. niki kendrick
Mrs. NONA Schrum
Mrs. Paula M Moody
Mrs. Rosalba Jackson
Mrs. Sally De Sopo
Mrs. Stephanie K Quinn
Mrs. Stephanie Silber
Mrs. Sue McKenna
Mrs. Susan L Neth
Mrs. Tara L Soto
Mrs. Tyra Caudill
Ms. Aimee M Ritter In Honor Of Shawn Langen
Ms. Alicia Amacker
Ms. Beth D Van Meter
Ms. Bethany Morin
Ms. Courtney McLeod
Ms. Dana Pardini In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Denise L Kowitz In Honor Of Mick W Kowitz
Ms. Dorkyan De La Cruz In Memory Of Zachi Rivera
Ms. Elisabeth C Fratezi
Ms. ELISE A SYMIA In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Elyse Rivera
Ms. Erinn Salaman
Ms. Holly L Brownell
Ms. Iris Correa In Honor Of David Heard
Ms. Jennifer Kalembier In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Joanne McGuffie Jordan
Ms. Joelle L DePietro
Ms. Judi A Pilla In Honor Of Matt Pilla
Ms. judy A accardi
Ms. Julie Smith In Memory Of Linda Smith
Ms. Kara Kline
Ms. Kathleen Harrison
Ms. Kelly Bean In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Kelly Logan
Ms. Kristie Intravaia In Honor Of Joey the “King” Fantozzi
Ms. Kristie Intravaia In Memory Of Zachi R.
Ms. Kristin Parks In Honor Of Miss Daisy Heard
Ms. Laura A Imbriale
Ms. Lisa J Walter In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Lisa K Parks In Honor Of Awesome Susan Heard!!
Ms. Lisa K Parks In Memory Of Teri Parks
Ms. Lisa Peumsang
Ms. Lisa Sanford
Ms. Malika M Johnson
Ms. Mary Doherty
Ms. Mary Jo Lodge
Ms. Mary Jo Lodge In Honor Of A hop to the beach!
Ms. Melissa C Moran
Ms. Molly A Thompson In Honor Of Lovely Linda
Ms. Paige Samson In Memory Of Ms. Ann Dix
Ms. renee a strouse In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. shannon leggett
Ms. Sophia J Meskos
Ms. Susan E Wild In Honor Of Zach Lee
Ms. Susan M Napolitano
Ms. Tiffany Unruh
Nancy and Richard Whipple In Memory Of Alexander
The Great Whipple
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Natalie and William Hudson In Honor of David Heard  
Flashing Forever  
Natalie Stamer  
Nathaniel Snyder  
Neighborhood Kids  
Neil and LaLa In Honor Of Sean and Callaghan Dwyer  
Nick Wheeler  
Nicolette L Woodward In Memory Of David Heard  
Nicolette VT  
Niki H In Memory Of Michael Worosila  
Norah and Mae  
Nytiesha M Zervos In Memory Of Zachi J Telesha  
Ott Paving  
PamShelly Lewis  
PaperBagChild.com  
Pat Deery  
Pat Paine  
Patricia Guensler  
Patricia M Carpenito  
Patrick D Keilch  
patty bickar  
Patty Washbourne  
Paul and Julie Flanigan In Honor Of James Pollard  
Paul B Deery In Memory Of David Heard  
Paul B. Deery friends  
Paul Bath  
Paul Deery In Memory of David  
Paul Gresh  
Pauline Grady A Hop to the Beach In Memory Of David Heard  
Payton Layne Renaldo In Memory Of David Heard  
Pete Moran and CHT Lucky Charms In Memory Of Dman Heard  
Peter and Camille Szczecina in memory of Frank Schembri  
Phineas Sprague  
Pickled Egg,CHT & Porter’s Lucky Charms In Memory Of My son Dman  
Pippa Moody  
Porter’s Pub Lucky Charm Sales In Memory Of Dman Heard  
Rabbi Edward Shaughnessy  
Rabbi J. J. Simonetta  
Ray and Cindy DePillo  
Rebecca J DiPalazzo In Memory Of Mr. Zachi Telesha  
Renee Scholtz  
Reynolds/Cinoa family In Memory Of David Heard  
Rick Pooley  
Rob Root  
Roey Ebert  
Roisin & Robbie  
Ron & Ken  
Ron and Susan Weiner In Honor of David  
Ronald and Mary Snyder  
Rosemary, Joy and Nick Wettels  
Rowe Family in memory of Chalie T. Cadden  
Russ Kresge  
Rusty, Kate, Lucas & Alice Schwartz  
Ryan Gunia In Memory Of David Heard  
S Newquist  
Sandra Vicente  
Sandy Cade  
Santos  
Sarah Marten In Memory Of Zachi Telesha  
Schisler Family  
Scott & Penny Wheeler  
Scott & Sunny Townsend  
Scott and Nancy Amacker In Honor of David Heard  
Flashing Forever  
Scott Voelker  
Shannon Holland Desideriosciami  
Sharon Boxwell In Memory Of Emily DelVecchio  
Sheila Forstoffer  
Sheri Dolphin  
Shouryan Sirsi  
Stacey Gravina In Memory Of Jake “The Hero” Grecco  
Stanley J. Skoczylas, M.D., L.L.C.  
Steve Goldberg  
Steve McGuinness  
Sue Koch  
Susan and Art Charlton In Honor Of The whole Heard herd  
Susan and Art Charlton In Memory Of David Heard
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Susan and Tom Heard ’91 In Honor Of the student athletes at Lafayette College for remembering David!
Susan and Tom Heard In Honor Of Michael Perry for supporting David’s legacy!
Susan Heard In Honor Of Pippa and new friends who remember our sweet David!
susan hutnik In Honor Of David Heard
Sweet Girlz Lucky Charm Sales In Honor Of David Heard
Sweet Girlz Lucky Charm Sales In Memory Of David Heard
Sydney Wight
T. Kissel
tami burke
Tammy L Baumeister In Memory Of David Heard
Tara Gilligan and Family
Terri D’Elia
Terri Freeman
Terri Klemm
Terrie (Freund) Sostorecz
Terry and AnnLouise Langen
Terry Mangan and Christina Lood In Memory Of David Heard
Terry T Caffrey
The Amacker Family In Memory Of Mr. Zachai Telesha
The Amackers
The Borins
The Buonpastore Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Cartwright Family
The Clausnitzer Family
The Crowley Family
The Cubbages In Memory Of David Heard
The D’Amico Family
The D’Angelo Family
The DeVault’s
The Donovan Family
The Fairchild family
The Faust Family
The Fox Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Freidenrich Family
The Furlani Family of Brooklyn In Memory Of David Heard
The Gayer Family
The Gemelli Family
The Gemelli Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Heckel Family
The Heffernan’s
The Hercik Family in honor of Lilly
The Hetzel’s Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Howe family In Memory Of David Heard
The Hubbard Family
The Hudson Family
The Hughes Family
The Kaine Family
The Kevinator
The Kral Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Legare Family In Honor Of James Pollard
The Liott Family
The McCauley Family
The Passenti’s
The Pickled Egg Lucky Charm Sales In Memory Of Dman Heard
The Pollard Family In Honor Of James Pollard
The Renaldo and Goldman Families In Memory Of David Heard
The Renaldo and Goldman Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Reynolds/Cinoa Family In Memory Of Toireasa Margaret Ann Barry
The Ritters
The Robertson Family
The Saab Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Strauss Boys In Honor Of David Heard
The Tucker’s
The VanHoven’s
the wayne dwyer family
The Wilcox Family
The Woodley Family In Honor Of James Pollard
Theodore and Kathleen Uber
Theresa H Symonds
Theresa Hogan In Memory Of David Heard
Thomas and Kyle Shaughnessy in Honor of Michael going bald for David
Thompson Family
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Tina M Werkheiser
Tom & Susan Heard
Tom ‘91 and Susan Heard In Honor Of The 2nd anniversary of our David’s passing
Tom Carter
Tom D. & Amy A.
Tom Dieker
Tracy Knapp In Memory Of David Heard
Tracy Stauffer
Trisha Beegle
Tyler and Jared Bansky
Uncle Leon, Aunt Michelle and Adam
Unicorns + Glitter xoxoxo
Unjeria C. Jackson, M.D. in memory of David
Unum Group
Val in honor of Phyllis
Valero Family
Vice President of the now-defunct Penn Valley Lacrosse League
Vicor E. Scomillio
Vince Erardi
Votre Vu Flower Show In Honor Of Sharing David’s Story
walter tomb s
Walter Tombs
Walter, Alison, Adeline & Eliza In Memory Of David Heard
Watson Zigobo
Wendy (Cochran) Love
Wendy Dolgin
Will Hubscher
William and Gina Cooke
Wilson Family In Honor Of David Heard
Zach W Etter
Ziegler Orthodontics in honor of Jeff
Zoe, Sage and Phoebe Evans
David’s Warriors 2012

$25,000+
The Marcon Foundation

$5,000 - $9,999
Anonymous
Mr. Terry McGraw III
Ride 4 Erik Inc. in Memory of Stephen Maszczak, David Heard, Makenzie Wright and Rayanna Marrero

$1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard
David B Bitner In Memory Of David Heard
Merck
Michelle Ferguson In Memory Of David Heard
Mr. Vinay Couto

$500 - $999
Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard
Cathy Daicoff
Ellen Haley In Memory Of David Heard
Jean Collier & Gary Anderson In Honor Of Alyssa C Collier
Jim and Jean Wood
Maryellen Valaitis In Memory Of David Heard
Michael and Barbara Renaldo
Mr. Simon J Allen
Rose Lanard
Tamaques School PTO in honor of Andrew Brennan - Donna Dwyer
Ted Moudis In Honor Of Michelle Ferguson
Tom and Heather Hallett

$250 - $499
Anonymous
Bulette Family
Callaghan, Sean, Caroline and Gavin Dwyer in honor of David Heard
Elisabeth+Bruce In Honor Of DAVID HEARD
Jason & Karen Hauben
Judy Nicolosi
Kathleen Ruddy
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Lium in honor of David Heard
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Bolcar
Mr. Michael G. McGlynn
Mr. Peter J Puleo
Ms. ELIZABETH SENNER
Ryan & Laura Schwartz
Studio Fitness “Sweat for a Cause”
The DePhillips Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Drake Family In Honor Of Kelly Drake
The Ryan Family
Valerie Lamanna In Memory Of David Heard
Walgreens Team Auntie E Lucky Charms In Memory Of My Godson David Heard

$100 - $249
A Friend of Michelle in memory of David Heard
alice cherry
Allen Ponsini
Annie Schaefer In Memory Of David Heard
Anonymous
Anonymous In Honor Of James Pollard
‘anti’ E In Honor Of David Heard
Arcadia University Day for David In Memory Of Dman Heard
Aunti E and the AWESOME Walgreen’s Staff
B. Becker
Bank of America
Barry & Ruth Ann Mueller
Becky Chapman Weaver
Callaghan, Sean, Caroline and Gavin Dwyer In Memory Of David Heard
Celeste Langen In Honor Of David Heard
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Chris Kulczytky
Christopher J Wynne
Cindy Braddon In Memory Of David H
College Hill Tavern Lucky Charms In Honor Of Tom the Leprechaun Heard for Dman
Connie Bennett
Corri Russell
Dan Rahill
David’s Great Uncle Michael In Honor Of David Heard
davis Family
diana raph In Memory Of Lori Folweiler
Dom & Laura Fanuele
Dr. Phil
Elaine and Lizzy
Ellen and Greg S.
Erica D’Agostino In Memory Of David Heard
Faye Nelson
friend of michelle ferguson In Honor Of Ms. michelle ferguson
GE Foundation
GREG HALLIGAN In Memory Of DAVID HEARD
Heidi Nadler
Jane Blakely in honor of my sister Pat
Joan Carey
John Freeman, Laurie and Autum Caslake In Memory Of David Heard
John, Traci, Jess & Julia
Karen Bolaji
Kate Scanlin
Keio Gaetano-Walsh in Honor of David Heard
Keith Wynne
KLO Events in Honor of David Heard
Kristen Kelly In Honor Of Miss Daisy Heard
Kristen. Bill, Alex, & Caroline
Lehigh Valley Non-Profit Awareness Expo
Lucy Summerville
MarKirk Salon
Mema in honor of Davids 12th Birthday
mia, mark & bella
Michael Freker
Mike & Lisa Twamley
Mike, Diane & Michael Kemp In Memory Of David Heard
Mr. Adam Renaldo
Mr. Angelo T DeGenaro
Mr. Christian P Boyce
Mr. Robert A Ruscilli Jr.
Mr. Robert Donato
Mr. Robert Winters
Mrs. Anna Overton
Mrs. Elisabeth C Fratezi In Honor Of DAVID HEARD
Mrs. Faye E Nelson
Mrs. Gretchen Renaldo
Mrs. michele a norris
Mrs. Nicole Lawrence
Mrs. Susan Bulette
Ms. Cecilia M Tyler
Ms. Elizabeth Schacht
Ms. Karen Matijak
Ms. Lisa Curry In Memory Of David Heard
Nancy & Ron Goldberg In Memory Of Rheagale Goldberg
Neil Aaron
Pat Milano & Family
Peggy White
Sanctuary by Michael Perry In Honor Of David Heard
Shawn and Celeste Langen
Sue, Drew, Andy and Maggie Burns In Memory Of Uncle Pete Nov 16, 1934-Feb 4, 2012
Susan’s Mom in honor of Sweet David
Suzanne Morella In Honor Of David Heard
The McCarthy Family
The Rossi Family
The Wessler Family
Toni Pijut (Charlene symia’s daughter)
Uncle Butch and Aunt Jane in Memory of David Heard
Vicki Summerville

$1 - $99
813 Heard Family!
Adam & Gretchen Renaldo
Alan Robinson
Alexis
Amacker Family
$1 - $99 (continued)
Anna Claire Dudley
Anonymous
Anthony & Phillip DiRenzo
Anthony D'Angelo
Anthony D’Angelo (David’s little buddy)
Art and Brigitte Cubbage in honor of Susan Heard
Aunt Melissa and Uncle William Heard in Honor of Daisy’s Decade
Ava Grace Saab
Becky Chapman Weaver, in memory of David
Ben’s Great Aunt
Ben’s Mom In Honor Of Vanessa Albergato
Beth Chaplin & family In Memory Of David Heard
Bev Mate
Bill & Ruth Hutnik
Brenda and Matthew Grimaldi in honor of David’s Courageous Battle
Brenda Arseneault
Brownstone Partnership Group, LLC
Camilla Hedlund In Honor Of Daisy Heard
Carina Schaffer
Carla Hood In Memory Of David Heard
Carolyn Poplawski
Carrie Gofberg In Memory Of David Heard
Chris Wynne’s Pop-Grandma
Chris, Tony and Andrew D’Angelo in Honor of David Heard
Christian Renaldo
Claudia Hawkins, Michelle’s WINS Buddy
COCO
Cooke Family
CW Lisa Fifield
Darlene & George Neumann In Memory Of David Heard
Dave, Maria, Tori, Ally and Gina LeCause
David VanHorn and anonymous donor In Memory Of David Heard
David’s Mom In Honor Of David E Heard
Debbie Munkirs
Debbie Washington
Denise Miller In Memory Of David H
Dirk & Kate Odhner In Honor Of Susan Heard
Donna Dwyer on behalf of Gus and Giselle Ferguson
Donna Kelly
Dr. Terry Halliwell
Ebby Ajegbo
ELISE SYMIA In Memory Of DAVID HEARD
Ellen S Lutz In Memory Of David Heard & Parker Lutz
Erica & Paul Kaser
Erin P Krivulka
Evelyn Hanni
For David on his Birthday from Laura, Steve, Katie and Sarah
Friends of Benjamin
Friends of John
Gail Huckins
Gerald and Beverly Amacker
Glenda and Al Dawson
GREG ALBERTSON
Happy Birthday David
Holly Depew In Honor Of Cheyannia Marburger
Howard Marcus
Ian Casey
Jamie G Ziegler
Jane Gonzalez
Jean’s Gang In Honor Of Mrs. Jean Heard
Jeff & Deb Young
Jennifer Allman
Joanna Banas
Joanne, Corey, Lili, and Alex Bald
Jodi, WINS Michigan
Joe Ierardi
Joe In Honor Of Mom & Rick
john, traci, jess & jul In Memory Of david heard
Judi Youmans
Judith Palinkas
Judy A
julia damiano-vidomini In Honor Of susan heard
Julie and Paul Flanigan In Honor Of James Pollard
Julie Gudz
Karen Johnson In Memory Of David Heard
Karen L Fisher In Honor Of Mistelle and Anne
Kathleen Ruddy

Thank You
Thank You
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Kathy Moore
Kelly drake
kerri summa
Kevin Sica
Kim McDonough
Kim Seecharan In Memory Of David "Dman" Heard
Kristi Spies
Kristin Kranzley Parks
Larry, Steve, Ben & Grace
Libby Wynkoop
Lin Carvalho
Linda DiAlfonso
Lisa, Alex and Terrance Hand in Honor of Daisy's Decade
Lori Banach In Memory Of David Heard
Lorie Khalil In Memory Of David Heard
Lynn Heil
Margaret M Kellogg
Marla Kinney
Mary & Mark Lewis
Mary S Klein
Melinda Harrington Dawson
Melissa
Melissa Coffey
Melissa Heard in memory of David Heard
Melissa Kathryn Collins Mom and Dad In Memory Of
Miss Melissa K Collins
Melissa Reaves, WINS
Mema In Honor of Happy Easter David
Michelle A Simon
Michelle Basso
Michelle K Hiscox
Michelle's WINS Sister, Lisa Gottschalk
Miss Daisy E.G. Heard In Honor Of Mr. big daddy heard
Miss J. Stacey Ely
Mr. Alan M Robinson
Mr. Andrew Portnoy
Mr. Bernard J Maffucci
Mr. Dylan Berg
Mr. Evan Schwartz
Mr. John Drozd Jr.
Mr. Paul J Sansom
Mr. Steve M. Adams
Mr. tom a miers In Honor Of David H
Mr. William J Keneally
Mrs. Amber L Wallace
Mrs. christine d steinberg In Memory Of Mr. Joseph DeLucia
Mrs. Danette Ocaraanza
Mrs. Donna Sidlar
Mrs. Gutshall
Mrs. Jacqueline S Franz In Memory Of Marilyn S Williams
Mrs. Janice L Klinke In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Jennifer Perry
Mrs. Kate Booth In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Katie Walsh
Mrs. Nicole Gardiner
Ms. Alana M Albus
Ms. Alana M Albus In Honor Of Joan Gallo
Ms. Alana M Albus In Honor Of my mother, Joan Gallo
Ms. Alicia Scaturro
Ms. Annette L. O’Hanlon In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Celia B Mendelsohn In Honor Of Olivia Lafond
Ms. Cynitha Ortiz
Ms. Hoda Tahoun
Ms. Kristen Thies
Ms. Mariela Castillo In Memory Of Mrs. Elena Tobias
Ms. Sheila Berry
Ms. Shelly Jermyyn
Ms. Sue Bolton
Ms. Sue Stanek
Ms. Susan J Spaziani
Nancy Hertz Ellis, WINS
Nat, Laura, Matthew and Claire Coffman
Natalie & Paul Stamer
Nellie Weill
Nona Schrum in Honor of David Heard
Pammie
Parker's Gram In Honor of David and Parker
Pat and Monika Gillespie
Patty Csuha In Honor Of Kelly Drake
Pescinski Family In Honor Of Matthew Pilla
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Porter’s Pub Lucky Charms In Honor Of Tom the Leprechaun Heard for Dman
Rae Anne & Denny S. In Memory Of David Heard
Rebecca Forsbrey
Rev. Petro Zvarych
Rhonda Gavin
Rich Widmann
Richard Lamanna
Roey’s Paintbox Parties in Honor of David Heard
Ruth Ann Mueller in memory of David Heard
Ruth Van Liew
sandy capps In Memory Of Kelly Creegan
Sarah Hoxit
Sarah Kuno
Scott, Holly & Jess Wynne
Shane & Charlotte Dery
Shane & Shawnah Flyte
Shannon Petrunak in memory of David
Sharon Geroulo, PCFLV
Shirley Spinosa
Stephanie Plantone-Hubbard & Family
Stephanie Z
Steve Neary
Steve Tobengauz
Sue Veilleux
Supporters of the Heard Family
Susan & Art Charlton in honor of Tom Heard’s birthday In Memory Of David Heard
Susan A. Verbalis
Susan and Art Charlton In Honor Of Susan Heard’s birthday
Susan Fairchild
Susan Gouijnstook In Memory Of David Heard
Susan Grano in honor of my friend Pat
Susan Heard David’s Mom and Kristi’s college buddy! In Honor Of Mr. David Heard
Susan Heard In Honor Of Your Sister-In-Law and Chase’s Aunt
Susan Heard In Memory Of David Heard
Susan’s Mom in honor of Susan Heard
Suzanne Oberman In Memory Of Yvonne Fisher
Sweetie
Taylor Pompan
Texas cousins in Honor of Daisy’s Decade
That guy on the WINS BOD
The Barnhart’s
the Cinoa/Reynolds Family
The Foxes
The Fulmer Family
The Fulse Family
The Haney Family
The Hudsons
The Kral Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Leach Family In Honor Of Mason and David
The Malcolm Family - Jennifer, Bill, Rena & Sophia In Honor Of David Heard
The Matts family
The McBrairty Family
The Ortiz Family
The Porter Family In Honor Of Daisy Heard
The Porter Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Robertson Family
Tim, Autumn, Max and Zoey Bragg
Tina Balderson
Tracey Saab
Tracy Thompson
William Dougherty
WINS DC supports you
With love from the Hidalgo Family
David’s Warriors 2011

$5,000 - $9,999
Hunterdon Central Regional High School - School Store

$2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous
Ian Doherty

$1,000 - $2,499
AAG - Kids Helping Kids: Easton Area High School
Adeline, Eliza, Uncle Walt and Aunt Ali In Honor Of Our Amazing Nephew, David Heard
Centenary College Women’s Basketball Team Day for David In Honor Of Mr. Number 1 Fan David Heard
Charlie Saputo
Flemington Moose Lodge 1829 in memory of David Heard
John Finann Giving Account
The Gaffney Family
The Richardson Foundation, in honor of David Heard
Women of the Moose #1198

$500 - $999
Adam & Gretchen Renaldo
Amnesty International Club in memory of David E. Heard
Diane and John Taylor
Dr. Tara Gilligan In Honor Of David Heard
EAMS 5/6 Students and Staff In Memory Of David Heard
Jim and Jean Wood
Kevin Klas In Memory Of Mr. David Heard
Mrs. Elisabeth C Fratezi
Ms. Michelle R Ferguson
Sandy Moore In Honor Of David Heard, the crane hero
The Marquis Players in memory of David Heard

$250 - $499
Anonymous In Memory Of David E Heard
Darlene & George Neumann In Memory Of David Heard
Diane Finnan In Memory Of David Heard
Donna Dwyer
Dr. Andrea J Simon
Easton Area Academy Family In Memory Of David Heard
Elaine Reynolds & the Lafayette Community of HOPE In Honor Of David Heards Battle of Courage
Eric Barto In Memory Of David Heard
Jerry and Carol Galgano
Kathleen Boody In Memory Of David Heard
Mr. Andrew J Roberto In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Cecilia M Tyler In Memory Of David Heard
The Hand Family In Honor Of David Heard

$100 - $249
Alpha Phi Sorority Lafayette College In Memory Of David Heard
Amgen Foundation
Amy & Dan Fox
Amy G., Kim’s schoolmate. In Honor Of David H
Ann and Brendan Mahon In Memory Of David Heard
ANNIE AND THOMAS In Honor of DAVID HEARD
Anonymous
Anonymous In Honor Of David Heard
Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard
Anonymous In Memory Of Mr. Leroy Faulk
Barbara and James Fromhartz In Memory Of David Heard
Barbara E Hetzel In Honor Of David Heard
Beth Greene
Bethany United Church of Christ
Bob and Brenda Egolf In Memory Of David through the Ride4David Team
Bob and Cynthia Scheffler in memory of David Heard
Brian Sullivan
Bulette Family
Carl & Lynn Scheitrum In Memory Of Mr. Harold J Novick
$100 - $249 (continued)
CARL H ASPLUNDH Jr.
Carol Rowlands In Honor Of David Heard
Charles Lewis
Cheryl & Louis Hahn In Honor Of David Heard
Chris, Sandi, Connor, and Riley Greene In Memory Of David Heard
Christmas City Printing Co., Inc. in memory of David Heard
Colleen & Mother Collins of Centenary Girls B'Ball Join Your Fight In Honor Of David Heard
Dana Morgan-Buck
Darlene & George Neumann In Memory Of David Heard
Douglas Meneely
Elaine Reynolds
Elisabeth+Bruce Fratezi In Honor Of David Heard
Elisabeth+Bruce Fratezi In Memory Of David Heard
Eric and Laura Fegraus In Honor Of David Heard
Francis T. Nicosia In Memory Of Mr. Angelo A Nicosia
Friends of Susan Heard
Genevieve's friends and family In Memory Of David Heard
Gerry & Maria Dunleavy In Memory Of David E Heard
Grace and Shae Transue and parents
Great Aunt Jane and Great Uncle Butch in memory of David E. Heard
Hicks Family - Friends of the Renaldo Family In Memory Of David Heard
Holy Family School In Memory of David Heard
Hope UCC Church Family
Hunterdon Central Education Association In Memory of David E. Heard
IN MEMORY OF DAVID HEARD
In memory of Jean Heard & David Heard
J and N Wilson
James Dean Contracting Corp.
Jayden & Michael J
Jeff and Dana Bryan
Jeff Dionne & Tracey Werner In Memory Of David Heard
Jeffrey Pfaffmann
Jennifer A. Ferraro
Jennifer Allman
Jennifer Maroney
Jennifer Talarico
Joan In Memory Of David Heard
Joan Lichtenwalner
JoAnn Fisher In Memory Of David Heard
John and Diane Taylor In Honor Of David Heard
John Williamson and Sue Spaziani In Memory Of David Heard
Johnson & Johnson
Katie & Lizzie Abruzzese In Memory Of David Heard
Katie Mulrine
Keith and Katie Smith In Honor Of David Heard
Ken and Liz Zemanek
Kim Seecharan
Kim Seecharan In Memory Of David Heard
Kristen and Paul Rossi In Memory Of David Heard
Laurie Navin
Letty Silva
Linda Ritchie
Marc Zane In Memory Of David Heard
Maria & Gerry Dunleavy
Marion S. David in memory of David Heard
Marsha Van Houten
Marnie Friedman
Mason’s Mommy and Daddy
Matt
Matt & Monica Carson In Memory Of David Heard
Matt, Shannon, Vanessa & Nicky Martocci In Memory Of David Heard
Megan McBride
Mike, Diane & Michael Kemp In Memory Of David Heard
Mindy & Cairo In Memory Of David Heard
Mr. and Mrs. David and Patricia Bartek
Mr. and Mrs. G. Robert Lyles, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter and Gwendolyn Salmon
Mr. and Mrs. William and Jean Heard
Mr. Douglas Kline
Mr. Joseph Hoholick
Mr. Thomas and Linda Warren Sr.
Mr. William W Garretson In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Candace L. Guido In Memory Of David Heard,
Avery Lubrecht
$100 - $249 (continued)
Mrs. Jacqueline J Greene
Mrs. Kristen L Johnson
Mrs. Linda S Triolo In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Margie A Kohmescher In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Melissa Walsh In Honor Of David Heard
Mrs. Patty McDonald In Honor Of Mr. David Heard
Ms. Diane P Finn In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Kate M Kurivchack
Ms. Keshia Dail
Ms. Kristen Kelly In Honor Of David Heard
Ms. Marla R Wendling
Ms. Rachel N Moeller
Ms. Sarah Seredych Trimmer In Memory Of David Heard
NCC Community In Memory Of David Heard
Nowell and Julia Leitzke
Online Power Service, Inc.
Patricia Donohue In Memory Of David Heard
Patricia M. Carpenito In Loving Memory of David Heard
Paul & Elizabeth Lodge In Honor Of David Heard
Peter & Claudia
Peter & Jo Ann Salmon Jr.
Pfizer Foundation
Prudential Foundation
Richard Kline
Rob West in support of Augustine and in Memory of David
Ronald Marsico In Memory Of David Heard
Scott and Keio Walsh in memory of David Heard
Shell Duffany In Memory Of David Heard
Sofia Bean
Steph & Bobby
Steve & Leigh-Anne Bell In Memory Of David Heard
Steve and Ellen Lutz In Memory Of Parker S Lutz
Sue, Drew, Andy and Maggie Burns In Honor Of David Heard
Susan and Art Charlton In Honor Of David Heard
Tammy Vreeland & family - Cane Corso Rescue
Taylor Breisch
Terri Fadem
Terri Klemm
The Abruzzese Family

The Gunia family In Memory Of David Heard
The Hayes-Gallagher Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Howe family - Ralph, Kara, Daniel & Alyssa In Memory Of David Heard
The Kems-Mike, Diane & Michael in Honor of David Heard In Honor Of David Heard
The Martelli Family In Honor Of David Heard
The Ohl Family
The Palmer Kiwanis
The Ramas
The Ritter Family
The Sanford/Bernhardt Family In Honor Of David Heard
Tim, Autumn, Max and Zoey Bragg In Honor Of David Heard
Todd Greene
TraceyC
Tuesday Morning Coffee Crew (Marguerite, Janine, Susan, Jamie & Celeste) In Memory Of DAVID Heard
VINTAGE AERO SPORTS, LLC In Memory Of Elmer F Hahola, Sr.
Washington Township Library Staff in memory of David Heard
Zach P. In Memory Of David Heard
Zach’s Dad

$1 - $99
“Doody”
Abbe Plog
Adam and Kerri Speck
Alan Newfield
Alana
AllianceBernstein
Alon Hafri
Amy Cooke (HCRHS Teacher w/Tom) In Memory Of David Heard
Amy L Calnan In Memory Of Andrew Butler
Amy Natysyn in memory of Andrew Butler
Amy, Rich and Molly Jones
Andrea n Hahn
Andrew and Evan Rossi In Memory Of David Heard
Andrew Foley
$1 - $99 (continued)
Andrew M
Angeline McTighe/Eleanor Blondo in memory of Eileen McTighe
Annie Fine
Anonymous
Anonymous In Memory Of All those whom Are missed!
Anonymous In Memory Of David Heard
Anonymous In Memory Of Jean Heard
Anthony and Alison in honor of David Heard
Art Charlton’s Dad Lloyd
Arthur and Susan Charlton Jr.
Augustine’s Gifted Teacher In Memory Of David Heard
Augustine’s Grandmother In Memory Of David Heard
Aunt Al & Uncle Anthony
Aunt Carol, Uncle Dave, Samantha & sarah
Aunt Denise & Uncle Bill
Aunt Lauren
Babci In Memory Of lucy gorchinsky
Barb Ricci
Barbara & Tom Gilmartin In Honor Of David Heard
Barry and Pamela McCarty
Batbara J. Castner
Beau Pezoldt
Ben, Roxanne, Craig and April
Benes Family
Benjamin In Honor Of Mindy Solomon my brave Nana
Bernadette O’Connor
Bernard & Dorothea Kasha
Beth Brooks
Beth DeVault
Beth McLoughlin Chaplin & family
Betsy & Keith Schainholz In Memory Of David Heard
Bill & Ellen Hurz
Bob Meier
Bonny Reese
Braden J Sell In Honor Of David Heard
Bradley and Cathleen Addison
Brenda Nau and Family In Memory Of Declan Carmical
Brian’s friends and family In Memory Of David Heard
Brody Nagle
Bruce and Patricia McCutcheon

BRUCE MASONS INLAWS
Bruce+Elisabeth
Bryan, Maria, Jayden, and Olivia Wolf
Carina Schaffer
Carl and Carol Shotwell
Carl and Tanya Anderson
Carmela Palermo in honor of David Heard
Carol & Bill Hylton In Honor Of David Heard
Carol and Michael Bilger
Carol Karchnak
Carole and Jeff Vincent
Catherine Rust and Family in memory of David Heard
Chi Bo
Christine Peckett
Christopher Jacobsen’s Grandmother
Chubb & Son
Cindy Brennan &
Clara Anderson
Clifford and Ruth Gibbs
COCO
Connie McGuckin
Connie Smith
Connor’s gifted teacher In Memory Of Davie Heard
Connor’s Grandmom in memory of Grandpop
Cora Bussard
Corina’s Confections
Cousin Angela & Sal
craig c-pseg
Cunningham Family
Damiano-Vicidomini Family
Dan & Amy Fox
Dan and Elena Secula in honor of David Heard
danny k.-pseg
Darleen Musgnung in memory of Stephanie
David & April Jurasits
David and Anna Werkheiser
David and Shelly Gottlieb
David Heard
David Leitzke
David’s MOM is PROUD OF YOU OSCAR In Honor Of
My son’s good friend who is EMBRACING LIFE
Debbie & Sal Paparone
David's Warriors 2011
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Debra Thomas
Denise Evertt & Family
Derek Munkirs In Memory Of David Heard
Desire Al and Chase Kratjer
Doreen Matura Fahey and Family
Dorothy Holst
Dott Calabrese
Doug & Gerri Johnson
Doug & Sandra Heater
Doug Beck, Tina Dennis, Hunter and Adam Beck in Honor of David
Dr. Reed Bigelow
Drew LaBarre
EAMS 6th gr TEAM A
Ed, Erin, Katerina, Drew and Victoria Balukas In Memory Of David Heard
Eddie Mouss
Edward and Mary Chando
Eleanor J White
Elisabeth In Honor Of Ed Carpenito
Elisabeth+Bruce Fratezi In Memory Of David Heard
Elise R. Bayse In Memory of David Heard
Elizabeth DeVault
Elizabeth DeVault In Memory Of David Heard
Elizabeth L Chronister
Ellen Shuzman in memory of David E. Heard
Emily Pierre
Erica & Paul Kaser
Erica and Paul Kaser In Honor Of David Heard
Eugenie Go in honor of David Heard
Evan Gerlach
Fanny Moussier
Felicia Fell
Fitzgerald family
Fran K Swerida
Frank and Stephanie In Memory Of Mac and Barbara McCarty
Frank and Stephanie In Memory Of Ms. Amanda Skonieczny
Frank and Stephanie In Memory Of Nicholas A Thomas
FRED AND JEAN BREINER
fred fulda
Friends and Family of Mason In Memory Of David Heard
Friends and Family of Spencer Guido In Memory Of David Heard
friends and family of Troy In Memory Of David Heard
Friends of Zach
From the Guzman Family
Gabriel Jacobsen’s Grandmother
Gabriel’s friends and family In Memory Of David Heard
Gail and Richard Huckins
Georgianne J Hess
Ginny and Mike Scarlatelli In Memory Of David E Heard
Grace Reynolds & Paul Cinoa In Memory Of Toireasa
Ann Barry
Gwen Pensyl
Hannah Wieller
Hector Bonilla
Heidi Lewis
Hillary Morano, HCRHS In Memory Of David Heard
Holly, David, Matthew & Rebecca Kordalski
Hope UCC friends
Hubers
Hunterdon Central Regional High School in memory of David E. Heard
J. Crosland
Jackie Crowell
Jaime L Russoniello
Jamanda Hightower In Memory Of David Heard
Jami Neusch
Jamie Miller
jane ozga
Jane Ozga In Memory Of David Heard
Janice
Janice Buffone
Janine Fox In Memory Of David Heard
Jean Burd
Jean Mañon
Jean Wagner Moulin In Honor Of David Heard
Jeanne, Craig, Conor, Molly & Keira Smith
Jeff and Karen Johnson
Jeff, Maria and Emily
Jeffrey Metz
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Jeffrey R Mucklin
Jeffrey Springer
Jen, Bill, Rena & Sophia Malcolm In Memory Of David
**GLITTER** Heard
Jena’s Mom & Dad
Jenn Antinoro In Memory Of Alexandria Meyrick
Jenn DePersis
Jennifer A Long In Memory Of David Heard
Jeremy & Dylan In Honor Of Mr. Jeremy Harris
Jess & Julia Renaldo
Jessica G Isaacs In Memory Of David Heard
Jessica Goldblat In Memory Of David Heard
Jim, Beth, Billy & Sara Freeman In Memory Of David Heard
jimmy vb
Jo Cyr-Mutty
joanna amitrano
Joanna Baumgarten
Joe Yarwood
Joelle DeCarlo In Memory Of David Heard
John and Barbara Charlton
John and Heidemarie Hawk
John Louis
John Renaldo
John Renaldo In Memory Of David Heard
John Simone In Honor Of David Heard
Jolynn Vanderheiden and Family
Joseph and Noralee Manzek
Josh Kalish
Josh, Kim, Clay and Grace Sanborn In Memory Of David Heard
Judi Donoher
Judy Accardi in honor of David Heard
Julia B. Miles,EAHS In Memory Of Paul Bronstein
Karen and Jeff
Karen Fritchman
Karen Pasquel
Karl and Tracy Snyder
Karyn VanNatta Hisnner
Kate from Centenary In Memory Of David Heard
Kate Galinus In Honor Of David Heard
Katherine DeSalva
Kathy Donovan
Kel and Hannah In Memory Of David Heard
Kellie Brandes
Kelly Decker
Ken Gould
Kevin & Betty Spessard
Kevin, Ryan and Matt Gunia
Kevin’s Friends and Family In Memory Of David Heard
Kim Stone and family In Memory Of Mr. David Heard
Kimberly Erdie-Dent
Kookie and Pete
Kris and Amy Grube and family
Krissy Teel
Kristen Edwards
Kristen Hancz
Kirsti Clements
Krizt Spies In Honor Of David Heard
Kristin, Rob, Sophie and Sadie In Memory Of David Heard
Kutner Family
Kyra’s Gifted Teacher In Memory Of David Heard
Laura & Andy Bauer
Laura and Mike Beck
Laura E Beck
Lauren LoPresti
Lawrence Malinconico
Leslie Wagner
Linda and Dean Rossi in memory of David E. Heard
Linda Bayusik In Memory Of David Heard
Linda Martin
Linda Mason
Lindsay & Jeff Jones
Lisa A Lodge In Honor Of David Heard
Lisa Infantino
Lisa Magidow In Memory Of Evan C. Ahern
Lisa V
Lisa Walter
Lisanne Budwick
Lorie A. Khalil In Honor Of David Heard
Louis Urbano
Mamie & Uncle John
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Marcus, Susan, Sarah, Robert, and Katherine Harburda In Memory Of David Heard
Margie & Butch Wolf, Bryan’s Mom & Dad In Memory Of Marjorie J Kleinle
Maria M Camacho In Memory Of David Heard
Maribeth Osgood
Marie Harris In Honor Of Marie O’Shea
Marie Spohn In Memory Of David Heard
Marilyn Trenka
Mark and Colleen Admirand in memory of David Heard
Marshal/Ruthie Gallion
Mary & Michael Yenkowski
Mary Jo Lodge
Mary Kinkin In Memory Of David Heard
Mary Marshall
Mary Margaret McDonough In Memory Of David E Heard
Matt & Josh
Maxine Paden
Megan “Lily” Hall In Memory Of Mr. Curt Richards
Megan & Robert Boyle
Megan in memory of David Heard
Megs and Mads llc
Mei Li Badecker
Melissa Heard
Meryl Katz
Michael & Joanne Storino
Michele Pilzer
Mike and Mary
Mike H
Mimom
Mindy Rynasko
Misha Gonzales
Miss Beth Yadzinski and Colby Yadzinski
Miss Ely
Miss Loretta Reavis
Miss Smith- Matthew’s Kindergarten Teacher
Missy Rowe In Memory Of David Heard
Mitzak Family
MOM
Mom & Dad In Memory Of David Heard
Mom and Dad Grasso
Momma Tiffany Beamer
Mr. & Mrs. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Gary and Diana Worth
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert and Geraldyn Headdison
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Defranco
Mr. and Mrs. Philip and Rhissa Pontrelli
Mr. and Mrs. Roy and Barbara Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas and Stephanie Monahon Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Heard in memory of David Heard
Mr. Bernard J Maffucci
Mr. Brian C Guthrie
Mr. Charles O Bachman
Mr. Christopher R Fusciardi
Mr. Daniel T McMahon
Mr. Daron Smith
Mr. Don Shinton II In Memory Of Sandra Shinton
Mr. Douglas Meneeley
Mr. Eric R Reimer
Mr. Gabriel A Klugman
Mr. James M Menapace
Mr. Jeff Rake
Mr. Jeffrey Valiant
Mr. Joe Attinello
Mr. Karl R Hettel
Mr. Karl Ritter
Mr. PAUL A WOLFORD
Mr. Paul J Petrakis
Mr. Ross Daron In Memory Of David Heard
Mr. Ryan Bohl
Mr. Scott Novick
Mr. Warren Frankenfield
Mrs. Alyssa Emili In Memory Of Linda Heilman
Mrs. Annamaria C Lalevee In Memory Of Mr. David E Heard
Mrs. Anne Marie Ferriere
Mrs. Binkley
Mrs. Camille Szczecina
Mrs. Carolyn Lindblad
Mrs. Carter-Sell
Mrs. Connie Keen
Mrs. Debbie Race
Mrs. Dianne C Pawlowski In Memory Of David Heard

St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Conquer Childhood Cancers
David's Warriors 2011
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Mrs. Donna Daubert
Mrs. Elizabeth A Chieffo
Mrs. Elizabeth Brill
Mrs. Elizabeth Dowty
Mrs. ELIZABETH KESSELRING
Mrs. Elizabeth L Brill
Mrs. Ellen Linzer
Mrs. Francine L Messinger
Mrs. Irene A Tabet
Mrs. Janet A Adams In Memory Of Mr. Richard A Adams
Mrs. Janet K DeGrandis In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Jean M Martinetti In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Jeanne Jones In Honor Of Mr. Someone Extra-Special
Mrs. Jeannie Klish
Mrs. Jennifer B Morgan
Mrs. Jennifer Brunetti In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. joinne van billiard In Memory Of Mrs. muriel woodring
Mrs. Jody McKinley
Mrs. Kaitlyn McKittrick In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Karen A Trinkle In Memory Of Mr. Joseph Palma
Mrs. Karen Luise
Mrs. Kate A Petignani In Honor Of Tub and Marie Huot
Mrs. Kristen Mattair
Mrs. Kristina K Spies
Mrs. Kym A Mick
Mrs. Leslie Alfieri
Mrs. Marla M Kinney In Memory Of David Heard
Mrs. Maryclaire Foundakos
Mrs. Patty McDonald In Memory Of Mr. David E Heard
Mrs. PEGGY MORALES-OCASIO In Memory Of Lourdes "Tita" Santiago
Mrs. Ruth C Velarde In Honor Of David Heard
Mrs. Sheila R Forstoff In Honor Of Mr. David Heard
Mrs. shelly a jacobs
Mrs. Susan A Verbalis
Mrs. Susan C Heard In Honor Of YOU Kevin & ALL that Cub Scouts meant to David
Mrs. Tiffany Beamer
Mrs. Tracy Snyder

Mrs. Vanessa Paskaitis
Ms. Alana M Albus
Ms. Alison M Ciaccio
Ms. Beth DeVault
Ms. Cailin M Pachter
Ms. Carol A Metzgar
Ms. Deborah Ward
Ms. Debra Wasylyszyn
Ms. Frances Lyons
Ms. Grace Stanat
Ms. Heather Gilmartin
Ms. Jennifer L Gray
Ms. Karen A Chiu
Ms. Karen Zhernosek in memory of David Heard
Ms. Kathleen Ward In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Katja Kruppe
Ms. Kelly Bean In Memory Of David E Heard
Ms. Kelly Bean In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Kimberly Mehall
Ms. Laura J Gonzalez
Ms. Lauretta A Farrell In Honor Of David Heard
Ms. Lisa M Harding
Ms. Lisa M Rufo
Ms. Lynda Shaw
Ms. Maria G Schwartz
Ms. Michelle Gustavson In Honor Of David Heard
Ms. Nancy Frueholz
Ms. Nina Nonnenmacher
Ms. Norma J Zimmerman
Ms. Patricia Carpenito
Ms. PAULA BALLARD In Memory Of DAVID HEARD
Ms. Robin Klugman
Ms. Roxann Mitchell
Ms. Sandee S Kennedy
Ms. Tina M Werkheiser

Mrs. Peggy Morales-Ocasio In Memory Of Lourdes "Tita" Santiago
Mrs. Patty McDonald In Memory Of Mr. David E Heard
Mrs. PEGGY MORALES-OCASIO In Memory Of Lourdes "Tita" Santiago
Mrs. Ruth C Velarde In Honor Of David Heard
Mrs. Sheila R Forstoff In Honor Of Mr. David Heard
Mrs. shelly a jacobs
Mrs. Susan A Verbalis
Mrs. Susan C Heard In Honor Of YOU Kevin & ALL that Cub Scouts meant to David
Mrs. Tiffany Beamer
Mrs. Tracy Snyder

Mrs. Vanessa Paskaitis
Ms. Alana M Albus
Ms. Alison M Ciaccio
Ms. Beth DeVault
Ms. Cailin M Pachter
Ms. Carol A Metzgar
Ms. Deborah Ward
Ms. Debra Wasylyszyn
Ms. Frances Lyons
Ms. Grace Stanat
Ms. Heather Gilmartin
Ms. Jennifer L Gray
Ms. Karen A Chiu
Ms. Karen Zhernosek in memory of David Heard
Ms. Kathleen Ward In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Katja Kruppe
Ms. Kelly Bean In Memory Of David E Heard
Ms. Kelly Bean In Memory Of David Heard
Ms. Kimberly Mehall
Ms. Laura J Gonzalez
Ms. Lauretta A Farrell In Honor Of David Heard
Ms. Lisa M Harding
Ms. Lisa M Rufo
Ms. Lynda Shaw
Ms. Maria G Schwartz
Ms. Michelle Gustavson In Honor Of David Heard
Ms. Nancy Frueholz
Ms. Nina Nonnenmacher
Ms. Norma J Zimmerman
Ms. Patricia Carpenito
Ms. PAULA BALLARD In Memory Of DAVID HEARD
Ms. Robin Klugman
Ms. Roxann Mitchell
Ms. Sandee S Kennedy
Ms. Tina M Werkheiser

Mrs. Peggy Morales-Ocasio In Memory Of Lourdes "Tita" Santiago
Mrs. Patty McDonald In Memory Of Mr. David E Heard
Mrs. PEGGY MORALES-OCASIO In Memory Of Lourdes "Tita" Santiago
Mrs. Ruth C Velarde In Honor Of David Heard
Mrs. Sheila R Forstoff In Honor Of Mr. David Heard
Mrs. shelly a jacobs
Mrs. Susan A Verbalis
Mrs. Susan C Heard In Honor Of YOU Kevin & ALL that Cub Scouts meant to David
Mrs. Tiffany Beamer
Mrs. Tracy Snyder

Mrs. Peggy Morales-Ocasio In Memory Of Lourdes "Tita" Santiago
Mrs. Patty McDonald In Memory Of Mr. David E Heard
Mrs. PEGGY MORALES-OCASIO In Memory Of Lourdes "Tita" Santiago
Mrs. Ruth C Velarde In Honor Of David Heard
Mrs. Sheila R Forstoff In Honor Of Mr. David Heard
Mrs. shelly a jacobs
Mrs. Susan A Verbalis
Mrs. Susan C Heard In Honor Of YOU Kevin & ALL that Cub Scouts meant to David
Mrs. Tiffany Beamer
Mrs. Tracy Snyder

Mrs. Peggy Morales-Ocasio In Memory Of Lourdes "Tita" Santiago
Mrs. Patty McDonald In Memory Of Mr. David E Heard
Mrs. PEGGY MORALES-OCASIO In Memory Of Lourdes "Tita" Santiago
Mrs. Ruth C Velarde In Honor Of David Heard
Mrs. Sheila R Forstoff In Honor Of Mr. David Heard
Mrs. shelly a jacobs
Mrs. Susan A Verbalis
Mrs. Susan C Heard In Honor Of YOU Kevin & ALL that Cub Scouts meant to David
Mrs. Tiffany Beamer
Mrs. Tracy Snyder
Thank You

David's Warriors 2011
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oma
Ome and Opa
Oscar’s Gifted Teacher In Memory Of David Heard
Palmer lacrosse teammates and families
Pam Reinholz
Pappy
Pappy & Nana
Pat Pirretti In Memory Of David Heard
Patricia Swanson in memory of David E. Heard
Patti Hunara
Paul and Jacqueline Smith in memory of David E. Heard
Paul and Rosemary Zambo
Paula Kilpatrick
Peggy Frazza
Pete & Kristen
Pfizer Foundation
Phoebe Barta
Pier Cicerelle
PJ
pop pop
Pop Pop & Grammy
Quin Ray
Randy and Sharon Cicale
Reenie Scrafano in memory of David Heard
Reeve’s Friends and Family In Memory Of David Heard
Reeve’s kindergarten teacher--Mrs. Nicholas
Renee Strouse
Reynolds/Cinoa family
Rhonda Due
Richard and Nancy Anderson
Richard B Mazeffa In Memory Of David E Heard
Ride4David
Riley Langen In Honor Of David Heard
RJ’s friends and family In Memory Of David Heard
Robert and Rita Quade in memory of David Heard
Robin Moran in support of Linda Brent
Rodney’s friends and family In Memory Of David Heard
Roe Colasante In Memory Of David Heard
Rogers Family
Ron & Georgina Rizk
Ronald and PatsyAnn Long
Rosa Arteaga
Rosalba Jackson
Roxann Mitchell
Ryan H. & Family In Memory Of David Heard
Samantha Dailey and Todd Billig In Memory Of David Heard
Sandi Rhodig
Sandra Genduso
Sandy Blais
Sandy Lachman In Memory Of Miss Stani Burchartz
Santina Flynn in memory of David E. Heard
Sarah Ellis
Science Club, Northampton Community College In Memory of David H. of Easton PA
Scott’s friends and family In Memory Of David Heard
Shannon & James Petrunak--in honor of David, the “Boy Who Sparkles”
Shannon Petrunak
Sharon Mahabir
Sharron J. Kennedy
shawn horn
Shawn, Celeste, Gracie & Riley
Shea Blakely In Honor Of David Heard
sheila F Morales
Shelly and Mike
Shelly Levulis, DPM
Sheridan Family
SHERRI WALLINGER In Memory Of DAVID H
Shree - PSEG In Memory of David Heard
Sofia, Juia, Rick and Michelle Geoffrion-Vinci In Memory Of David Heard
Spun Web Technology
Stephen C Keppel III
Steve & Karen Brennan In Memory Of David Heard
Steve & Marsha Lutz In Memory Of David Heard
Steve and Bruni Fish
Steven Atlas
Sue Artz
Sue Burns In Honor Of Susan Heard
Sullivan Family
Susan & Cole Hahn
Susan A. Verbalis
$1 - $99 (continued)
Susan C. Heard In Honor Of Pete and Janine Fox’s 40th Birthdays
Susan Kinney In Memory Of David Heard
Susan Wilcox
Suzanne Dailey
Suze in memory of David Heard and in honor of Susan Heard
Tabitha Miklich
Tammy Hetzel In Memory Of David Heard
Tammy Lewis
Team Max In Honor Of David Heard
Terri Klemm In Honor Of David Heard
Terri Munkirs
Thad J. Egner
The Althouses
The Bitners In Memory Of David Heard
The Cabrera Family
The Calomino Family
The Campbell Family
THE DIACONT FAMILY In Memory Of Mr. DAVID HEARD
The Dibiagio Family
The Dowds
The Duda Boys
The Fait Family In Honor Of David Heard
The Ferrara Family
The Fulmer Family
The Fulmers
The Horton Family
The Joseph Family
The Kane Family
The Kral’s In Memory Of David Heard
The K-Vs who know Anna is a good-hearted ROCKSTAR
The Magliaro family
The Magyarics Family (Mike, Kelly, Kiera and Ryan)
The Martin Family
The Martyak Family
The Mason Family
The McPherson Family
The Montes’
The Mushrush Family In Honor Of David Heard
The Pedrick Family In Memory Of Mr. David Heard
The Porter Family In Honor Of Mr. David Heard
The Ritter Family In Memory Of David Heard
The Robertson Family
The Scheetz Family
The Schoenecks
The Taylor Family
the toddings
The Tudda’s In Memory Of David Heard
The Washington Post Company
The Zenga Family
Thomasina Tucker
Thomas’s friends and family In Memory Of David Heard
Tiffani DAngelo-Johnson
Tiffany Mitchko
Tiffany Robinson
Tim and DeLee Ripper
Timothy and Helen Gaffigan
Tina Huang & The Schrag Family
Tina M Werkheiser
TNT Karate School - Sensei Shawna, Diane, Brendan, Ashley, and Rusty
Tom & Cheryl
Tony’s friends and family In Memory Of David Heard
Topher’s friends and family In Memory Of David Heard
Topher’s Gifted Teacher In Memory Of David Heard
Townsend Family
Travel with E’s
Tricia Hnatow
Uncle Andy, Aunt Mary Beth, Joey and Amber
Uncle Bob and Aunt Joanne
Uncle Lee & Aunt Nan
Unjeria C. Jackson, M.D in memory of David Heard
Valerie Nolasco
Victoria Rose
Vinay & Saaya
Vivian Zumas
Walter+Sieglinde+Martin Harter
Washbourne Family
Wayne and Jacquelyn Dodge
Wilcox Susan
William and Becky Ann Bartlett
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Your Friends From LVH Clinic: Laura, Steve, Katie & Sarah
  Neary In Honor Of The Fabulous David Heard
Zach’s Friends and Family In Memory Of David Heard
Zach’s Gramma Gail